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Capabilities, Potentials and Investment Opportunities of South Khorasan Introduction

Vajh Allah Khedmatgozar
Governor and Head of Investment Service Center 
of South Khorasan Province

Creating fundamental contexts to develop investment besides supporting 
investors is of the most important policies of the government in the province. 
Undoubtedly, through developing investment, as well as developing business 
environment, many problems including high unemployment  rate will be elim-
inated. 

Attracting foreign capitals, aside from providing financial resources re-
quired, has other benefits as technology transfer, linking the national econ-
omy into the global economy, boosting competition, easier access to export 
markets, improving methods of management and marketing, educating and 
training of human resources a plus. To achieve these goals, it is required to 
make known the investment opportunities available to entrepreneurs,  Iranian 
investors living abroad and  foreign investors willing to invest in the province.

If investment security, suitable business environment and appropriate and 
necessary legal framework are provided in these areas and their economies 
, investors are more willingly to participate in these markets and due to the 
influx of financial resources to different  sectors, the province will take advan-
tage of the development opportunity through providing appropriate infrastruc-
tures, and as a result restoring its other economic sectors  will provide itself 
with the job opportunities, production and the thereof added value. 

Obviously, existing external financial resources, the opportunity to take ad-
vantage of modern technology and knowledge will  be obtained, and this is 
the transition through underdevelopment to developing stage and as a result 
of continuity in planning, to developmed stage which however is not too far-
fetched.

The most considerable policy of the province to remove poverty and pro-
mote job opportunities is providing infrastructures, facilities and conditions 
necessary to increase investments by private sectors and encouraging the 

proper investors for appropriate economic plans.
To this end, after the preparation of the book ‹Capabilities, Potentials and 

Investment opportunities in South Khorasan Province «in 2011, the second 
edition is compiled in both English and Persian to provide an overview of the 
economy of the state, and to  introduce capabilities, advantages and opportuni-
ties available to domestic and foreign investors.

Finally, it is worthwhile to appreciate the hard work and effort of the Ser-
vice Center and the Secretariat of the State Investment headquarter based in 
the Department of Economic Affairs and Finance of the Province,  and all the 
executive directors and experts  who helped this collection be gathered. 

We hope that through providing services for foreign investors and with the 
support of Encouraging Foreign Investment Law of investors, a mutual coop-
eration between Iranian and foreign investors would come to exist  and thus  
accelerate the growth and development of the country.
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Capabilities, Potentials and Investment Opportunities of South Khorasan Introduction

Ali Rezai 
Deputy Governor and Deputy Staff Career 
Planning and Investment of South Khorasan

South Khorasan Province has great potentials for development. Four border 
active markets, the official customs of Mahyroud border, and being located in 
the country  East transit corridor, are of the province main features for business 
development and creating job opportunities  that should be considered as in-
fluencing factors in reducing unemployment and increasing the welfare of the 
people. So, our first priority is to develop the province trade and investment  
infrastructure to maintain existing jobs and create new jobs and to increase the 
value-added of economic activities in the province.

For developing employment ,we have to open the way for private sector and 
foreign investment since  the private sector can make use of its capabilities 
for creating jobs and take charge of stabilizing employment hence  state funds 
being spent on infrastructure development and prosperity of the nation. 

Therefore, the province priority programs of development, in the context 
of two major  approaches in economics and to comply with the orders of the 
supreme leader, are summarizedas follow: 

• The implementation of resistive economic programs (that results in increased 
productivity in all economic sectors) 

• Implementation of the targeting subsidies second phase and care for exist-
ing   production and employment 

To be able to resolve the province employment problems to grace of Lord 
and with regard to the policies of our Plan and Hope government, first we 
need to change the province employment balance so that through altering the 
sectors added value, head to  yielding  more productive, less expensive and 
employment stabilizer  activities, Namely move from the servicing  and tradi-
tional agriculture to modern agriculture, industry and mineral based industries 
(due to mineral potentials).

In order to achieve these goals and the necessity to identify and collect the 

province economic capabilities and investment opportunities, Service Center 
and the Secretariat of the State Investment headquarter in collaboration with 
executive sectors proceeded to edit the book entitled “Capabilities, Potentials 
and Investment Opportunities in South Khorasan Province”, both in Persian 
and English to introduce the field to the investors , and the entrepreneurs. 

At the end, it is worthwhile to value the directives of Mr. khedmatgozar, the 
Governor and the Head of investment service center of south khorasan, and 
the effort and hard work of Mr. Ramezani , Director General of Economic and 
Financial Affairs, and Committee Vice-Chairman and Secretary of the Province 
Investment Services Center , and also all executive authorities and their experts  
for compiling this collection.                       

We hope that this collection could achieve the goals, missions, visions and 
plans for economic, social and cultural development of the country as well as 
establishing strategic plans promising more success in the area of activity is 
our province.
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Capabilities, Potentials and Investment Opportunities of South Khorasan Introduction

Seyed Mehdi Ramezani
Director General of Economic and Financial          
Affairs and the Secretary of the Investment 
Committee and Vice - Chairman of Investment 
Service Center of South Khorasan Province 

Investment is of remarkable  tools to achieve higher rates of economic growth, 
wealth creation and to promote individual and societal well-being. Recruiting 
and attracting human resources and material investment and injecting it into the 
country’s economic infrastructure is a way to accelerate the development of the 
economy and job creation, and can be used as a lever for accelerating economic 
growth and development.

Since one of the major factors affecting domestic and foreign investment  
is  transient diffusion and dissemination of information, and transparent,  ac-
curate, timely and up to date  notification of abilities , potentials , regulations 
and investment opportunities, the Service Center and the Secretariat of the 
province investment, in accordance with  performing the duties of adminis-
tration and content stipulated in the regulations establishing service centers 
and provincial investment regulations implementing Article 7 of the Law on 
Amendment of the Law of the fourth Economic , Social and Cultural develop-
ment I.R.I and Implementation of Principle IV of the Constitution and aimed 
to provide new features , capabilities , opportunities , benefits and investment 
incentives to investors and entrepreneurs has prepared and written the second 
edition of the book ‘ Capabilities, Potential and Investment Opportunities in 
South Khorasan “ .

This book presents the investment capacity of the province and its cities 
as well as the significant benefits and incentives provided to investors as the 
relative advantages of some agricultural products particularly barberry , ju-
jube , saffron and rich resources of animal genetics ,the  advantage of cheap 
and clean energy like wind and solar and metallic and non-metallic  mineral 
deposits ,existing tourism sample areas , tourist attractions and recreational ar-
eas,  special economic  zones, neighboring to Afghanistan and suitable market 
for export products through official borders and frontier markets , many uni-

versities and educational centers with a long and rich educational history,... as 
well as introducing priority projects in a try to introduce the technical feasibil-
ity and economic and industrial sectors , mining, trade, services , agriculture, 
tourism , road and urban development, health, ... . Preparing and updating the 
book has been done with information, statistics and expertise power of all 
executives the province. This book contains twelve chapters as follow : South 
Khorasan at a glance, social and cultural scope , condition of infrastructure 
and general advantages of the province , business scope , industry and min-
ing scope, agriculture scope , environmental scope , cultural heritage , handi-
crafts and Tourism scope ,introducing the counties, incentives for investment 
in various economic sectors, Q & A concerning investment and investment 
opportunities in both Persian and English. It should be noted that all inves-
tors and entrepreneurs can visit the “Investment Service Center Website” on 
“www.investin-sk.ir” and enjoy the services provided.  In addition, electronic 
version of this book is available on the same website.

It is hoped that the efforts of my colleagues and I have been considered 
useful for  domestic and foreign investors in a try to control the growth and 
prosperity of the province and the development of growing our beloved Iran .

It is worthwhile to thank  the directives of Mr. khedmatgozar, the honorable 
Governor and Mr. Rezaei the Deputy Governor of Career and Planning , and the 
effort and  hard work of all directors and  executive experts for playing an influ-
ential role in editing the second version of the book “ Capabilities , Potentials 
and Investment Opportunities of South Khorasan province” .

This is definitely not a perfect collection and we call for valuable sugges-
tions and guidelines of all managers , investors , economic experts  to declare 
their  valuable suggestions and guidance to the Administration to improve the 
next manuscripts of the book .

We hope that this book which is aimed at identifying and collecting investment 
opportunities and the province capabilities, can help foreign and domestic en-
trepreneurs know the advantages of  investment in the province and retaining, 
attracting and channeling investors  take  a positive step towards the develop-
ment of domestic and foreign investment and economic development of the 
province.
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Birjand - Bande-e-dareh

Barberry - Crop Production
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Chapter1: South Khorasan Province at a Glance

Geographical Location
South Khorasan Province located in the east of Iran is limited to Razavi 

Khorasan from the north, Sistan & Baluchestan and Kerman from the south; 
Yazd, Semnan and Isfahan from the west; and has about 331 kilometers shared 
boundaries with Farah state - Afghanistan from the East. This province with 
an area of 150800 km2  covers  9% of the total area of the country.

 Natural Geograpy
Considering uneven areas, this province can be divided into two parts: High 

mountains and plains. Mountains are mostly located in the northern and cen-
tral regions of the province and the plains are in the south and southwest, next 
to the Afghanistan border.

“ Nayband” mountain in Tabas with 2980 m height is the roof of the prov-
ince while “ Tabas kavir Dehestan” with 530 m height from the sea level is 
the lowest region. The lowlands mostly include plains located in northwest, 
centre, west and southwest of the province. South and southwestern plains are 
salt marshes, and due to neighboring with Lut desert, they have dry and harsh 

Birjand - Arge -e- Kolah-farangi
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weather exposed by sand dune attack.
As this province is in dry and arid area in the east, rivers are temporary and 

seasonal. There is no permanent river. Since there is no strong vegetation, 
floods easily destroy everything. Extensive areas in center, east and south con-
front with lack of water resources and only limited underground water can be 
relied on for water providing.

Weather
Cold northern winds affect the province weather condition late in fall. In 

other words, Cold polar air masses decrease temperature. Together with west-
ern moist air masses, kinds of rainfalls can take place. On the other hand, 
moist air masses from west and southwest affect the weather in winter and 
early in spring and most of rainfalls happen at this time. 

The province climate is desert and dry. But considering the condition 
of high and low lands two different regions could be classified:

A) Hot and arid climate: including plains and even areas in center, 
west and south of the province

B) Moderate and arid climate: including northern and northwestern 
high lands around Birjand

Regarding a 20  year statistical period, the province average rainfall is 111 
mm which is mostly heavy showers and non periodic. Rainfall in desert areas 

is less than 50 mm in mountains it could reach 250 mm. Birjand average rain-
fall is 159 mm.

The highest and the lowest temperatures  recorded in the province has been 
49oc  and - 27oc in Tabas and Qaen, respectively.

     The province hot period is long. It is started from May and prolong up to 
September. Cold months are October, November and December.

Rainfall Condition of South Khorasan ( 20 years period)
amount Area limitation Time period Index

111 province 20 years
Average annual in statistical 

period Province rainfall (m
m

)

119.8 province First 10 years
102.3 province Second 10 years
- 15% Percentage of the second decade changes compared to the first one
101.8 province 2012- 2013

Average annual rainfall
102.7 province 2011- 2012

-0.9 % Percentage of the rainfall fluctuations of 2012 – 2013 compared to 2011-
2012

88 Nehbandan Monthly (March)
The most rainfall of the year 2013

158.5 Nehbandan Annual

Ref. South Khorasan General Office of aerology

South Khorasan Tempreture (20 years period)
amount Area limitation Time period Index

18.8 province 20 years
Average temperature in 

statistical period Province tem
perature  (centigrade)

18.7 province First 10 years
18.9 province Second 10 years

1.1% Percentage of fluctuations in the second 10 years compared to the first 10 
years

19.3 province 2012-2013
Temperature average of year

17.9 province 2011-2012

8% Percentage of temperature fluctuations of  2012 – 2013 compared to 
2011-2012

36.4 Tabas July- August Highest Monthly average 
tempreture 2013-0.1 Qaen January lowest

47.7 Tabas August Highest Highest and lowest 
temperatures

2013-14.5 Qaen February lowest

Ref. South Khorasan General Office of aerology
Tabas - Morteza Ali Spring Hot Water
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Subdivisions 
 Based on the latest subdivisions in 2011, this province has 11 cities, 28 

urbal regions, 25 district and 61 villages.
Countrysides

Urban 
areas

Rural 
districtDistrictArea 

(km2)City
Total

Without
residents

With
 residents

356316801883286125150800Total province

353270832425993Boshrouyeh

4291043251614004Birajand

196391574635797Darmiyan

313264493429342Sarayan

353932602638199Sarbisheh

241197442314103Ferdows

247781695837601Ghayenat

53523729825226094Nehbandan

49331318038355412Tabas

2947721725216029Khousf

10981012638226Zirkuh

Ref: Statistical Calendar of the South Khorasan (2011)  

 Historical Background
 From a very long history up to Zandieh period, there has been a place, named 

Ghohestan, around South Khorasan.  Ghohestan or Ghuhestan means mountain. 
Considering the mountainous situation of this region the name fits the place. An-
other reason mentioned by some scholars, due to lots of karizes in this area, this 
place got the name as these scholars believe  word Ghohestan consists of two parts: 
first, Gu and second prefix –stan: means water obtained from a well or kariz.

Based on some of Hakhameshi inscriptions, Greek scholars believed that Gho-
hestan has been the inhabitat of Sagart, one of Iranian tribes and it was the four-
teenth Satrap of Hakhamanishis’. Herodot, the great historian in the fifth century 
B.C., said:” They are one of the eastern tribes and inhabitant of the fourteenth Sa-
trap of Hakhamaneshis’.” This region was a flourished one during Sasani’s period. 
Heptalian were the kings of this region. Inscriptions found in Kuch, Lakh Mazar, 
include information in Pahlavi manuscripts, about Akheshnavaz and Ghobad kings 
of Heptalian and Saani, respectively. There are some scenes about the marriage 
of Akheshnavaz daughter with Ghobad and the face of some of other Heptailan 

features on these inscriptions indicating the strong presence of Heptalian in South 
of Khorasan. 

“ Khousf kal Jangal” inscription approves that Ghohestan region was an indepen-
dent area during Ashkanian period. Up to 259 A.H. Ghohestan was under the domi-
nance of Abbasian and Caliphates governed it. Taherian also spent some years gov-
erning this region. Sistan local princes occupied the area for a while. Esmaeeli princes 
governed Ghoehstan from 266 to 655. Eight princes ruled Ghohestan.

Being located in distant area and dominating by long and impassable mountains 
were the most important reasons for Ismaeelian to choose Ghohestan. Hassan Sabbah 
castle, Kuh castle Of Qaen and Ferdows, Shah dej Castle in Nehbandan and Rostam 
castle are the most famous castles constructed by Ismaeelian in Ghohestan. Hassan 
Sabbah castle was the most strategic ruling place after Alamot castle where the most 
dedicated soldiers have been trained there. Holaku Khan attacked Ghohestan and 
put an end to the dominance of Ismaeeilian with remaining thousands of mortalities.

Although in the sixth to seventh A. H., Ismeelian presence created lots of con-
flicts, these conflicts made Birjand to be recognized by others. From the seventh 
Century A. H. the word Birjand has become known. But up to Safavieh period, it 
was nothing more important than a village. Gradually, it flourished. Passing cara-
van created appropriate opportunities for that infamous city in order to be pros-
pered. During Safavieh time (907-1135 A.H.) when Arab princes settled down in 
Tabas Golshan( Date Tabas), Birjand has been chosen as their center of kingdom. 

Language and Dialects
As this area has special climate, it never tempted invaders a lot to attack it. That’s 

why the people’s language and race have not been under great changes. Hence, 
Fars and Farsi have been the dominant race and language, respectively, the formal 
race and language become untouched. This language got special dialect in each 
region e.g. Birjandi dialect, Qaeni dialect,… . These dialects are different from 
each other in vocabularies, sentence making and sometimes in accents. Some Arab 
tribes still live in this region. They keep their own language, though they have been 
mixed with Farsi a lot.  

Population
Based on 2012 census of population and housing, 732192 people equal to 203366 

households have been settled in this province. They allocate 1% of the country pop-
ulation. It means that, there are 5 persons in each km2. The national index for per 
square kilometer inhabitant is 46 persons. Birjand has the most condensed popula-
tion and Tabas has the least condensed one.
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Among the province populations 368101 (50.3 %) and 364091 (49.7%) persons 
are male and female, respectively. Among them 414173 persons (56.6%) live in 
cities and 317974 (43.4%) settle in rural areas. 45 persons aren’t inhabitants.

Population disparity happens based on the geographical condition. Mostly, 
people occupy mountain basis near water resources. So, it can be claimed that 
the population dispersion of each region depends on its climate and topographic 
conditions (availability of water resources) of that region.

Ratio of Urbanity to Rural Area Living
Based on the 2011 census of population and housing, 56.6 % (414173) of the 

province population live in urban areas while 43.4 % (318019) live in rural areas.

Population growth rates and age & gender composition 
Based on the information obtained in 2006 and 2011, population growth of this 

province has been 0.82% in which cities indicate 4.08 and villages -0.21 %. These 
rates show that villages become vacant and villagers immigrate to urban areas.

Census of population and housing in 2011 showed that 50.3 % and 49.7 % of the 
population of the province are men and women, respectively. So the gender ratio is 
101 meaning that there are 101 male against 100 female.

Without taking Tabas into account, according to census of population and housing 
in 2006 and 1996, the province population is 28.57% under 15 years old, 64.40% 
between 15 - 64 and 7.02%  in 65 or older.

Chapter 2: Social and Cultural Scope of the 
Province

Khousf - Ibne Hosam Khousfi Shrine

View of Birjand
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Human Resources and Employment
Based on the results of work force plan, the province unemployment rate in 

2012 is 6.94% and economic participation rate is 43%, including Tabas.
Based on the same source, among the working people in the province, 37% 

, 29% and 35% are working in agriculture, industry and services, respectively. 

Population Indicators of Human resources
Amount/NumberTitle

6.4%Unemployment rate

9%Urban area unemployment rate
3.2%Rural area unemployment rate

17.2% Youth unemployment rate
( 10-24 year old)

37%Share of agriculture section in people employment
29%Share of Industry section in people employment
35%Share of service section in people employment

80.3%Share of freelances among all employed persons

Ref. 2011 census of population and housing (excluding Tabas)

2-2) Education
In 1907, Shokatieh school was founded as the first modern school in Birjand. This 

Birjand - Shukatiye school

Photo Archive
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was the beginning of modern methods of education in this realm. More than 300 
years prior to this foundation, people of this region had recognized the need to be 
educated. That’s why they had founded Masumieh religion school in 1161 A. H. to 
train clergymen. Also before formal schools, children, girls and boys, had been sent 
to Maktab. In addition to schools in Birjand, Jafarieh school in Qaen, Atighe zaman 
school, old school in khousf, Darmiyan, Gol and other places, people sent their chil-
dren to learn religious courses. Approximately, there was one Maktab in each village 
that provided students whit religious courses as well as Persian literature. 

Statistical Profile of General Offices of Education of South Khorasan in 2013-2014
Concentrationprivate Public

Education level
PrivatePublicstudentClassschoolstudentclassschool

16.506847416192000Pre-school

20.017.34608230347206541691160elementary

21.520.1387188232341156340 High school-
first period

14.322.2817578229291031151High school

24.019.5482111761604107
 Technical and
 Occupational-
knowledge- job

05.30001378260105Special needs

17.618.21270772324313136772201863Total

Ref. General Office of Education and Training – South Khorasan

Higher Education
South Khorasan province having units and centers of higher education 

whether in the form of Public, Azad, Payam-noor or Medical university,... 
mostly concentrated in Birjand, can be considered as Iran’s  eastern academic 
center of Excellence.

Census of universities located in the province – 2012-2013

No University/ Center Public/ private Academic staff Students Graduated

1 Province total pub-
lic universities

Public 2417 29000 30066

2 Province total Azad 
universities

Private 756 11345 15290

Total 3173 40345 45356

Experts in the province, 2012-2013

NO Title
Technical 
& Engi-
neering

Agricul-
ture

Medi-
cine

Basic 
Science

Hu-
mani-

ties

Archi-
tecture 
and Art

Sum

1 Academic staff 104 70 110 88 135 12 519

2 Student B.A. 8340 2878 1847 3388 16862 1092 34407

M.A. 372 703 19 600 1510 0 3204

Ph.D. 24 5 466 81 11 0 587

3 Gradu-

ated

B.A. 1385 420 218 684 3229 144 6080

M.A. 70 131 0 167 268 0 636

Ph.D. 0 0 37 0 0 0 37

Ref. Science and technology park of South Khorasan 

Sport
There are 139 stadiums (indoor or outdoor) under the supervision of the 

Youth and Sport General Office in the province up to 2013. Twenty seven 
of which are in the province center and the rest are spread in the other areas. 
Total area covered is  344454 m2 from which 60168  m2 is in the center and 
284286 m2 is in other places. The per capita for indoor and outdoor places is 
0.46 m2 for each persons.

There are also 95 active clubs. There are 43 sport boards active  in the cen-
tral part and totally 294 boards  all over the province.

Khousf - Ibne Hosam Khousfi Shrine
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Culture and Art
The Province culture and Art- 2013

 Percentage
of FluctuationNumber / amountUnitIndex

635TitleNumber of the titles of the printed books

-3.752000versionCirculation of the written books

02TitleNumber of the title of translated books

1002000versionCirculation of the translated books

6.4533TitleNumber of the titles of written book

-5.6650000versionCirculation of the written books

1577TitleNumber of titles of media

4016437586versionCirculation of the media

1440TitleNumber of the titles printed media

41.616,410,022versionCirculation of the printed media

4124TitleNumber of the titles of magazines
15496400versionCirculation of the magazines
1006OfficeNumber of cultural and art institute

18.532OfficeNumber of cultural and Qorani  institutes

04OfficeNumber of cinemas

2036OfficeNumber of printing Office
2370OfficeNumber of Advertisement office

19.7377officeNumber of cultural and artistic institute of mosques
Ref. South Khorasan General Office of Islamic culture- census, data and planning unit – march 2014

Province Public libraries

MembersAvailable booksLibraryYear - city

2303266322Boshrouyeh
1404215120615Birjand
803186383Khousf

2941249845Darmiyan
744149952Zirkuh
1816469173Sarayan
2175264633Sarbisheh
911512595711Tabas
2479390832Ferdows
998711742110Ghayenat
2098527903Nehbandan

4850364508659Total

Ref.  South Khorasan General Office of public Libraries (March 2014)

Fluctuation percentageAmount/ numberIndex

34.0959Public library1

17.5812410Ratio of population to public library 2

Birjand - Historical Castel of Birjand
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Health and medical care
Indexes for Health and Medical care of the province in 2009

 Rate of
 fluctuation
to last year

Amount/ number
UnitIndex

20122011

5.2465442 personRatio of physicians to the population

066personNumber of hospitals and medical centers

0.35281280officeRural health house

1.66059officePharmacies

82725officeLaboratories

02020officeRadiography centers

4.96698665bedActive beds in hospital

0654654bed Fixed number of hospital beds

-7.269.0674.45%    Occupancy rate of beds

-6.59581025personThe ratio of beds to population
-0.8710221031personThe ratio of population to fixed beds

-1.87668631681419personPopulation

• Figures are about the end of the year.
• Ref.: The province university of medical sciences and health services.(April 2014) 

Number of laboratory, radiotherapy and rehabilitation centers in cities - 2010

Rehabilitation CenterRadiotherapyPharmacyLaboratoryCity

68206027Province

43143317Birjand

0020Darmiyan

1021Sarayan

1030Sarbisheh

4283Ghayenat

5121Nehbandan

9264Ferdows

5131Boshrouyeh

0010Khousf

0000Zirkuh

 Ref.: The province university of medical sciences and health services.(April 2014) ( Excluding Tabas)

Chapter 3: The Province Status of Infrastruc-
tures and Services

Photo Archive
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Condition of roads
 Development of each region depends highly on the  most economical com-

munication ways especially road, rail, air and sea transportation, that gives 
the shortest possible time and the minimum cost to supply the markets for the 
manufactured products , hence to meet the needs of the area. Thus, any invest-
ment in this field can be associated with better outcomes. 

3-1-1) Overlands

South Khorasan, the most eastern province of Iran, due to its unique geo-
graphical situation is of particular importance  hence requiring  to absorb more 
investments in its transportation sector.

Among the province advantages of this section may be cited as follows:
A long shared border with Islamic Republic of Afghanistan and transit trans-

port of goods through the province roads to middle Asian countries, the prov-
ince border markets and terminals, locating in the north-south and east- west 
corridor providing  the possibility to transit goods, deployment  in the Asian 
highway network path  and the opportunity to use international investments 
in the development of the regional transport network, numerous mines in the 
province  and the need to transport minerals, and several industrial centers and 
sectors with national and regional performance.   

South Khorasan Roads Status-2013
Rural RoadsBy- waysMain Roads
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161414493161213113229117975808734137010356289
Ref. General Office of roads and urbanism

Airways

The province airports weekly flight timetable includes internal ones from 
Birjand international airport to Teharn and Mashahd ( 22 Take offs- landings), 
Tabas airport  to Tehran (4 Take offs - landings) and Birjand international air-
port flights to Jadde and Najaf ( 4 Take offs -landings)

Meanwhile, the establishment of provincial airports flights to other destina-

Photo Archive
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tions as zahedan, Yazd, Isfahan, Kish, Dubai and neighboring countries in 
under review.

Railways
In spite of geopolitical situation of South Khorasan province for transit trans-

portation to Afghanistan and central Asian  countries,  there is about 315 km from 
the railway Bafgh - Mashhad in the cities of Tabas,  Ferdows and  Boshruyeh; 
since the most important factor in the development of the South Khorasan prov-
ince is mineral potential or construction of  industries,  by the approval of the 
implementation of the national railway junction in Birjand by the state board, so 
far technical  and economical feasibility studies are done and commission 32 is 
obtained but finalizing the project needs funding whether through domestic or 
foreign investments.  

Transportation
 South Khorasan Transportation Development Indexes 

2013IndexNo

19Amenity-Service complexes1

380Investment amount in  Amenity-Service complexes (billion rials)2

190Direct job opportunities provided by service units (person)3

3Operating Cargo Terminals4

5Operating Passenger Terminals5

54Goods Transportation Companies6

34Passenger Transportation Companies  7

3Mechanized Vehicle Inspection Centers 8

7Static & Fixed Bascules9

13Video Surveillance Cameras10

16Traffic Counter11

9554Drivers in Transportation Sector12

6089Fleet of the province Transportation system (vehicle)13

Ref. General Office of transportation terminals – Apr. 2014

Water Resources
In South Khorasan Province, due to its being located in the hot and dry 

region, with an average precipitation of 118.65 millimeters most of the rivers 
are seasonal which stream in rainy seasons but become dry in hot seasons. So, 
people of this district for agriculture   and drinking water act to dig deep and 
semi-deep wells and aqueducts. To solve the problem of water shortage and 
efficient use of surface water and runoff,  Regional Water Company attempted 
to build water storage dams and reservoirs which can also be multipurpose. 

South Khorasan Water Resources Status( Long-Term 25 years)
UnitAmountDescription

basin4Main catchments

mm118.65Average rainfall

Billion m217.94 Average annual Rainfall

Billion m216.32Annual Evaporation and  Transpiration Amount

Billion m21.62Rechargeable water resource potential amount

Billion m2900 Underground water portion from rechargeable
water source

Million m2720Surface water portion from rechargeable source

river10Important rivers

river2Boundary rivers

plain40Total plains of province

plain2Critical protected plains

plain18Protected plains

plain20Free plains

Million m21207.6Extraction of ground water resources

Million m21.62Fraction plains reservoirs

Million m2146Returned water amount to resources

Ref. Province regional water company – March 2014
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Ground Water Usage Based on the Resource Type
 ( Inventory year  2013-2014)

 Total
Discharge

Consumption Type (MCM)
UnitNumber Resource

Type OtherIndustryDrinking Agriculture

876.8717.358.9547.41803.16Ring3299Well
266.591.7110.379.87244.64Chain6252Aqueduct
64.164.903.42253.84Mouth2189Spring

1207.6223.9622.7459.281101.64Resource11740Total
Ref. Province regional water company – March 2014

Operating Projects (to the end of 2013)
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4.6114.18303265 Providing water
for agriculture
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 Haji
 Abad
dam

2

0.6011.510078 Providing water
for agricultureFerdows

 Terrestrial
 with clay

core

 Borun
dam3

4.135.67250600 Providing water
for agricultureSarayan
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core

 Shahid
 Parsa
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8.834.3190520 Providing water
for agricultureQaen
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core

 Qaen
 Farrokhi

dam
5

4.257000 Providing water
for agricultureTabas

 Terrestrial
 with clay

core

 Dare bid
dam6

7.577.75230400 Providing water
for agricultureTabas Concrete

arcus
 Karit
dam7

4.868.163230
 Providing water
 for agriculture

and drinking
Tabas

 Terrestrial
 with clay

core

 Nahrein
Dam8

Ref. The province regional water company- feb-2014

Electricity
The province developmental plans for electricity industry were in such a 

way that made it the country’s eastern pole of energy and provided it with a 
special place in electricity production  not only for national targets but also to 
meet the neighboring countries need.

South Khorasan Electricity Industry Status 

 Growth
 percentage

 of 2013
versus 2009

201320092005UnitTopicRowSector

512.9711752116   MW
 Nominal power

of installed plant
1

Pr
od

uc
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n

10.1158314561438Km Length of

132kw line
2
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ist

rib
ut
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743.1978326116Km Length of

400kw line
3

300411Machine Transferring

station
4

2501400400400MWA Transferring

station capacity
5

30.8171513Machine High distribution

station
6

38.7645555465MWA High distribution

station capacity
7
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 Growth
 percentage

 of 2013
versus 2009

201320092005UnitTopicRowSector

20.710510787Feeder Medium feeder
pressure

8

D
is

tri
bu

tio
n

54.312040.694037805Km
 Length of
 medium

pressure line
9

61.44765.834542952Km  Length of week
pressure line

10

124806156463598Machine Distribution
station

11

128.6875.7595383MWA
 Capacity of
 distribution

station
12

33.9249206186MWPeak pressure13

78.2318114220487178557subscriberTotal subscribers14

38.9154912801115village
 Rural areas

 equipped with
electricity

15

51.31173849069677591subscriber

 Rural house
 holds equipped
with electricity

16

-30.3200260287personstaff17

Ref. The Province Electricity distribution company

Electricity production status up to the end of 2013

MWPlant typeTopic

711
636Combined Cycle

Production
75Gas

Ref. the province Electricity distribution Company  
In case the Qaen plant is converted to a Combined cycle, this amount is increasing to 1070 mw.

Different Sections Share in Electricity Consumption

20062007200820092013
 Consumption

Type

25.2525.6924.624.924.6Domestic

21.7520.552018.719.8Industry

3.556.11664.8Business

37.5536.3235.53738.3Agriculture

11.911.3313.913.48.1General

  Ref. Collections of economical, social and cultural indexes of the province

Gas Energy
At present, more than 85% of urban and 21% rural population are using by 

natural gas. 

Photo Archive
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The province Gas providing status
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2007 1 0 3295 10 482 92 0 4 2 0

2008 2 0 18835 82 591 11491 0 15 2 0

2009 5 3 30166 442 1179 51299 0 25 4 2

2010 12 17 46182 462 1492 77367 4075 53 8 11

2011 13 34 53258 462 1676 92903 10220 59 12 18

2012 13 56 64549 512 2267 108752 15252 72 14 21

2013 14 88 74143 512 2678 124764 23373 93 19 22

Notably, there are 22 active CNG stations in the province that the number 
will rise to 23 in near future after the operation of the ongoing stations.

Status of petroleum products
South Khorasan neighboring with Afghanistan and border markets provides 

the following investment opportunities for the  province:

1. Construction of oil products pipeline to the border market 
from Birjand reservoir

2. Construction of storage for products to export in border markets
3. oil products export to Afghanistan
4. Transportation fuels, particularly liquefied natural gas from Iran 

to Afghanistan and vice versa 
5. Transit fuel, especially liquid gas from Iran to Afghanistan and vs.
6. Construction railway from Birjand to border markets and trans-

port fuel via rail.

The status of Fuel Stations 
 Oil Sale
branch

PumpStations
Year

GasolineGas oilKeroseneTotalGovernmentalPrivate

630130950441432005

632135970441432006

6321421050441432007

6351551120441432008

63816812333461452009

63917412633491482010

63919313533541532011

57020214433551542012

55026216333651642013

Ref.South Khorasan N.I.O.P.D- Apr. 2014

Post
South Khorasan Post Office having 290 units throughout the province of 

which 68 units are  in urban areas and 222 units  in rural areas  is offering 
a variety of traditional an conventional postal services within the province, 
outside the province, overseas and international.Post as the country’s widest 
network and the most access points, even down to the villages is an  appropri-
ate method to provide various services to government and non-government 
agencies using new technology and mechanization of postal services to people 
throughout the country.                                                                                          

Using mail saves energy, reduces traffic, saves time and provides the area 
with economic, cultural and social prosperity 

Photo Archive
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Some of the mail system’s investment potentials and opportunities 
are as follows:

1. There are 220 ICT offices( rural communication services) offering 
post related services, Post Bank and Telecommunications, and also 
there are three physical contexts for mail exchanges, IT technology and 
broadband line to provide electronic communications banking affairs 
to exchange financials. So, most of the other organizations services can 
be implemented via these offices hence calling them counter offices. 
These offices with the above features can  be transferred to the inves-
tors to develop related activities. 

2. Virtual shopping or e-commerce development that is now growing 
using the postal network to send homes with the aim of sharing can also 
be handed to investors..  

3. To present the province typical products throughout the country is 
another area for investment.

4. Inter-provincial and intra-provincial transport and postal contracting 
as an investment process is presented. 

5. Due to the province border with Afghanistan investing in creating a 
post for the exchange of goods samples is possible. 

6. Setting up an ecommerce website (sales field) between Iran and Af-
ghanistan concerning send and receive of the two countries’ typical prod-

ucts in the form of  gifts and souvenirs
7. Establishing electronic shopping centers to code strategic products and 

sample minerals using mail intelligent transportation management and 
mail network.

8. Proposing and commissioning of a dry port in the province 
through  enjoying the facilities of Payam aviation airport of the Min-
istry and the postal distribution network in the country after the 
clearance process.

9. To invest in Commissioning domestic companies smart storage site 
with the aim of reducing costs and increasing the level of access to the in-
terior provinces with a variety of manufactured goods (e.g. home appli-
ances, light agricultural implements, etc.)

Telecommunications 
Potential and capabilities in the field of telecom landline:
§ 1915 points (villages and farms) are beneficiaries of telecommunica-

tion facilities.
§ 88% of the places with inhabitants use communications facilities.
§ 99.44% of the province population and 98.70% of rural population use 

communications facilities.

Photo Archive

Birjand - Old Post Office
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§ 88.37% of villages with more than 20 households which accounts for 
96% of more than 20 household population, use home network.
§ By transferring home phone to 1128 villages of the province, 96.5% 

of the province population and 91.8% of the rural population benefit from 
home phone.
The Province Potential and capabilities in the field of mobile 
telecommunications
§ South Khorasan province has a separate mobile switch center with 

a capacity of 400 thousands numbers, 300 cell-phone BTS sites. 
§ 100% of the province main roads also have mobile network cov-

erage 
§ 90.26% of the province populations and 77.86% of the rural popu-

lations havemobile network coverage.
§ 97.35 % of  the population of the regions with more than 500 people 

and 91.09% of the rural areas with more than 500 people have also mo-
bile network coverage.

The province potentials and capabilities  in data network
The task of establishing data network and communicating all data services in 

the country including Internet, Intranet, PTMP,PTP,MPLS and... is of the data 
network .

Right now the inter-province communications includes 4 STM1 inter-
net, 205 Mb/s intranet and 70 Mb/s MPLS service together with 1 STM1 
and one E1 link of PTMP to Mashhad Shahid Farshchi center and the ur-
ban capacity including 5 STM1 routes with the capacity of 155M in each 
route, 1 STM4 with 620 M capacity, 69 E1 links, 20 GIGA-ETHERNET 
link and 33 FAST-INTERNEY link. Inert- city capacity includes 1 STM1 
with 155M capacity with Qaen and 1 STM1 with 155M capacity with 
Ferdows, 1 STM1 with 155M capacity with Tabas and 178 E1 link and 6 
GIGA-ETHERNET links.

Remarkably, in all 28 cities of the province there are the 3 industrial towns, 
220 ICT rural  bureaus and 86 rural communications centers for data commu-
nicating. In order  to increase access, aggregation and access network project 
in the province is established and has 49408 nominee ports and 30685 ports 
of ADSL. Meanwhile, in private sector,18806 nominee ports and 10561 ports 
are active.

South Khorasan Indexes in Communications
End of 2013 TopicNo

329173 Installed

 Residual
phone

1

276478Working2

368Number of phone centers3

189871Urban working4

86607Rural working5

37.16Expansion in province6

52Number of ICTs7

102496Province center installed8

90872Working in center of province9

1915Village with phone connection
Rural

10

1128Village with mobile phone11

476319Working mobile phone

Mobile

12

300  Number of BTS sites13

70.74 Mobile Dominance coefficient14

561.4Major road coverage15

49408ADSL Installed ports

(governmental)

Data

16
2868G.

30685ADSL Dedicated ports

(governmental )
17

1499G.

18806Installed ADSL ports (private )18

10561Number of subscribers (PAP)19

220Rural ICT rooms20

3103.2Optical fiber
Other

21

2104Pay phone22

Ref. Province Communications office- Apr. 2013 
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Birjand Special Economical Zone
On the first provincial trip of the president and the government board, a 

plan to establish Birjand  special economic zone was proposed and approved 
by the board of ministers.  In November 2010, the house of Islamic Council 
approved  the plan for Birjand special economic zone and at the same month 
confirmed it. In December 2010, it was notified by the honorable president for 
implementation.

The zone is under construction in two plots in the area, one of them  730 
acres of land 18 km northeast of Birjand is located near the international air-
port, and currently planning to supply and establish  infrastructure and attract-
ing investor  to participate in a thriving economic region is ongoing. The  other 
area is of   100 acres on the border of Iran and Afghanistan , Mill 78.

Some of the advantages and incentives of investment in Birjand special 
economiczone:

1- Birjand international airport as the authorized air border near special 
economical zone

2- Custom and Mahyrud border terminal (Mill 78) at a distance of 195 km 
of the region

3- South Khorasan Neighboring with Afghanistan and 310 km distance 

between economical region and Farah, center of Farah state in Afghanistan
4 - Availability of land, water, electricity, gas, road, communication infra-

structures and IT in Birjand special economic zone
5 - Shahid Kalantari High way Crossing the region
6 - Real and legal persons who are active in the production of goods and services, 

for activities within the area of   the country are exempted from paying any common 
duties.

7- Matters relating to the employment of human resources, labor relations, insur-
ance and social security in the region, will be based on current regulations of free 
trade - Industrial zones.

8 -  Overseas trades or with other special economic zones or  free trade - Industri-
al zones after recording in the customs are exempt from rights, duties, commercial 
benefit and all import and export duties, and are not subject to the restrictions and 
prohibitions under the provisions of free import and export restrictions and prohibi-
tions, except it is not legal.

9 - Import of all production line machinery and equipment and parts used in the 
area of   the country, including new and used is permitted and exempt from paying 
any customs duties. 

10 - No entry is needed  for all raw materials and external components into the 
region as well as for products from the region  into the country.

Birjand -  Special Economical Zone

Birjand -  Map of Special Economical Zone
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11-  Country exporters can export their goods to the region, and then at the ad-
equate time export them to their own desired country. 

 These exporters can enjoy the benefits of the country’s export incentives. 
12 - Owners can take advantage of all the country’s entries to transit their  goods 

to  the Special Economic Zone , and the border Customs are obliged at the request 
of owners  providing the necessary facilities for such owners take action towards 
transit formalities .

13 - Special Economic Zone, providing the possibility of loading, unloading, 
storage  and protection of goods in covered and open places, provides the oppor-
tunity to the traders pending their Goods for some reasons at the border, could 
unrestrictedly ,to the diagnosis and management of the area, transit  his deposition 
to the area to return , and benefit from the facilities of the area.

14 - The customs clearance of goods and services in order to facilitate the clear-
ance by the customs area in sensitive market,  can be regarded as a privilege for 
merchants. 

15 - All investors can without any restrictions participate to the establishment of 
the company in the region at any share of the Foreign partners.

16 - Admission and entry and exit of foreign capital and profits from the partici-
pation of foreign partners in the region and how the activities will be carried out on 
the basis of support and encouragement of foreign investment law.

Chapter 4:The Province Business Scope

Photo Archive
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South Khorasan, as the most eastern province of the country has about 331 kilo-
meters shared boundaries with Afghanistan from the East (four feedback borders of 
Yazdan, MILL 73, MILL 78 and Dokohaneh are across this border); from the north 
it is bordered by the North Khorasan Province, from the west by Kerman and Yazd 
provinces and from the south by Sisatan and Baluchestan province. Specific trends 
in the service sector (shares over 40% of GDP and 33.3 percent of all workers in 
the province) , the extensive border with Afghanistan, little rainfall which causes 
the lower agriculture production justifies infrastructure development, and specific 
design and development of businesses in the region. This chapter describes the gen-
eral state of infrastructure, macroeconomic indicators of Province, business plans, 
problems and deficiencies in the commercial sector and drawing favorable situation.

Business  infrastructure 

The number and capacity of goods storage facilities

CommentsCapacity
(1000 Tons)QuantityDescription

Birjand27.86213Fridge

 Birjand - Ferdows - Qaen - Nehbandan -
Sarbisheh -Darmiyan - Sarayan

181.50550Store

Birjand- Qaen1056Silo

Ref.: Organization of Industry, Mine and Trade, State, April 2014

Organizations and corporate entities
South Khorasan Province has 23,211 units in the fields of trade distribu-

tion, manufacturing, and technical services .This Association is organized 
in 122 original unions and 21 virtual unions. Also the State has 6 main As-
sembly and 5 virtual Assembly Unions. 

Union status and distribution of province
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Ref.: Organization of Industry, Mine and Trade, State, April 2014

Darmiyan - Rezeh Dam
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Corporate Units in the province

Total
Number of corporate units

Name of cityRow  Technical
ServicesProductionDistributed

11014398424274603Birjand1
324310496881506Qaen2
1243390215638Nehbandan3
2001765399837 Ferdows4
895255187453Sarbisheh5
1021300200521Sarayan6
973245243485Darmiyan7
950287236427Boshrouyeh8

----Khousf9
----Zir Koh10

1871629384858       Tabas11
232117904497910328 Total amount

Ref.: Organization of Industry, Mine and Trade, State, April 2014

Organizations and infrastructures of transport status
Number of
 Mid-way
Complexes

 Number of
terminals

 The number of
  transportation

companies

 The number of union
organizations

11344154

Ref.: Organization of Industry, Mine and Trade, State, April 2014

 Information and development of infrastructure projects in the 
province commercial sector

Description
Cost

 (Million
Rials)

RuntimeNumberType of PlanRow

 Business Hall
 operated on January
 2013 and the rest of
 the project will be

 completed after the
allocation of credit

100000One year1

 Follow-up
  projects related
 to development

 of initiatives
 East(development of
the Mill 78 terminal)

1

 Administrative hall
 being completed and
 will require increased
 investment towards

 establishment of
 niches and exhibition

space

80000Two years1

 Follow the launch
  of a permanent

 place of exhibition
International of

Province

2

 Requires the active
 participation of the
 private sector and
 create value-added

 export products
 through expanded
 marketing activities
 and packaging and

product quality

-One year3

 Creation of
 Specialized  unions

 in exporting  the
 field of barberry,
saffron and herbs

3

 Set up  Birjand airport
 capacity for exporting

 to the one tone of
 load capacity per

 flight will begin from
  November2013, in
 cooperation with the
 customs of province

 to export goods to the
target countries

-
 During

year1 Birjand airport
terminal setup4

 Obtaining statistics
 and reports on the

 status of the frontier
 and  attracting  the
 foreign currency by

them

 85000
 Rials per

Card
One year50000

 Issue of Electronic
 transaction frontier

cards

5

Photo Archive
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Description
Cost

 (Million
Rials)

RuntimeNumberType of PlanRow

Help to the Faster 
and more accurate 

service and 
preventing business 

bureaucracy , 
also help to the 
implement of  

e-business  

As mean
 4 Million
 Rials per

card

 Ongoing
 throughout

the year

 On
request

 Issuing  the Smart
Business cards6

 Reliability of
 electronic dealing

 over the internet and
 virtual networking

 platform and
 reduce risk through

transactions

-

 Ongoing
 throughout

the year

 On
request

 Expansion of
 business activities

 in the securely
 context through the
 conducting business

 over the network
 using and also by
 use of  companies
 that has trusted

symbol of electronic

7

Ref.: Province of industry and trade – April 2014

Customs and Border markets
South Khorasan province with about 331 shared boundaries with Afghani-

stan and due to being located on Silk Road has always been considered as one 
of the important parts for merchandise exchanging. Iranian businessmen have 
always provided the basic needs of their surrounding neighbor’s frontier espe-
cially for Afghanistan. One of the advantages of business in this province in 
compared with other provinces is Geopolitical neighborhood characteristic and 
the most shared boundaries with Afghanistan in addition to  four active feedback 
borders in the province and its stating on North - South - East corridor  to the west 
of the country.

     Feedback  Border as a very important leverages  in creating jobs, and 
expanding trade with neighboring countries has  continuously had a significant 
impact on economic activities in recent years. 

Although their performance has some deficiencies, but  these feedback bor-
ders show the true and direct participation of the people in the economical af-
fairs in the area and have  taken  step for developing the economic objectives 
such as the development of non-oil trade or as well as playing an important 
role in providing an employment opportunity in the absence of unemploy-
ment, which is of the government›s big concerns.

Customs and Feedback borders of  province are as follows:
Birjand Customs:   

Active procedures of Birjand Customs include trade, import and export of 
rice and certain cooperative activities of frontier people, export of saffron and 
other legal entities and goods and passengers smuggling units, and safe-de-
posit Box. 17 acres province’s integrated Customs is  located in special eco-
nomic zone  15 km far from Asdieh- Birjand road. Initiation of project operat-
ing started in July 2013 and so far we see 45 percents progress of the project.  
Mahyrud Customs
Mahyrud Customs was adopted on the first trip of the president to South Khorasan 
province in November 2005) and became operational on April 2007 with the 
attendance of Iran and Afghanistan authorities. It was exploited on July 2009 by 
finalized exporting. This custom is active in two sections of feedback border and 
customhouse.
Mahyrud Feedback Border (Mill 78)

This feedback border is located at a distance of 210 km from Birjand city and 
145 km from Sarbisheh city and  officially has started to work since July 2003. 
Geographically it  is located  at a distance of 120 kilometers away from Farah 

Customs in South Khorasan
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province of Afghanistan. Cities neighboring the feedback border are: Kah Ghaleh, 
Kin, Jovain, Anar Dareh, Khak sefid, Chin  and the Bakwa , from which the near-
est and farthest city of Farah  province are 80 and 250 kilometers away from 
the feedback border, respectively. Mill 78 feedback border replaced Mill 75 feed-
back border since  June 2003 coinciding with the start of Mahyrud custom activi-
ties. Active procedures  on Mahyrud custom include: Final exports,  oil deriva-
tives export, temporary entry and travelers.  
Yazdan Feedback Border

Yazdan feedback border is located at a distance of 90 kilometers from Hajiabad 
city, 164 km of Qaen, and 270 km of the center of the province, and it has started its 
activities since 1993 . The closest cities of Afghanistan to the border are:  Kalate Na-
zar at a distance of 2 km and the population of over 5,000 people, Harat, Shindand, 
Anar Dareh and Adraskan .

This Custom was a subdivisions of Do- Gharoon until 2005, but due to the 
division of Khorasan and Qaen adhesion to south khorasan, this feedback 
border was separated and become under the authority of Customs General 
Administration of South Khorasan Customs. Throughout the first visit of the 
President to the province ,Yazdan official border was approved and now just 
Yazdan feedback border is the active part of  Yazdan Border Areas and ne-
gotiations with Afghan party is in progress on making official Yazdan border  
operational.

 This is the province most active feedback border, and in recent 5 years has 
been among the country’s most active feedback borders. In terms of value of 
exports in the country it has always been second to fourth. 
Dokuhaneh Feedback border

This feedback border was established in 1994 at a distance of 113 km from 
Nehbandan  and 305 kilometers from the province center. It  is linked to  three 
states of Afghanistan namely Nimroz, Farah and Harat at a distance of  150 km 
from Farah, and 400 km from  Harart.   Ongoing  procedures of this feedback 
border includes finalized  export and import and returns. Main exporting  
items of this border are cement, tomato puree, profiles, candy, various plastic 
products, yarn, mats and clothing, and other items of merchandise. Also of 
importing items livestock as cattle, camel, and lamb worth mentioning.
Gludareh Feedback border (Mill 73)

Feedback border of Mill 73 at a distance of 170 km from Birjand city 
and 75 km from the city of Asadieh and adjacent to Mill73 outpost in an area 
of 6 hectares started its activities since 1992  and was one of the most success-
ful feedback borders of Khorasan and the East of the country from the very 

beginning. Feedback border of Mill 73 is located 120 kilometers away from 
Anar Dareh city, 170 Km to the North- West of  Farah city and 170 km South-
West of  Shindand,  Afghanistan.   The greater share of  exported goods from 
this feedback border is carried to Qandahar, Kabul and the central provinces 
of Afghanistan.

 
Performance Statistics of  feedback borders and customs of South 

Khorasan in year 2013 in Comparison to the year 2012 

Name Feedback border / Customs
Export Import

2012 2013 2012 2013

Gludareh (Mill 73)
 

Weight (Ton) 28,504 8,086 559 146

Value (1000 Dollars) 11,838 4,941 198 88

 Mahyrud (Mill78)
 

Weight (Ton) 120,526 52,051 - -

Value (1000 Dollars) 52,985 8,587 - -

Dokuhaneh
 

Weight (Ton) 165 308 57 108

Value (1000 Dollars) 327 567 52 301

Yazdan

 

Weight (Ton) 101 24,038 374 1,596

Value (1000 Dollars) 10,956 2,688 142 727
 Collect feedback

borders

 

Weight (Ton) 250,593 84,485 1,394 1,851

Value (1000 Dollars) 76,108 16,784 1,378 1,117

 Birjand Customs
 

Weight (Ton) 46,484 224,601 - -

Value (1000 Dollars) 36,485 56,974 - -

 Mill 78Custom
 

Weight (Ton) 87,022 94,407 - -

Value (1000 Dollars) 51,104 73,002 - -

Collector of Customs

 

Weight (Ton) 133,507 319,008 - -

Value (1000 Dollars) 87,590 129,976 - -

Total

 

Weight (Ton) 384,100 403,493 1,394 1,851

Value (1000 Dollars) 163,698 146,760 1,378 1,117

Ref.: General Administration of province Customs- April 2014

Most general export cargos of the province  feedback  Borders are as follow :
1 - Food:
This commodity group consists of juice, tomato paste, cakes, biscuits, choc-
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olates, canned foods, fruit and vegetables , dates, spaghetti, Delester, vinegar, 
fruit, jam, wafers, and ...

2 - Metal and plastic products:
This commodity group consists of galvanized pipes, doors and windows, 

Water Flasks, plastic bags, plastic boots, plastic rolls, metal furniture, metal 
tanks and so on.

3 - Petrochemical and chemical industries:
This commodity group consists of wood, paint, plastics, soap, dishwashing 

liquid, etc
4 - Textile industry:
This commodity group consists of carpets yarn, pile carpets, carpet, wool 

yarn etc.
5 - Construction materials:
This commodity group consists of plaster, cement, stone powder, Tar layer, 

fiberglass, ceramic tile, etc.
6 - Wood:
This commodity group consists of wardrobes, tables, chairs, etc.
7 - Mechanical and electrical products:
This commodity group consists of agricultural water pump, stove, motor-

ized sprayers, etc.
8 - Day old chicks:
This commodity group consists of only the day old chicks for export.

 The five main  items of export from the customs of province in 2013
Product Name Value (Dollars) Weight (kg)

Heavy Hydrocarbon 54,013,127 72,577,715

Gray cement 17,096,637 226,947,087

Base Oil 16,405,485 18,218,610

Felt carpet designs 8,318,649 2,569,225

Ceramic Tile 7,700,398 28,681,764

 Ref.: General Administration of Province Customs- April 2014

Main items of imports from the province customs of in 2013
Product Name Value (Dollars) Weight (kg)

Harmala seeds 569,388 1,423,470
Cannabis Seeds 184,401 263,430

Livestock 108,780 301,159
Sunflower seeds 37,710 20,950

 Ref.: General Administration of Province Customs- April 2014

To explain the customs status in the future, some potentials of the province 
for developing the area are as follows:  

1 - The province possesses different mines of copper, chromites, asbestos, 
magnesite, granite and other aquarium stone from among large reserves of 
Green and mosaics, magnesite, asbestos, and white flowers can  exclusively 
be found in South Khorasan .

2 - Birjand Airport as an international airport can play an important role in  increas-
ing  commercial trades  between countries; especially Afghanistan, India and Pakistan.

3 - Due to the distance and privileged position of the province in relative to the ma-
jor cities of Afghanistan›s provinces, including Anar Dareh, Farah province, Shin-
dand, Herat province, Adraskan and Qandahar, Afghanistan›s consumer market, also 
having cultural and ethnic commonalities, bordering with Afghanistan is considered  
as of golden opportunities for this province. Afghanistan is a rebuilding and growing 
country which allocates  the consumer market for various products at the moment 
and in future. Investors can benefit from the availability of consumer market for 
their products or services and technical expertise in this huge market and neighbor-
ing countries. Providing water, land, electricity, communications roads, airport, Tele-Photo Archive
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communications infrastructure and IT,  availability  of Natural gas network ,  num-
ber of Birjand flights , and the province border connection to Bafgh- Mahshhad rail 
road  which connects the Industrial areas together are the important infrastructures  
in the near future that can  resolve all the capital needs of the  investors.

4 - The province farming products  as barberries, saffron, pomegranate, pistachio 
nuts, and jujube, provide  favorable conditions for the development of processing 
and packaging industries which is of great importance in the development of ex-
ports in case of receiving necessary licenses.

5 - Exploitation of  the East transit and transportation road which  includes Ma-
hyrud customs and Yazdan official border.

6 - The development of  Mahyrud Customs official border,  Installation of transit 
procedures, finalized import and other Customs procedures  can enhance the prov-
ince Customs performance, and prosperity of the province  tourism  industry.

7 - Obtaining licenses to export carpets and pistachios, in addition to bringing 
profitability for manufacturers develops export in the province.

8 - Establishment of Special Economic Zone in the city of Birjand is a major 
contribution to the capital  Investment and employment in the province.

9 - Background of the province in the area of handicrafts, particularly carpet
10 - The province stating on North - South and East- West corridor and its im-

pact on all aspects of development, especially the development of the province  
mineral exports. 

The State Cooperatives 

General information of active cooperatives of the providing needs 
of services
Meet the needs of consumers and service classes at the end of the year
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2003 12 2505 113 42 44307 301 1 47 3

2004 13 2539 115 43 47202 304 1 47 3

2005 14 2554 118 47 54532 321 2 118 5

2006 15 2608 118 49 55219 334 2 118 5

2007 16 3258 123 50 55254 336 2 118 5

2008 17 3265 128 51 55404 343 2 118 5

2009 17 3265 128 55 55618 369 3 135 12

2010 17 3265 128 59 55746 382 3 135 12
2011 21 3348 182 61 55856 396 3 135 12
2012 22 3355 186 61 55856 396 3 135 12
2013 23 3375 191 62 56356 399 4 142 15

Birjand 6 182 24 19 18954 110 1 71 2
Boshrouyeh 1 39 6 2 542 4 0 0 0

Darmian 1 35 6 5 10794 17 0 0 0

Sarayan 1 31 7 6 271 21 0 0 0

Sarbishe 3 2457 36 8 9605 44 0 0 0

Ghayenat 2 54 6 6 3005 112 1 7 3

Nehbandan 1 7 5 4 3292 19 0 0 0

Ferdows 4 172 67 4 2039 22 0 0 0

Tabas 3 371 24 6 5452 41 2 64 10

Khousf 0 0 0 1 121 2 0 0 0

Zirkouh 1 27 10 1 2281 7 0 0 0

Ref.: Department of Cooperatives, Labor and Social Welfare South Khorasan - April, 2014
Handmade Carpet
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General characteristics of active cooperatives in the end of year

Years and the city Number of company Member Staff

2003 21 518 132

2004 31 605 189

2005 37 753 395

2006 53 878 471

2007 76 1072 587

2008 101 1494 774

2009 145 1819 1029

2010 195 2217 1312

2011 256 2870 1680

2012 297 3401 2147

2013 302 3555 2173

Birjand 73 1061 780

Boshrouyeh 45 342 303

Darmian 7 73 67

Sarayan 66 509 370

Sarbisheh 13 96 89

Ghayenat 20 545 162

Nehbandan 13 96 75

Ferdows 12 177 60

Tabas 48 611 238

Khouuusf 2 17 8

Zirkouh 3 28 21

Ref.: Department of Cooperatives, Labour and Social Welfare South Khorasan - April, 2014

Chapter 5: The Province Industry and 
Mines Scope

 Granite Mine
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Industry
In 2014, there are 73 industrial factories with 10 persons employees or more 

in south khorasan province. It means that the province holds only 0.59 percent 
of the total industrial factories (42780) and 44 percents of the total employ-
ees in the country who are engaged with these types of activities. From 9329 
employees in industrial factories with 10 persons workers or more in the prov-
ince, 18 percents are employed at food and drinking industry and 43 percents 
at production of non-metal minerals. From this summation, 123 factories (48 
percent) and 54 percents of the employees are working in Birjand.

The provincial distribution of industrial units (exploitation license) 
in south Khorasan

Employment
(person)

Investment
 (Million Rials)NumberCity

1783544015Boshrouyeh

55814339272.14208Birjand

3871187034Darmiyan

1914198718Sarayan

46012322724Sarbisheh

931101513256Ferdows

16801221787.4571Qaen

93753380046Tabas

4043251Khousf

---Zirkouh

2005873120Nehbandan

10585749240.59463Total

Reference: Statistic and information from the industry and mining organization of south khorasan, 
Farvardin, 2014

 Granite Mine
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The provincial distribution of industrial plans (establishment license) 
in south Khorasan

Employment
(person)

 Investment
(Million Rials)NumberCity

30214466528Boshrouyeh

35635819282166Birjand

47287912815Darmiyan

918147024836Sarayan

104889350939Sarbisheh
2702893188861Ferdows

5726675436152Qaen

52835247429Nehbandan

---Zirkouh
35598476410Khousf

42851055476996Tabas
1989936785088532Total

Reference: Statistic and information from the industry and mining organization of south khorasan, 
April 2014

Mines 
South Khorasan has a mixture of different kinds of Igneous rocks, Sedimentary 

rocks and Metamorphic rocks related to different eras of geology, and this makes 
different phases of orogeny and following that mineralization. This variety causes 
the formation of noticeable amount of economical minerals (metallic, non-metallic 
and building stones) in different parts of the province. This leads to 347 exploitation 
licenses with occupation of 7054 employees, 375 exploration licenses for 37 kinds 
of minerals and 126 exploration certificates with 39 kinds of minerals with certain 
storing of 887 million tons which have been exported. In all the certain resources of 
minerals in the province by consideration of exploiting licensed mines and exploi-
tation certificates are more than 1400 million tons (more than 1/4milliard) which 
allocates the 8th rank in the country from the mining aspect. In addition develop-
mental and mining exploitation activities over the past years lead to detecting and 
introducing of many cases of resources like iron and copper which is promising to 
new investment fortunes in mining and industry section of the province. So much 
is certain that the geological foundation of the province while being compared with 
exploitation models shows the noticeable potentiality of the province specially in 

the case of Igneous rocks and Sedimentary rocks. The most important minerals 
in the province are in the first place Coal, Magnesite, and Fireclay and then Ben-
tonite and Granite. Of course the green Granite, Chromite, Iron rock, Marble and 
Prismatic Bazalt for being important are exported to other countries such as China, 
Iraq, Turkey, Armenia, Europe, and Arab countries around the Persian Gulf.

The provincial distribution of mines (exploitation licenses) in South Khorasan

EmploymentInvestment
(Million Rials)

 Annual
Exploitation

(ton)

 Storing
Amount

(ton)
NumberCity

4420896135667243720005Boshrouyehh

109236682545611899550020Birjand
166488473777673884500014Darmiyan
12426786178400674320025Sarayan
401938732116962233077840Sarbisheh
164406513181201358775032Ferdows
2035948814326349748790728Qaen
9613143919263146382593585Nehbandan
44723197198350595037327648679Tabas
3955133728983322680400016Khousf
1514503000011800003Zirkouh

70543878584660942887448556347Total
References: statistics and information of mining industry and business organization of South 
khorasan- April 2014

Sarbishe - Basalt Mine
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The province active mines based on the mineral types

Employee Investment
(Million Rials)

 Annual
Exploitation

(ton)

 Storing
Amount (ton)NumberMineral

335227253500508350004Lime

522330005750001Basalt

365747345631512156228772Bentonite

73866800340001 Bauxite

172,40590008600003Perlite

1215119190234113267011Travertine

4977500026000001Tuff

14423231112300446863721Fireclay

8012386140500396700016Industrial salt

19121981126672230000002Dolomite

6558300012131181Diatomite

130229592943002555600023Rubble stone

1443429625200,0001Revetment

421203616470073660006Silica

131033170004774002Feldspar

4598804800024770008kaolin

6515875305464453608chromite

38967116000047400007Plaster

9272621894970856350980069Granite

821716036402 White Moud

1057666000015000001Garnet

36169511320000901000003Marl

12939622980001319400012 Marble

Employee Investment
(Million Rials)

 Annual
Exploitation

(ton)

 Storing
Amount (ton)NumberMineral

294187251000005000001Copper

27456156178691382829530Magnesia

629530003000,0001Wollastonite

435561015533312860004Iron

17269775001515002Baryte

1367321975000027000001 Potassium
hydroxide

38122375150296795035210974920Coal

32398200006000001Sodium sulfate

11715100240006940004Flourine

1891765000311002Marble

70543878584377660942887448556347total

References: statistics and information of mining industry and business organization of 
South khorasan- April 2014

Among the province developmental programs in mining section is the estab-
lishment of mineral processing unites that by considering the mines resources 
richness it is consisted of:

- Decorative stones manufacturing
- Coal concentrate and coal washing
- Coke production
- Bentonit manufacturing
- Magnesia and coromite manufacturing 
- Perlite manufacturing 
- Kaolin manufacturing 
- Zeolit manufacturing
- copper manufacturing
- Basalt fiber manufacturing
- producing fiberglass and rock wool
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Index and indicator of mining and industry unit

Amount/
QuantityUnitThe index title and indicator

532Itemthe number of issued establishment license

36785088Million Rialsthe amount of investment in establishment licenses

19899 Person
 the number of employment in establishment

licenses

122Item
 the number of establishment licenses with physical

progression of more than 20%

6574531Million Rials
 the amount of investment in establishment licenses

with physical progression more than 20%

4812Person
 the number of employment for establishment

 licenses with physical progression more than 20%

69Item
 the number of establishment licenses with physical

progression more than 40%

5034076Million Rials
 the amount of investment in establishment licenses

with physical progression more than 40%

3089Person
 the number of employment for establishment

licenses with physical progression more than 40%

34Item
 the number of establishment licenses with physical

progression more than 60%

1217440Million Rials
 the amount of investment in establishment licenses

with physical progression more than 60%

1029Item
 the number of employment for establishment

licenses with physical progression more than 60%

463Itemthe number of industrial exploitation licenses

7492404.59Million Rials
 the amount of investment in industrial exploitation

licenses

10585Person
 the number of employment in industrial

 exploitation licenses

254Workshop
 the number of industrial factories (workshop)

(more than 10 person worker)

347Itemthe number of mine exploitation licenses

7660942Thousand tons
the amount of mining capacity from

the mine exploitation licenses

3878584Million Rials
 the amount of investment in mine exploitation

 licenses

7054Person
 the number of employment in mine exploitation

licenses

References: statistics and information of mining industry and business organization of South 
khorasan- April 2014

Towns and industrial areas of the province
Khorasan Industrial Estates, in the ninth year of its operation, owning 9 towns, 

15 townships and 11 approved Industrial regions with the assignment and having 
2171 hectares disposal land and 986 hectares industrial land is considered as the 
major  priority of the state’s  investors in industry scope. According to the second, 
and the third visit  of government staff  to this province, the followings are among 
the main company plans  attributed to different industrial scopes: establishment 
of four industrial regions, new construction of wastewater treatment of Ghaenat 
industrial town, establishment of  technology and business service center of Birjand 
industrial town, study of an industrial cluster, and building and maintaining the in-
frastructure of towns and industrial areas, further implementation of the devolution 
of ownership and management of industrial zones and efforts to achieve the goals 
of the industrial towns of small industries development, small areas of finance and 
investment, market and international affairs, business development and entrepre-
neurship and industrial development and technology development and deployment 
of company database systems MIS, creating virtual offices, creating a single work-
shop, stylized physical environment of towns and industrial areas and trying to 
achieve excellent organizational system through development and implementation 
of training programs for staff incentive promotion and proper planning to establish 
an organizational structure and supply human resources. 

Industrial Town of Birjand
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Towns and industrial regions area of land:  
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1 Birjand 1 1 1 1 1 333 334 232

2 Qaen 1 1 1 1 100 99 56

3 Nehbandan 1 1 1 1 225 100 69

4 Srbisheh Stone 1 1 1 1 37 37 32

5 Firdows 1 1 1 1 1 200 200 144

6 Birjand 2 1 0 1 1 508 125 79

7 Qaen 2 1 0 1 1 100 34 24

8 Ferdows 2 1 0 1 0 42 0 0

9 Khousf 1 1 1 1 48 48 34

10 Khezri 1 1 1 1 35 35 25

11  Haji Abad
Zirkouh 1 0 1 1 49 0 0

12 Srbisheh 1 1 1 1 1 20 20 15

13 Moud 1 1 1 1 36 36 21

14 Sarayan 1 1 1 1 1 88 40 28

15 Sarayan 2 1 0 1 0 50 50 31

16 Darmiyan 1 1 1 1 30 30 18

17  Baghdehak
Boshrouyehh 1 1 1 1 60 60 38

18 Tabas 1 1 1 1 148 135 101

19 Eshgh Abad 1 1 1 0 15 15 11

20 Dyhook 1 1 1 1 45 45 29

Sum of 20 15 20 17 2169 2171 1444

Mean of provinces * - - - - - 64 42

Ref.: Industrial Estates Corporation - April, 2014

Overview of the Industrial Town of Birjand

Photo Archive
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Operational units of Industrials Towns and Areas on the basis 
of  Industrial Type

Row

 Name  of
Town /

 Region
Industrial

 Number of operational units in
Towns And Areas Industry (to End In 2013)
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1 Birjand 1 43 2 16 32 17 26 1 7 144

2 Qaen 12 0 0 9 3 3 0 0 27

3 Nehbandan 2 0 0 3 5 0 0 0 10

4  Sarbisheh
Stone 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 Firdows 1 9 1 1 7 5 3 0 0 26

6 Birjand 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 Qaen 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8 Ferdows 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9 Khousf 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 1 9

10 Khezri 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 4

11 Haji Abad-
Zirkouh 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

12 Sarbisheh 1 2 0 1 3 5 1 1 0 13

13 Moud 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

14 Sarayan 1 8 2 0 2 7 0 0 0 19

15 Sarayan 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

16 Darmiyan 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

17  Baghdehak
Boshruyeh 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 3

18 Tabas 4 2 0 4 3 3 0 0 16

Total    Province 85 7 18 60 52 37 3 9 271

Ref.: Company of  Industrial Town  - April May 2014

Chapter 6:The Province Agricultural Scope

Khousf - Narcissus Flowers
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Agricultural activities in the province
The agricultural scope of South khorasan province contains water resources 

such as; 3179 wells, 2084 spring series, and 6197 aqueduct with an annual 
discharge of 1243/41 Million cubic meters of water. The province contains 
131751/3 hectares under cultivation of arable crops with 684631 tons pro-
duction, and 57468/6 hectares under cultivation of horticultural crops with 
106784 tons production. 

The main arable crops of the province are wheat, oats, cotton, saffron, sugar 
beets, potato, beans or cereals, melon bed crops, and forage plants and the 
main horticultural crops are barberry, jujube, pistachio, olive, apple, pome-
granate, date, grape, silverberry and narcis. 

The province has obtained the third place of the country in producing me-
dicinal plants while about 38767 hectare are cultivated and 1682 tons are pro-
duced. In this province 800 species of medicinal plants are identified. Seventy 
of them are rare species of the plants such as Chubak, South Boo Madaran, 
Naz Biabani, Sogand Birjandi, 

Shast-e aroos,  Mastar, and Ziba koutuleh, Scan bil Khorasani,  and bush ivy.
The main medicinal plants of the province are asafoetida, sweetroot, vsha 

plant, thyme, sisymbriumirio, cumin, teucrium, artemisia, yarrow, chamo-
mile, ferula, aloe vera, Totalac, peppermint and local mint, lemon beebrush, 
lavandula, rosemary, tragacanth gum, peanut, spline, van tiegh or black guin-

Jujube - Crop Production

Photo Archive
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ea, launaeaacanthodes, jaadeh, haratichubak, galbanum, pistaciaatlantica, var-
mak, armak, alysTotal, lamiaceae, lyceum chinensis, Gorgtigh, desrt Chalipa, 
roman harmala and qlyanak.

Besides, the province contains 3759864 livestock unites that in addition to 
supplying the province demand for the livestock products, it also export these 
products to neighbor provinces. The province has 89799 beneficiaries in ag-
ricultural section who produce each year 995101 tons from different kinds of 
agricultural and livestock products. 

Index in cultivation unit

RateTitleRow

1.3 the Portion of province from added value of country’s agriculture
unit in 2010 (level of province in index)1

1.41 the Portion of province from total irrigated farming  lands of the
country in 2011 (level of province in index)2

0.25 the Portion of province from total rainfed farming of the country
in 2011   (level of province in index)3

7.5           the Portion of province from total grassland of the country in 2011
(level of province in index)4

299444Employed population of  the province (thousand people)5

92.6Rate of employment (percentage)6

78.645Employed population in agriculture unit (thousand people)7

19Annual agricultural activities of the country (percentage)8

34.3Annual agricultural activity of the province (percentage)9

1.96 Cultivated horticultural lands of the province (percentage of
country )10

0.48 the portion of the province in horticultural productions in 2011
(percentage of the country)11

1 the cultivated lands of the arable crops in 2011 (percentage of the
country)12

0.6 Rate of arable productions in the province in 2011 (percentage of
the country)13

Reference:  The province agricultural organization, April 2014

Outstanding products of the province (2011)

 Rank in the
country

 Percentage from
 the country
production

 The scope of
 production
(Ton/Number)

productRow

198.914304Barberry1
194.33344.4Jujube2
24348.22Saffron3
21228586Cotton4
6-34714pomegranate5

230.659466Egg6
280.1381.7honey7
122.1523069meat8
251.16127159milk9
182.543084chicken10

5-5.8 millionnarcis11

Advantages and capabilities of agricultural sector development 
1- The province being situated on the direction north-south and east-west 

and its effect on all dimensions of development specially agriculture.
2- The relative benefits of some of these agricultural products particularly 

in getting the first status of barberry and jujube production, the second status 
in saffron production, the fifth status in narcis production and also livestock 
productions such as possessing  the complete cycle of chicken and genetic 
resources of  livestock.

3- The possible utilization of flat plains and deserts in breeding livestock 
such as camel  ( about  15 percent of the country’s camel population),  produc-
tion of high quality wool from Balluchi sheep and producing fluff from the 
Fluffy goat with highly valuable economic benefit and also the production of 
adaptable agricultural products.

4- Possessing both local and traditional knowledge of optimal use from wa-
ter and soil resources and getting the first status in the number of aqueducts 
in the country.

5- The possibility of establishing corporate farming companies, agricultural 
training centers and  investigating center of agriculture and natural resources 
to educate skilled manpower and the operation of investigating plans for the 
arid and dessert lands.
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Investment priorities in agriculture sector
1- Establishing medicinal plants production complexes.
2- Establishing gardens and farms with mechanized cultivation of barberry 

and saffron.
3- Establishing wide scope greenhouse complexes and the production of 

vegetables and the oyster Mushroom.
4- Establishing industrial slaughter of livestock and poultry and ancillary 

industries (cannes).
5- Establishing complexes for breeding chickens, eggs and breeder hens.
6- Breeding of hydrothermal (warm water) and seller (cold water) fish.
7- Establishing industrial livestock.
8- Establishing concentrate factories and pickled fruits such as plum, fig, 

almond, raisin, jujube.

Agriculture
The under cultivation lands for the farming productions in the province 

was about 131751 hectare with the production of 684631/3 tons in crop year 
(2011-2012). The main arable crops of the province are wheat, oats, cotton, 
saffron, beets, potato, cereals, melon bed crops, and forage plants.

The main farming products of the province
 in crop years (2011-2012)
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26015175663921107418322232102367250767 Cultivated
land

90529.33887622342858642667198128494729581728 Production
rank

Reference: the agricultural organization of the province- April 2014

Under pressure irrigation statistics (year2012)

Sprinkler irrigation Drip irrigation

Finance
 (million Rials)

 Land
(hectares)Finance (million Rials)Land (hectares)

--11,854.5338.7

Horticulture
The total lands under cultivation of horticultural productions in 2012 was 

57468/59 hectares with 106784/1 tons production from which 47375/59 hectares 
has been dedicated to the cultivation of  lands with irrigated horticultural products 
and 10093 hectare to rainfed horticultural products. The main horticultural prod-
ucts with higher potential production in the province are: barberry, saffron, jujube, 
pistachio, olive, apple, pomegranate, date, grape, silverberry, and narcis. 

The main horticultural products of the province
 in crop year (2012)
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Barberry

Barberry with the scientific name “Barberisvulgarisl” from the “Barberida-
ceae” family is a flower that reaches a height of 9 feet. It has gray branches 
with spiny leaves, blooming between April and June with light yellow flowers 
while in autumn colors come in cherry red growing with curved branches. 
Barberry medical use back to the period of ancient Egyptian pharaohs and 
queens, when they mixed the plant with fennel in order to treat the plague. 
Bran and the root of barberry contain chemicals called “alkaloid Isokinolin.” 
According to the scientists and researchers prolonged studies, the compound 
has been understood to have antibiotic properties. Some of them lead to lower 
fever, reduce inflammation, and regulate heart rate and blood pressure and the 
empowering of heart muscles. 

Important medicinal and herbal properties of barberry:
Today it is believed that this plant can cure and mitigate joint pains and sud-

denly swellings of psoriatic arthritis. Barberry can also be effective in treating 
some kinds of infections such as yeast infections and diarrhea, throat infec-
tion, urinary tract, gastrointestinal tract - the intestinal tract and lungs. The 
ripe barberry can be used for making jam or be used as“gharghat”. Barberry is 
one of the most important horticultural products of the province and the under 
cultivation lands for this product is 13406 hectares and the production rate is 

14304 tons, with dedicating  98.9 percent of the production in the country in 
2012, the province have been ranked first in the country. Ghaenat city is the 
main place for the cultivation of barberry.

Saffron 

Saffron with the scientific name “Crocussativus Linnaeus” is a plant from 
the Znbqyan family with beautiful purple flowers. It has a colorful tricorn 
crest with pleasing smell which has eating, medical and dyeing conTotalp-
tions. It is the most important horticultural product in South khorasan.Due to 
the geographical conditions its production potential is high. The product is 
also called Red Gold.

The multiplication of the plant is through its onion. The most useful part 
of the plant is the crest. The saffron crest contains color, taste and a pleasing 
smell, each one associated with special chemicals. However the saffron color 
is related to lots of water-soluble pigments such as Crocine and Crocetine 
and fat-soluble materials such as Lycopene and Carotene. The bitter taste of 
saffron is also related to a material called Picrocrocine and the saffron smell 
is the result of volatile oils. These essences absorb the oxygen in a simple 
way and change into thick brown liquid named Saffranal. In addition to these 
chemicals, saffron is consisted from vitamins B1 and B2 and some minerals. 
Based on the last information from the study of many scientific articles the 

Suffron - Crop ProductionBarberry - Crop Production
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colorful material (Crocine) has been shown to be very effective on preventing 
cancer progression on laboratory animals. 

Herbal and medicinal properties of saffron:
1 -Saffron creates joy and happiness. It is good for the stimulation of 

appetite and digestion, but it has an astringent effect that may cause con-
stipation.

2 -Saffron has a warm nature that makes stronger the senses. It has an over-
whelming effect to ease the sadness.

3 –Saffron mitigates the cough and chronic bronchitis because it has an an-
esthetic effect on the nerve endings of the pulmonary bubbles.

4 -Eating saffron is helpful for dental pains, relieve tension and insomnia 
state. If it is eaten with honey, it can be helpful also to relieve kidney stones, 
gallstones, removal of the spleen, and also accelerate the delivery.

The under cultivated lands in the province for this product is 13902 
hectares and producing 48.22 tons of saffron has the second rank in the  
country. To crop one kilo of saffron, 500000 flowers are needed, and if 
the condition is suitable, each hectare will be cropped for 7 to 10 kilos 
saffron. Now the main saffron under-cultivation cities in the province 
are Nehbandan, Birjand, Ghayen, Ferdows and Dyhouk which is a dis-
trict in Tabas.

Jujube

Jujube with “Zezyphus “ genus and the “ jujube” species and “Ramnaceae” 
family  exist in two kinds of  tame and wild in Iran , Afghanistan , china , India 
, Algeria. The habitat of this tree is in Middle East especially Iran and Afgh-
nistan .Jujube is a thorny tree that can resist on cold and hot weathers. Adopt-
ability of this tree against hard climate condition and soil condition makes its 
cultivation possible in cold region. Jujube grows in most Birjand’s villages 
even in unqualified soil with approximately satisfactory amount of the prod-
uct which could be much productive in fertilized field with desirable irrigat-
ing condition. Depending on the condition, length of the tree may reach to 6 
till 10 meters. It is beneficial to cure asthma and cancer. It is also antifebrile, 
pain killer, appetizer and useful for improving indigestion. Tiny wild fruits of 
jujube contain a lot of amount of vitamin C (1750 mg in 100g) while the big-
ger bred ones contain less ( 500 to 750 mg in 100g ). However, the amount of 
vitamin C in jujube is decuple than lime. In addition to vitamin C jujube also 
contains vitamin P, pectin, a lot of iron, copper and potash which all are effec-
tive in hemoglobin formation. 

A Jujube tree may produce 80 to 100 kilos fruit through enough caring and 
wide space. For better quality it is better to let the fruit be dried on the tree but 
after cropping they have to be lain at the sunlight. Jujube tree’s wood has a 
pretty red color and because of the beautiful color and the strength it is used in 
carpentry  to make furniture and decorative things like statue, cane, pipe, in-
lay and also in building ship and musical instruments. The province has 2161 
hectares under-cultivation lands of jujube with 3344 tons products and with 
having 94.3 percent of the country in jujube production it has been allocated 
the first rank of the country in production of this plant.

Pomegranate 

Pomegranate has twigs without or with less acanaceous. The tree reaches a 
height of 2 to 5 meters. Species (Granatm) has many different kinds of it, each 
with their own special characteristics. Pomegranate, grape, fig and pistachio 
are all the special plants of desert, so that they are customarily planted in 
South and eastern parts of Birjand. 

The under cultivated lands of pomegranate in 2012 was 4339 hectares with 
the total production of 34714 tons.

Jujube - Crop Production
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Livestock

The province veterinary status
 Quantity
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Reference:  Veterinary office of the province- April 2014

The province slaughter houses status

Description
 Active

 slaughter
houses

Rate Slaughter (unit Tons)

Sheep Goat & Kid Cow / Calf Poultry Camel
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Industrial _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8299528 14939 _ _

Half
Industrial 1 11989 163 9981 109 1196 191 0 0 332 65

Traditional 9 12673 260 6408 89 1384 290 0 0 251 34

Total 10 24662 323 16389 198 2580 481 8299528 14939 583 99

Reference:  Veterinary directorate of the province- April 2014

The province custom exportation of livestock products
Net Weight (ton)Product DescriptionRow

764frizzed chicken1
485poultry feed2

1,744,500 pcsone-day chick3
Reference:  Veterinary directorate of the province- April 2014

The slaughterhouse of livestock and poultry in province

City
Slaughterhouse Trap Slaughterhouse Poultry

Number Capacity 
(head / day) Number Capacity

 (pcs / h)
Birjand 1 70 2 4,000
Qaen 1 20 1 2,000

Nehbandan 1 10 0 0
Sarayan 1 10 0 0

Sarbisheh 1 10 0 0
Darmiyan 1 0 1 2,000
Ferdows 2 25 0 0

Boshrouyeh 1 10 0 0
Tabas 1 20 0 0

ZirKoh 0 0 0 0
Khousf 0 0 0 0
Total 10 175 5 8,000

Reference:  Veterinary office of the province- April 2014

Pomegranate - Crop Production
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The livestock dependent industry under control of veterinary 
office in 2013

City

Title

  Milk
 collecting

Center

 Daily
Capacity

 (MT)

Unit
   packaging

– of Meat

Capacity
 (Ton

in Year)

 Livestock
factories

Capacity
(Ton in 
Year)

Birjand 2 10 3 4000 4 1000

Qaen 9 30 1 500 2 450

Nehbandan 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sarayan 2 10 0 0 2 500

Sarbisheh 2 10 0 0 1 200

Darmiyan 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ferdows 2 10 0 0 1 200

Boshrouyeh 2 25 0 0 2 200

Tabas 3 30 1 1000 1 150

Zirkouh 0 0 0 0 0 0

Khousf 4 10 0 0 0 0

Total 26 135 5 5500 13 2700
Reference:  Veterinary office of the province- April 2014

Livestock and poultry food factories status in 2013
NnumberFood Factories

11livestock

2Poultry

1Aquatic

0Concentrate

0Conversion Waste

0Powder Fish

0Powder Bone

0Gelatin

2Other Factories

Reference:  Veterinary office of the province- April 2014

The advantageous plans in livestock sector:

Breeding and proliferation of the indigenous poultry
Based on the conducted calculations, breeding indigenous hens has less ex-

pense comparing with that of breeding them through industrial activities (chick-
en and egg production). Because the poultry diseases are special to industrial 
poultry and this is too much important in breeding indigenous ones. It is evident 
that breeding indigenous hens can affect the family incomes positively, because 
it leads to economized expenses in employing workers, expensive technological 
equipment and the light expense of the breeding place. Accordingly it is possible 
to earn satisfactory production and enough income through a little investment.

The required expense to expand poultry breeding plans
 in the province

City Village

Number
 of  the
Sample
Model

Credit Unit
(Millions Rials)

Credit Total
(Millions Rials)

Help
Gratuitous
(Millions Rials)

Partnership
(Millions Rials)

Birjand 100 200 10 2000 1000 1000
Sarayan 33 66 10 660 330 330
Sarbishe 109 218 10 2180 1090 1090

Darmiyan 96 192 10 1920 960 960
Qaen 110 220 10 2200 1100 1100

Nehbandan 120 240 10 2400 1200 1200
Ferdows 25 50 10 500 250 250

Boshrouyeh 20 40 10 400 200 200
Zirkouh 100 200 10 2000 1000 1000
Khousf 120 240 10 2400 1200 1200
Tabas 50 100 10 1000 500 500

Total 883 1766 - 17660 8830 8830
Reference: agricultural organization of the province, April 2014

Ostrich breeding and proliferation
The increasing rate of world population demands more needed protein for 

human, more nutrition sources and more technology. This issue causes the 
world to domesticate the beneficial animals in order to optimize them. In this 
respect ostrich breeding has been signified because of the less expense, high 
efficiency and resistance.
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The climatic condition:
Considering the climatic importance of the province and the potential abili-

ties of soil and geology, it is necessary to study and carry out the plans related 
to the existing conditions of the province.

Considering the dry climate and little humidity of South khorasan, it seems 
that the province is potent at breeding the ostrich and breeder would not be 
faced with special poultry diseases specially cases such as respiratory and 
digestive problems of the ostrich at  their life early days.

The number of plans and the required invest to breed 
and expand ostrich in province 

City  Number
of Plan

 Fixed
 Capital   
Each Plan
(Millions Rials)

 Capital of
 Circulation
in Each Plan

(Millions Rials)

The total
Capital

(Millions Rials)

8%
Help Technical

Credit
(Millions Rials)

Birjand 10 6560 4460 110200 30856

Sarayan 10 6560 4460 110200 30856

Sarbisheh 15 6560 4460 165300 46284

Darmian 10 6560 4460 110200 30856

Qaen 10 6560 4460 110200 30856

Nehbandan 20 6560 4460 220400 61712

Ferdows 10 6560 4460 110200 30856

Boshrouyeh 15 6560 4460 165300 46284

Zirkouh 10 6560 4460 110200 30856

Khousf 15 6560 4460 165300 46284

Tabas 20 6560 4460 220400 61712

Total 145 - - 1597900 447412
Reference: agricultural organization of the province, April 2014

Camel breeding and proliferation
Among the adaptable animals which can bear the water scarcity, intense and in-

tolerable heat and coldness of the weather and dust storms through becoming com-
patible with these conditions. Accordingly, camel is the most adaptable animal that 
can live in high temperature and too much salty and sometimes bitter water. 

Camel is a ruminant and mammal with an even-toed ungulate within the genus 
Camelus and Lama. The Camelusgenus consist of Bactrian and dromedary camels. 
The more usual races in Iran are Balluch camel, Kelko, Torkaman, Sham, Najdi, 
Habashe and Toosan.

Table1: the camel habitat in province

Row Name City Extent Pasture
(ha)

Extent Forest 
(ha)

 Number
Watering

Number Well News

Deep Manual

1 Birjand 1703086 90168 20 6 142

2 Qaen 912080 451576 3 15 28

3 Nehbandan 1337380 628233 100 - 62

4 Sarbisheh 576557 141235 - 58 -

5 Sarayan 766255 41,662 1 - 12

6 Ferdows 321535 21951 5 - -

7 Boshrouyeh 345739 63600 3 - -

8 Tabas 2113653 51832 10 - 25
Reference: the agricultural organization, April 2014

Table2: Income and Expense of the camel fattening units
 with the capacity of 50 persons 

Cost of the Plan 
Working Capital 1400 million Rails

Capital Fixed 600 million Rails
Total 2,000 million Rails

Creation Job Direct 2 people
Sale Annual 2160 million Rails

Income Net At Year 540 million Rails

Reference: the agricultural organization, April 2014

Table 3: the province under construction camel breeding complexes

Row Complex Name Capacity Number
Of Units

Area
(acres)

City  Physical
Progress

1  Sar Chah Amari camel
breeding complex 25,00 99 30 Birjand 12%

2  Nehbandan
camel breeding complex 25,00 56 20 Nehbandan 80%

3
Khor

  Camel breeding
complex

25,00 84 30 Birjand 75%

Reference: the agricultural organization, April 2014
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Table 4: Licensed fattening units 

Row  City Number Capacity  Capital
Facilities

 Working  Capital
Facilities

 8 percent of
 Technical

Credit

1 Birjand 5 50 7000 3000 2800

2 Qaen 12 50 16800 7200 6720

3 Nehbandan 62 50 86800 37200 34720

4 Sarbisheh 0 0 0 0 0

5 Sarayan 17 50 23800 10200 9520

6 Ferdows 4 50 5600 2400 2240

7 Boshrouyeh 13 50 18200 7800 7280

8 Zirkouh 25 50 35000 15000 14000

9 Khousf 38 50 53200 22800 21280

10 Tabas 50 50 70000 30000 28000
Total 226 - 316,400 135,600 126,560

Reference: the agricultural organization, April 2014

Fluffy goat breeding and proliferation
In cities Sarbishe, Darmiyanand Nehbandan in South khorasan, there are one 

hundred thousand fluffy goats which are bred by stockholders. They are adapted 
with the intense climate of the region and they have also high potential in produc-
ing fluff. The cut Bideh( hair and fluff) weigh from these genetic stack is annually 
more than 453 grams (in breeding station condition) in producing more than 53 
percent fluff with 17-19 micron tenderness and 50-60 millimeters length. The kids 
weigh in station condition is 2/11 kilos.It is also observed that among these mass of 
animals in suitable feeding condition 1200 grams milk is produced. The goats have 
horns and black color, but other colors are also observed among them that shows 
lack of selection by human. The produced fluff is bought through brokers and then 
would be exported to other countries.

Fishery

The province statusa in fish production
Unit Name  The Environment

Activity
Production

in Ton
 Number
of Farms

 Width in
(hectares)

 Number of
workers

Hydrothermal
Dusty dam 7 2 23 2

small farms 495 409 49.5 109

Seller

individual farms 50 2 0.13 14

small farms 26 3 0.11 8

 double purpose
pools 224 101 10.02 70

 closed circuits- - - - --

  the closed-
environment - - - ---

Water Sources

 Semi- natural
               dusty Dam

Hydrothermal
25 4 19 2

Natural cold water
Hydrothermal

- - - -

- - - -

Total

Cold water 300 106 10.26 92

hydrothermal 527 415 91.5 113

Total
 Cold water and

hydrothermal 827 521 101.76 205

Reference: the agricultural organization, April 2014

Camel Breeding
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Fishery (Ton)

Year
Pool

Production (Tons)
Number Area (hectares)

2003 70 18 93

2004 103 26 138

2005 76 19.95 3.162

2006 104 38.52 4.240

2007 169 66.737 5.402

2008 169 66.737 5.402

2009 275 65.7113 502

2010 360 73.1 570

2011 373 78.54 665

2012 521 101.81 827

Birjand 61 12.5 73

Khousf 26 6.14 61

Darmiyan 32 2.64 48

sarayan 41 9.28 48

Sarbisheh 23 2.71 65

Qaenat 37 8.54 131

ZirKoh 36 18.17 72

Nehbandan 46 9.05 104

Ferdows 51 10.6 124

Boshrouyeh 29 6.52 75

Tabas 139 15.66 26

Reference: the agricultural organization, April 2014

The amount of fishing and producing the fish based on the fish type 

Total
(Ton)

Internal Waters

The Natural and Semi-
natural Resources

 The Fishery
FarmsYear

937862003

138101282004

162.317145.32005

268.458.3210.12006

402.544.8357.72007

428244042008

502244782009

570305402010

665256402011

827327952012

Reference: the agricultural organization, April 2014

The agricultural machinery condition
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Reference: the agricultural organization, April 2014

Forest and grassland
About 96.57 from the total area of province, being equal with 14573087 hectares, 

involves natural resources of forests with 1605491 hectares, grasslands with 8503099 
hectares and deserts with 4464497 hectares. The province enjoys the secondary pro-
ductions of the forests specially grasslands with wide varieties in 161630 hectares areas 
with not-wooden products such asasafetida, thyme, and vsha (kandel) which all have 
the capability of being cropped industrially. Performing held-in-common international 
projects in province has been started from 1989 with the project of reliving natural 
resources of south khorasan (Ahangaran)and has been continued with the international 
project of carbon sequestration in 2003 and now it is still being continued as a held-in-
common international project in district Seghalee in Sarayancity (M.F.L.S).
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Activity Title Unit 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

 implanting and
 relieving forests,
 expanding green

spaces

Hectare 4 4.6 47.5 6.5 0 0 0 0

 preservation of
 grassland, forest and

yielding waters
 (provincial and

national)

 Thousand
Hectare 26.4 34.212 26.546 33.598 40.664 39.44 30.278 10.4

 biological yielding
waters performances

 Thousand
Hectare 2.996 2.08 2.6 4.2625 5.37 3.438 5.25 0

 forest bushes
production

 Thousand
Trees 211.03 332 614.5 400 400 470 400 167.2

 grassland plants
production

 Thousand
Trees 119.5 477.2 392 275 107 113 50 63.25

 desert plants
production

(Rooty and in-vase)

 Thousand
Trees 802.23 1412.7 1130.5 954.5 354.5 200 189.5 0

 verification and
 arrangements of the

grasslands

 Thousand
Hectare 225 400 350 342.2 146.35 100 300 62.4

 preparation of
 plans for  grassland

preservation

 Thousand
Hectare 66.5 145 139 62.53 41.77 52 25.584 2.34

 performing yielding
 water management

activities

 Thousand
Hectare 38.138 20.682 10.815 24.402 18.33 22.78 40.092 3.434

 flowing sands
fixation

 Thousand
Hectare 5.2618 7.933 6.7795 5.4 3.6655 1.327 1.603 1.231

 performing the
  distribution of

 yielding and flood
water

 Thousand
Hectare 1.001 7.501 5.7141 5.646 10.591 2.009 1.51 0.608

  creating preserving
lifebelt

 Kilo
Meter 0.16 0.16 0 2.75 50.5 147.9 127.4 12

 cropping forage in
grassland and

not-grassland areas
 with rightful
beneficiary

 Thousand
Ton 560 565 625 638 638 652 391.2 652

Reference: The natural resource and yielding-water (watershed) management office of the province, 
March 2014

The province area according to the lands condition: 2009 (hectares)

 water levels and
the rivers bedsDesert Residential

areasForest Farming
landsTotalCity

587244452535669945857400541Birjand

2924253050410481854757579700Darmiyan

508805855454166244645934200Sarayan

20555892217514123540956819900Sarbisheh

169328078171466455127389756717Qaen

8085604764431628233305072609400Nehbandan

514309865512195134763410300Ferdows

50016966810506360018743599300Boshrouyeh

03344241549883469129215551208Tabas

514697049828385121335991602759Khousf

2799232293276224833805825983Zirkouh

24821446449714158160549147794215090008 Total

Reference: The natural resource and yielding-water (watershed) management office of the 
province, March 2014

The investment projects in agricultural and veterinary sectors of 
the province

The project condition Performing
placeProject TitleRow

 estimating the possibilities, fields,
 the foundational potentialities,

legal licenses
Ferdows expanding Sahl Abad

 farming stock company1

 estimating the possibilities, fields,
 the foundational potentialities,

legal licenses
Birjand

 expanding Birjand
  company of

padidesabzkesht o sanaat
2

 estimating the possibilities, fields,
 the foundational potentialities,

legal licenses
Qaen

 expanding the Khoushab
 farming stock company of

Issargaran
3

 estimating the possibilities, fields,
 the foundational potentialities,

legal licenses
Sarayan

 expanding the
 SarChahAmari farming

 stock company of
Issargaran

4

 estimating the possibilities, fields,
 the foundational potentialities,

legal licenses
Darmiyanpacking honey5
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The project condition Performing
placeProject TitleRow

 fields, the foundational
potentialities, legal licensesQaen

 the industrial
 slaughterhouse for heavy
 and light weight livestock

6

 fields, the foundational
potentialities, legal licensesSarbishehpoultry slaughter7

 fields, the foundational
potentialities, legal licensesKhousfbarberry processing8

 fields, the foundational
potentialities, legal licensesBirjandmedicinal herbs9

Darmiyanmedicinal herbs10
 fields, the foundational

 potentialities, legal
licensesinternal partener

Ferdows establishing refrigerating
rooms11

 fields, the foundational
potentialities, legal licensesNehbandanostrich breeding12

 fields, the foundational
potentialities, legal licensesBirjand

 indigenous hens
 expanding and breeding

  plans
13

 fields, the foundational
potentialities, legal licensesSarbishehbreeding camel14

 fields, the foundational
potentialities, legal licensesSarayan the industrial livestock

slaughterhouse15

 fields, the foundational
potentialities, legal licensesBirjand

 establishing poultry
 and livestock medicine

 and treatment
 complementariness
 production factories

16

 fields, the foundational
potentialities, legal licensesBirjand

 establishing pasteurized
 fertilizer packing and
 production factories

17

 fields, the foundational
potentialities, legal licensesProvince establishing meat packing

workshops18

 fields, the foundational
potentialities, legal licenses

 Birjand &
Qaen veterinary hospital19

 fields, the foundational
potentialities, legal licensesNehbandanveterinary clinics20

 fields, the foundational
potentialities, legal licensesSarbishehveterinary lab21

Reference: the agricultural organization of the province. April 2014

Chapter 7: Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts 
and Tourism Scope of the province 

Qaen - The Tomb of Bozorgmehr-Qayeni
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Cultural Landscapes
South khorassan had been called Qohestan in historical documents, which 

included Khaf, Gonabad, Bajestan, Kashmar, Tabas, Ferdows , Qaen , Tabas-
e-Masina , Nehbandan  and Birjand . According to Achaemenid’s inscription 
and documents of Greek historians, Qohestan was the habitat and origin of 
Iranian tribes named “Sagart” while it was regarded as part of Achaemenian 
Satrap the fourteen Kingdoms. “Kall-e Jangal” inscription as a reliable docu-
ment indicates that Qohestan had been part of Ashkani kingdom in Ashkanian 
period and it was one of the populous and great states in Sassanid era. 

Historian considers the conquest of the Qohestan in the year 29 H. Qohestan 
was ruled by Abbasian by the year 259 H. in this year Yaghoob-e-leith Saffari 
defeated Qohestan and appointed rulers to it and it was governed by Saffari’s 
tribetill 299 H. After that, Qohestan was dominated by Sistan’s local rulers 
and has been ruled by Esmailiyeh rulers from Hassan Sabbah to Hollakoo’s 
invasion, as Qohestan was one of the main political centers of this sect, sec-
ond to Alamoot. Kal Hassan-e-Sabbah castle, Hussein Qaeni’s castle, Toon 
Mountain castle, Shahdezh castle and Rostam’s castlees were among the most 
famous of all Esmailian castlees. Finally they were destroyed by Hollakoo’s 
invasion. 

On the other hand, due to its specific climate, Qohestan was not affected by 
foreigners’ attention and attacks and its people language and tribe remained 
pure and undistorted. Because the majority of them are Persian, the formal 
language used is Persian. This language is spoken with different accent de-
pending on the especial accent related to that region including, Birjandi’s ac-
cent, Qaeni’s accent, Sarayani’s accent, Nehbandani’s accent which are dif-
ferentiated by differences in words, wording and stress on syllables. Also, the 
majority of the Arabs living in this area have kept their language. 

Among the cultural features of this province are; Kakol celebration and 
thanksgiving in Farming , Buck breeding celebration , Nowrouz  celebration 
to make Haftsin  table , Barat and Moharam customs like palm taking , Ta-
azieh , Flag rotating , Shovel shaking , light rotating , Seven pulpit and Ston-
ing and Chenesht  wedding celebrations . Some common game of this region 
which have its special fans are; Goleh Bazi , Marble Bazi , Choob Bazi ,Seven 
Stones , kotesh kharabeh and… . 

The clothes worn by the natives are: Felt hat, Night hat, Mandil, Edge hat, Pahlavi 
hat, Skull cup, Cashere, Neckbolts, vest, shirt, Qomys, Dolman, Torso cloth, pants, 
puttee, which are used by men while women wear kerchief , handkerchief, mask, 
keloteh, koseh, skullcap, skirt, dalaq, panks, buttony shoes, Gorgy, Galesh with 

Birjand -The Rahimabad Garden & Building
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Chenesht clothes which have unique features while are used with a little change. 
Some jewelries of ladies are: bracelet, Jeghe, khefty, Manjagh, ring, armlet, 

anklet, crown, earring  and mangol. Local foods of the province are cooked 
with available ingredients which are appropriate with whether condition. 
Some of them include: lentil food, plum food, tomato food, yellow curd, ash-
josh and various sweet include: ginger bread, Charkhi break, rice bread, tube 
bread, etc. Different local breads: double-baked bread, Samanoo bread, Gholfi 
bread, massive bread, panic grass bread, Joosh bread, sesame bread, etc. 

Traditional music of south Khorasan has a long record that rhythmic and 
dramatic movements are its special property and dancer hit special wood coor-
dinated with music. The most beautiful and melodious songs and heroic dance 
beside composing poem exist in south khorassan .Triplex and Pentamerous 
composes which are common in province, is exclusive of south khorassan 
province. Some musical instrument include; timpani, reed , hornpipe , circle 
which always are made by composers . Some music pieces of this region con-
sist of; Asil, Narenare , Right and left , Shirjeh ,Ahval and Sezarb . 

cultural heritage capabilities of the province 
- Due to the existence of historical-cultural record of Iranian-Islamic 

tradition, there is the possibility of research in anthropological and cultural 
issues. 

- The existence of 1189 monuments in this province and registration of 719 
of them in national monument list of Iran. 

- More than 12 historical gardens are registered in national monument list 
and General Administration attempt to register some of them in UNESCO 
international monument list to develop internal and external tourism. 

- Existence of highly-valued inscriptions and epigraphs which date back to 
many years ago which were found in Kal-e  Jangal, Kooch, Makhonic and …..

- Existence of enclosures and historical hills with more than five thousand 
precedence in province and their high potentiality to be researched and attract 
tourist.

- The Variety and plurality of historical collection and capability to revive 
and use them for sociable  usage like caravanserai, historical school , historical 
house , historical bath , historical garden  and…

- The Existence of historical castles and defensive fortresses, especially 
from Esmailian period and their high potentiality to be registered in universal 
monument list and tourism.      

- The existence of historical and cultural texture of cities and rural areas, 
including Boshroyeh and Birjand historical texture and villages’ texture 

including; Forg, Khoor, Makhunic, Bideskan, etc. and their high potentiality 
in the case of repairing and improvement.  

-  The South Khorasan is one of anthropological poles in Iran, being away 
from great centers and lack of cultural change. Most of Iranian ancient 
traditions are practiced by people in South Khorasan and two out of the seven 
wonderful villages in Iran located in South Khorasan. Makhunic is reputed for 
its architecture and ancient texture of monuments like Makhunic’s Epigraph, 
Golanjir Tower and rotating castle and house and the region’s economy, farming 
land and small gardens and the smallness of houses’ doors in Sarbisheh Town. 
Chenesht village is another anthropological attraction of this area with regard 
to its speech, local mantle and its traditions. 

- Existence of technical library with more than 7000 books.
- Existence of 14 museums in the province which include the following 

ones: 
Archeological Museum: (Mansion and Garden of Akbariyeh) 
Birjand archeological museum (on the first floor of Akbariyeh mansion) 

is the biggest in Archeological museum province. Important sections of it 
include clay , coin , metal , weapons , lighting ,  Quran , mirror  forum  , books 
and mirror forum . 

Potteries and coins form the majority of the monuments of this museum. 
Pottery’s collection related to different historical era include hand-made pea-
colored potteries related to the third millennium BC, grey potteries of first 
millennium, glazed potteries of Islamic era and coins collection which include 
historical coins of Solokian, Elimayi, Partian, and Sassanid and different 
Islamic era’s coin to Qajar era. 

Anthropological Museum (Mansion and Garden of Akbariyeh) 
In this museum a brief account of South Khorasan region livelihood and 

professions are portrayed. The record of the things kept in this museum goes 
back to more than one hundred years ago. Among the different sections of 
the museum are, wedding celebration room, farming, basket-weaving, pottery, 
shoemaking, hand-mill, blacksmithing, physician, hair-dressing, spinning, 
cloth-weaving which are displayed by mannequin.     

Wildlife Museum (Mansion and Garden of Akbariyeh)
Species of wildlife (native and non-native) are presented in several 

collections. This collection consists of 100 different bird species and 40 
mammals and reptiles which are held through taxidermy. The bird section of 
this collection include varieties of duck, heron, pelican , pheasant, owl, eagle, 
buzzard, stork, crow, etc. mammal section of this collection involve paellas 
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cat, forest cat, fox, rabbit, ram, etc. There are species of reptiles portrayed next 
to other species. 

Heroic Heritage Museum (Amir-e-Arab Gym) 
Heroic Heritage museum was established in 2005 which was concurrent 

to” The Government Weak” by private sector within Amir-e-Arab gym 
known as “Lab-e-band Gym”. Its record goes back to 200 years ago which 
was a mere Gym in Lab-e-Band locality and was located between two 
well-known dams “Haji Mohammad Jaafar” and “ Baroot Kooban) in a 
peripheral alley which was known as Lab-e-Band gym and now is known 
as Amir-e-Arab gym. 

Endowment Museum (Shokatiyeh School) 
Shokatiiyeh School was built in 1312 H. by Amir Esmail Khan Shokatolmolk 

command to be used for Moharram Mourning formalities and in 1316 H. 
was chosen as the first new school in Birjand by Mohammad Ebrahim Khan 
Shokatolmolk’ initiative after the establishment of Darollphonoon in Tehran and 
Rashidieh in Tabriz. For a long time it was used both for religious formalities and 
school. Birjand Endowment museum was established, concurrent to the 100th 
anniversary of Shokatiyeh School, in historical mansion of Shokatiyeh school by 
coordination of Cultural Heritage Organization. This two-portico building is built 
in two floor and is considered to be the second large Hosseineyeh in Birjand and is 
regarded an architectural masterpiece of its own time. Its architectural components 
include arched entries, vestibule, lobbies ending to the yard, pool house, dome 
house, rooms and porches round the yard. The entries’ bow is forked-like. The 
most important part of Shokatiyeh is the portico which is built on a wide opening. 
Now, it is used just for religious purposes.   

Birjand’s National Museum of Honored and Celebrated: (Pordeli House)
The Celebrated Museum, located in Pordeli historical house is established in 

historical texture of Birjand. This building is constructed in two floors, having a 
central yard, entry, vestibule, yard, columned balustrade and numerous rooms. 
The façade of the building is decorated by bricks with geometric designs and 
forked bow which displays an especial beauty. Pordeli House, as a beautiful and 
old house in Birjand, is a memento of Qajari architecture with its frame-like 
space which is indicative of a foreign culture and one element which is used 
in its architecture, porticos extended from one side to the other and columns 
built on them, is derived from Azari architecture, whose origin is Russia and 
the architectural principles used in it indicates a combination of Islamic and 
foreigners architecture. In this museum a combination of biographies, documents 
and manuscripts, compilations, national, scientific and literary tokens, tablets, 

images and private necessities of people of distinction in science and culture 
of this area such as, Hakim Nazari, Abdol-Ali Birjandi, Ibn-e-Hesam Khosfi, 
professor Mohammad Hassan Ganji, Sheikh Hadi Hadavi, Sheikh Mohammad 
Ebrahim Ayati, etc., are displayed. The displayed objects explain the position 
of these men in scientific and cultural assemblies and even throughout the 
entire world. The second floor of the museum is devoted to the monuments of 
the Honored and Celebrated people of 7th to 10th century and the first floor is 
assigned to the monuments from 10th to 13th century. 

Private Museum of Boshroyeh ; ( Molla Abdollah Toni ) 
 Privte Museum of Boshroyeh was established with coordination of private 

sector in Molla Abdollah Asadi historical house which is located in historical 
texture of Boshroyeh Town. This building is one of the four-portico houses 
of Safavid era and with its superb architecture is the birthplace of one of the 
most important Iranian scholars, Molla Abdollah Toni Boshravi, who lived in 
Safavid era. This building consist of numerous rooms, cooking room, winter 
room, windswept room. As local people say, Asadi’s House building dates 
back to over 400 years ago.

Khezri Museum
This museum was established with coordination of Cultural Heritage, 

Handicrafts and Tourism Organization, Deputy Governing and Islamic 
Council of Khezri Dasht-e-Bayaz town in a building about 90 meters next 
to Janat park of this city. The monuments held in museum are a collection of 
anthropological objects and traditional life appliances. 

Anthropological Objects Museum of Sarayan ( Sarayan’s Inn)
The anthropological Objects Museum was established in the camel-room 

of Sarayan’s Inn. This Inn which is known as “Shah Abbasi Inn” is one of the 
Safavids’ era monuments and is built in two-portico style and its architectural 
atmosphere includes; two-portico entrance facade, vestibule, peripheral 
rooms, numerous chambers and stable. 

Anthropological Museum of Nehbandan (Salary House) 
This Museum is located in Salari’s House, which is one of beautiful and 

historical houses in Nehbandan which extends to 1800 square meters. Salari’s 
House is a two-portico house and with regard to its architectural style, it is 
constructed in the end of Qajar era and in later eras some extensions were 
added to it. 
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Tourism Landscape:
In addition to historical attractions, south khorasan province enjoys natural 

attractions as well, some of which are classified in terms of smaple tourism 
areas and tourism target villages as following: 

Sample Tourism Areas 
Band-e-Dareh sample tourism area
Tourism attractions of Band-e-Dareh are indispensible to its nature. The 

existence of high mountains, green valleys and the existence of water make it the 
most important recreational site in Birjand.  The existence of historical dam in the 
area and supplying it with winter and spring is included within the natural view 
of the area. Being close to the capital of the province and enjoyment of crowded 
city of Birjand- beautiful and pleasant infrastructure of the area, lack of problems 
related to ownership and introduction of investors are its especial investors.  The 
establishment of restaurant, amusement park, coffee shop, dining room, athletic 
field, and mountain climbing track the areas to be invested.

Tourism area of Toon in Ferdows
The historical city of Toon has a collection of historical monuments like, 

principal Mosque, old Houses, Bathrooms, Reservoirs, Mellat Park, Soltant 
Mohammad and Ibrahim’s shrines which date back to Safavid era.  The old 
Toon city surroundings have valuable historical attraction.  In addition to the 
above-mentioned monuments, Delgosha-Baghestan forest park, Hot water, 
Bideskan village and Mahdieh exist in Ferdows town. Existence of different 
attractions like historical-recreational monuments, existence of premium-
quality garden products for export, rich historical background, rich cultural 
environments with great record, its record in handicrafts are among the 
features of this area.  

Boshroyeh sample tourism area
There exists the biggest collection of historical and cultural attractions in 

Boshroyeh area.Th  old  texture of Boshroyeh town, twisted alleys, clay symbols, 
dome-like roofs and air-traps, attractions like Moustofi’s house, miandeh 
mosque, Elmieh school, Miandeh bathroom, Khan’s garden, Boshroyeh Dokhtar 
castle, Hoogand castle, Khooshab stone inn, Chahargonbad, Jangal and the city 
neighborhood to the desert is one of the unique features of Boshroyeh. 

Baghestan sample tourism area in Ferdows
The most important attraction of this area is the natural attraction of 

Baghestan village, including alleys replete with tall trees, buildings’ façade 
and numerous gardens of different fruits like pomegranates, nuts, grapes and 

peaches are among the most important features of the village. 
Mosabi- Kerimou sample tourism area ( Sarayan)
One of the most important Tourism attractions of Mosabi- Kerimou are its 

beautiful views which are formed by natural elements and changes made by 
human. Mosabi –Kerimou area is situated in green and pleasant valleys at 
the heart of the desert. The existence of Sabz waterfall and Shahid Parsa dam 
are its natural attractions. Also, sultan karim and Mosayeb’s shrine, regarding 
people’s cultural situation are the other features of the area.  

Morteza Ali Spring tourism area-Tabas
This spring is one of the most important natural attractions of Tabas town 

which is situated in Kharv village in 27th km of Tabas town. In order to get to 
the spring, after passing Tabbas city, in a place name Niaz, the mainstream of 
the spring starts. In order to get to the fountain-head, we should go 5 km against 
the water flow. Along the course of the spring, there are high and stone walls 
which is pleasant and beautiful. In this course, after passing 3.5 km, we arrive to 
Jaffari’s spring which has cold water and after going 1.5 km, we go against the 
flow to arrive to an area where thermal springs exist. The biggest of these holes is 
referred to as Morteza Ali Spring. This natural monument has remedial effect in 
addition to its natural beauties and many people visit this spring for treatment and 
taking bath. Above this spring, the valley is tightened and after that we get to Shah 
Abbasi arch and dates back to Safavid era which is included among the historical 

Tabas - Morteza ali Spring Hot Water
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attractions.  The other course to spring is from Kharv village side which requires 
passing the valley and against the water flow from Jaffari’s spring location to east 
north for 1.5 km. After the Morteza Ali Spring, there exists another spring with 
cold water and enjoys a lower importance. This spring, along with Shahabadi 
arch attracts thousands of people for recreation and visiting the area.

Dorokhsh and Asiaban sample tourism area (Darmiyan)
The principal mosque and the surrounding castles of Dorokhsh are among the 

most important cultural and historical attractions. The old castle of Dorokhsh is 
another attraction of the area which dates back to Esmailian era. Sharif’s shrine 
is a small building which has a cruciferous plan with regard to its architecture 
and its external façade is octagonal with arches around which are placed the 
two minarets and dates back to Qajari’s era.  Doroksh’s Hosseineye and the 
village cemetery are other attractions of the village as well as the existence of 
the fireplace which is of the 4 fireplaces in Iran add to its importance.

Bouzarjmehr sample tourism area in Qaen
There are three kinds of historical-cultural, natural and anthropological  

attractions in the region. Historical-cultural attractions  include: Abolmafakher 
Tomb, Bouzarjomehr Tomb and the mountain castle. Natural attractions 
include: existence of mountainous and desert-like land with lands cultivated 
with saffron and men-knowing attractions including: Mashahir Square, 
Unidentified Martyrs’ Tombs and forest park. 

Azmighan Tourism area(Tabas)
It is located in northern of Tabas and among Shotoris’ mountains and because 

of being placed in a good climate , various fruit gardens, rice lands and short 
distance to Tabas and is one of the summer quarters and beautiful areas of 
Tabas Town. Above the village and in eastern side, there is summer quarters 
area named Khanik which enjoys the same situation as Azmighan and in some 
cases is superior to it and added to the area attractions.

Mountainous Tourism area
This summer-quarter area is located in the northern part of Tabas town and 

is colder than other parts of Tabas. Pir Abou Nasr known as “Pir-e Hajat” is 
built on a mountainous slope in this area. 

Tourism Target Villages
Makhunic Tourism village
Among the tourism villages of the province whose people are shorter in 

height, compared with other areas. Due to its simple architecture and virgin 
location, Makhunic has received tourists and researchers attention. Among 

the architectural attractions of Makhunic are its steep alleys and lack of 
straight ones. In addition to its architecture and old texture, monuments like 
Majhunic’s epigraph, Gol anjir Tower, castle and Sargardooni House exist in 
this village. Among the other attractions of the village are the area’s economy, 
farming lands, gardens and smallness of houses’ doors which attracted the 
tourists an visitors’ attention. 

Chenesht Tourism village
The tern Chenesht is derived from “Chand Shat”, regarding the existence 

of some rivers. It is named so, because there have been four rivers passing 
through the old texture of the village. Its speech type, local mantle and 
specific traditions of the area, makes it one of the special tourism villages. 
The establishment of the village in mountainous area creates mountainous 
and fascinating landscapes, despite the existence of trees and green gardens.  

Khoor Tourism village
The village is one of Khosf’s dependencies of Birjand city. Khoor village 

is settled amid a desert and has a centralized residential texture. Clay houses 
with dome-like roofs, central yard, air traps, rooms surrounded by the yard 
are made to be harmonious with climate situation of the village. Buildings 
like castle and reservoir, mosque, Hosseineyeh and bathroom are among 
the monuments of Safavid era which show themselves. The texture of the 
village is a traditional one and is influenced by desert-like architecture and has 

Darmian - Toweism Village & Fourg Castel
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historical and cultural value.
Fourg Tourism village
Fourg village is one of the ancient villages in Quhestan. Attractions like 

old castle, historical stones used in the façades and old houses are indicative 
of precedence and old history of it. The green and beautiful environments of 
this village are a good place for tourists to spend their spare time. Fourg’s 
surrounding and neighboring villages like Dooshengan are among the summer 
quarter areas and a place for recreation. 

Afin Tourism village
Afin village is one of Zohan’s deputy dependencies of Qaenat city. The existence 

of buildings and monuments left in the village like, different castles and Principal 
mosque indicates the village precedence. Historical precedence of Afin dates 
back to pre-Islamic era. Afin village is settled in a mountainous area and has a 
crowded residential texture and the combination of natural and man-made spaces 
make a beautiful landscape which indicates coexistence of nature and men’s 
activities. Coincidence of genius men and nature has caused the construction of 
habitats which lasted for centuries.  Favorable climate, mountainous views and its 
surrounding summer quarters makes it a good place for the tourists to spend their 
spare time. Afin village has attractions like, Afin castle, Zardan castle, Zardan inn, 
old reservoir, principal mosque and barberry and saffron farms which attracted 
thousands of tourists to this area. 

Treatment water sites
Loot Hot Water
It is located in the 109th km of Birjand in Birjand-Kerman old road and is one 

of Khosf’s dependencies. The surrounding attractions include; the desert and 
the reservoirs. Loot Hot water has unique treatment effects for skin, heart, blood 
vessels and joints’ diseases. 20 residential suits are being built in this area. 

Sarbisheh Sour water
This treatment water site is located in Birjand-Sarbisheh road and Shing 

Sour water in 65th km of Birjand and has natural attractions like green fields 
as recreation site, castle and treatment water site. The sour water building is 
being built and is ready to be used. This treatment water site is good for skin 
and digestion problems. 

Investing backgrounds of cultural heritage and tourism
Establishment of restaurant, commercial rooms, rally races, residential suit, 

Horse-riding…

Outstanding Tourism Attractions of the Province

Type
(historical, cultural…)LocationAttractions’ NameRow

Historical and culturalBirjand
 Historical mansions of

 akbariyah,rahimabad and
shokatabad

1

Historical and CulturalBirjandCastle of birjand2

NaturalBirjand Birjand Band-e-Dareh's
special   tourism zone3

Natural5km of south birjandVila region of band-e-
Amirshah4

Natural Birjand, end of ghafari
stChehardeh waterfall5

NaturalBirjandGyuk waterfall6

Historical and NaturalQaen Bouzarjomher's special
tourism zone7

HistoricalQaenQaen Mosque8

Natural and Historical5km of south QaenCastle of Qaen9

HistoricalEphin, 80km of QaenEphin Mosque10

HistoricalQaenShaskooh area11

Natural62km of north QaenFarsian Stone bridge12

Natural20km  Ferdows-
Bajestan Road

 Baghestan's special tourism
zone and hot water13

Natural and HistoricalFerdowsBideskan village14
HistoricalFerdowsHistorical city of toon15

Natural and HistoricalFerdowsGhale kooh16
 Religious and

Historical
 Ferdows, Historical city

of toon
 Shrine of sultan Mohammad

and sultan Ebrahim17

Historical Ferdows, Historical city
of toonFerdows Mosque18

Historical and NaturalHasanabad village-
ferdowsHasanabad Castle19

HistoricalBoshrooyahHistorical place of boshrooyah20
Natural and HistoricalBoshrooyahHogand shrine21
Natural and HistoricalBoshrooyahGhale dokhtar22

Natural and Historical lBoshrooyahReghe Mosque23
HistoricalNehbandanCastle of Nehbandan24
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Type
(historical, cultural…)LocationAttractions’ NameRow

Nehbandan10KM Nehbandan_
Zabol RoadShahdezh Castle25

Natural 75km of north
NehbandanKaji Salt marsh wetlands26

Historical  Nehbandan, Khansharaf
villageKhansharaf Windmills27

Historical Nehbandan,
 village CharfarsakhCharfarsakh Windmills28

Natural 80KM west of
Nehbandan

 Village and Desert of
Dehsalam29

Natural and HistoricalSarayanSarayan Mosque30

Natural and Historical 20KM North of
Sarayan

 karimo-Mosabi's special
tourism zone31

Natural and HistoricalSarayanCaravan-serai32

Historical Sarayan, charmeh
villageDragon Cave33

NaturalSarayan, seghalahDesert area of seghalah34
Historical and NaturalMoudCastle- Garden of Moud35

 Religious and
HistoricalSarbisheh-MoudMazar-e- kahi36

Historical and culturalSarbisheh, doroh Wonderful village of
makhonik37

 Historical and
Religious65 KM form SarbishehAttraction of chenesht village38

NaturalSarbishehSarbisheh Abtorsh39

Natural and Historical 10 KM of Darmiyan Tourism village and Fourg
castle40

NaturalDarmiyan Abgarm village41

Natural 35KM South of
DarmiyanDoshingan village42

HistoricalBirjand, khousfArk protected area43

NaturalKhousfHistorical context of khousf44

Natural75KM of Khousf Loot Hot spring Hydrotherapy
area45

ReligiousBirjand, khousfMazare – shah Soleiman Ali46
HistoricalKhousfIbn Hesam Khousfi shrine47

Type
(historical, cultural…)LocationAttractions’ NameRow

Historical Birjand-Kerman road
 85KmKhour Village48

Natural- historical 27th km of Tabas-Kharv
villageMorteza Ali spring Hot Water49

Natural- historical Deyhook- Nayband
village

 Hot Water of Dig-e-Rostam
village50

Natural42th km of Tabas’ NorthAzmighan Tourism area51

Natural Tabas town- Esfandiar
villageMountainous Tourism area52

NaturalInside Tabas townGolshan garden of Tabas53
Natural45th  km of Tabas townEsfahak Tourism village54

Natural-Historical225th km of Tabas southNaybandan Tourism village55
Natural24th km of Tabas NorthKharv village56

Natural 45th km of Birjand
NorthMooshin river-basin57

Natural 20th km of Sarbishe
west

Barkooh dam58

Natural80th km of QaenHaji abad dam59

Natural 20th km of Tabas west-
Near Kharv villageNahreyn dam60

Natural-Historical60th km of Tabas SouthKrit Historical dam61
Natural24th km of Tabas townShah Abbasi historical dam62
Natural60th km of Tabas SouthGariveh Waterfall63

Natural 35th km of Sarayan
SouthSabzrood Valley's waterfall64

Natural 10th km of Nehbandan
SouthMiniaturized Mountains65

Natural 30Km Northwest of
FerdowsSang-Soorakh mountain66

Natural 25th km of Qaen
southeastVarzagh cave67

Natural90th km of Qaen westPahlavan cave68
Natural20th km of Qaen southKhunic cave69
Natural25th km of QaenJoojeh cave70
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Type
(historical, cultural…)LocationAttractions’ NameRow

Natural60th km of Qaen northFarsan cave71
Natural65th km of SarbishehChenesht cave72
Natural65th km of SarbishehChehel Giah cave73

Natural 130th km of Tabas
northeastThe Hell cave74

Natural 90th km of Tabas
northwestHyena cave75

NaturalTabasOld Olive tree76

Natural24 km of Tabas eastThe old cypress tree in Kharv77

NaturalQaenat townEsfaden plain78
NaturalFerdows townMozaffari plain79

Natural 130th km of Nehbandan
south westLoot wind- sand80

Natural 50th km of Khoor
northwestKhoor desert81

Natural150th km of NehbandanNehbandan desert82

Natural 1th km of Boshroyeh
eastBoshroyeh desert83

Natural 20th km of Hajiabad
southwest

 Hemmat abbad desert in
Zirkooh84

Natural100th km of BirjandAkbarabad percussion85

Natural 90th km of Tabas
northeastHalvan desert86

Natural 50th km of Nehbandan
northwest

 Turpentine jungle in
Nehbandan87

Natural70th km of Khosf westTamarisk-Grape jungle88
Natural70th km of Khosf westOrganic Houses89

Natural 2th km of Dasht-e
Bayaz- Saghoori villageStone arc of Pharsian cave90

Natural110th km of BirjandSahlabad pool91

Handicrafts Landscape:
Handicraft is one of the most favorable employment areas which plays an 

important role in recruitment of creative people and should be considered as 
a solution to the Youth problems, where climate situation and area limitations 
have a main contribution to the area to remain unknown. With regard to this 

fact that local art is the most animate kinds of art, it should be paid attention 
on a wide scale. Handicrafts are among the cultural heritage of each area 
and are affected by cultural, geographical and historical environment of the 
area. In the present, among the 250 artifacts which are recognized and coded, 
more than 40 majors is practiced in south Khorasan, some of which will be 
presented in this section.

Carpet and Rug Weaving
The history of carpet and rug dates back to many years ago in south khorasan. 

Rug is hand-woven linen whose history, with regard to social need of human 
communities, quick transportation possibilities and its weaving, dates back to 
the time before the production of carpet.

Generally, carpeting situation can be divided into three periods over the last 
100 years: 

1- The years before 1921 were the time when good and premium-quality 
rugs were woven.

2- Years 1921 to 1943: Despite the production of good products in Birjand 
and Moud, due to the occurrence of first and Second World War and especially 
its consequences, there was an especial recess and distress in export and sale 
of the carpets which was the introduction for later changes.  

3- Carpeting have refined slowly since 1951 when professional producer 
like Aziz Mohammad Zahrayi , Dr Abdolali  Ahmadi , Abdolmajid jamshidy 

Traditional Weaving
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and Gholamhossein Kamyabi  brought fame of carpet back to this region. 
Carpeting is so common in most cities and villages of this province that 

more than 80% of rural inhabitants work in carpeting. Some of the important 
places of carpeting are Mood, Dorokhsh, Chaj, Asiyaban, Sarbisheh , Gask, 
Baghestan, Koshkak, Kosroabad , Naharjan, Shkhenat, Forkhas, Darehabas , 
Rejnok, Sarchah, Fazlabad , … . weaving rugs is also current in some areas 
including: Zirkoh Qaen ( Bamrod, Esfad, Abiz, Arabkhaneh, Haji Abad, 
Shahrakht and Mehney village ), while wooly rugs are woven in places like 
Khalaf , Feizabad, Sarab, Takkhan, Seyedabad, Khor, Khosf, Shirg Agha, 
Darvishabad, Arab kaneh, Hajiabad, Fandokht, Shamsabad, Bahmanabad, 
Garmab, Tighab, esfeden, Shokhanat, Gazar, Doroh, Chahderaz, Sarzehgorid, 
Kam chah, Mazar Saghi and Bichand .  

Traditional dyeing
As carpeting has been the dominant industry of this region, carpet producers 

need large amount of ingrain to produce carpet. Therefore, dyeing industry 
has existed simultaneously with carpeting. Dyeing experts use traditional 
ingredient such as walnut sells, grapes leaf, madder, pomegranate shells, 
saffron, blackberry, safflower, straw, sumac, sour cherry, mignonette and nil 
in order to produce color. 

Gelim-weaving 
Gelim has been used as linen for a long time and it is easier and cheaper to 

produce Gelim than carpet.  Gelim-weaving is common in many cities and 
town of the province.

Jajim-weaving
It seems that the term Jajim is derived from a Turkish word which means 

small and pleasant. Jajim, called jajam in local speech is one of the special 
arts of kordish and Turkish people, which is woven in every part of Iran. This 
product is woven in south khorasan cities including: Nehbandan and Birjand 
and specially Ghayenat “. 

Traditional Textile
Textile has been produced for long time in this region which has an important 

role to achieve self-sufficiency. Some of important textile including: burlap, 
Ehrami , towel , weaving silk . This rural art- industry has been common in 
most villages of south Khorasan. In most part of the province this field is 
referred to as “Tobafi”.

Traditional Rodouzi
Traditional Rodouzi is one of Iranian traditional arts which can be said firmly 

that is the most applicable and beautiful one and has numerous varieties (about 

115 fields identified) which has sub-divisions and unique structural features 
according to the region and workplace. So that, it is possible to realize their 
origin according to their type, method of sewing and use of various colors. 
Some native and popular Needle-weaving in South Khorasan include sormeh 
embroidery, tinsel embroidery, aJydeh embroidery, sequin embroidery, silk 
embroidery, cheshmeh embroidery, cream embroidery, lace embroidery, 
filigree, passementerie, one/ten embroidery, network embroidery and metallic 
embroidery which mostly been done in the old and now is done in a limited 
and filling leisure time in some places of the province.

7Local clothes 
Clothes of every tribe are based on their culture, climate, religious and other 

effective factors which influence culture and art of nations. Local clothes of 
people in south khorasan consist mostly of cotton and soft materials which is 
applicable in dry weather of this region. Generally, the garment of women and 
men of south khorassan include: scarf, socks, and clothes. 

traditional Shoes
Giveh-weaving and Giveh-needling with cotton threads and leather shoes 

were among the main shoes used in South Khorasan. Once, shoe-making was 
to be abolished. 

Felting   
Felting is one of jobs which were prevalent previously in Birjand and some 

of villages in towns like Nehbandan, Sarbisheh and Sarayan. Already it was 
common in some villages and cities of province like Salmabad of Sarbisheh 
and Sarayan. 

Mat weaving 
Mat is weaved  with palm leaf  in cities like Nehbandan, (especially in 

Dehsalm  village )  producing goods like basket , basketry , circle and oval rug 
, decorative statue of animals like camel and Shilg( a place for saving food).  
A kind of basket which is weaved with wheat stem is produced in Qaenat city 
and some villages of Sarayan Town. There is also a kind of curtain made from 
reed of Hamoonn  swamp  which is produced in Birjand.

Tarkeh-weaving
Due to the existence of Bagheran Mountains which provide the raw materials 

for this industry, this job is mostly related to Birjand and its surrounding 
villages and dates back to more than 100 years ago. 

 In order to weave various baskets, we use mountain almond wood (bitter 
almond, Saftrag) and branches of red willow (scarlet willow) which is narrow 
and elegant with high flexibility.  Some commodity produced by them include: 
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basket, tray, basketry, goosbad ( to save alfalfa for sheep and cows ), plate (for 
vegetable ) and birds cage . 

Pottery 
 Pottery which is mostly without glaze or primary glaze is completely 

applicable in south khorasan. Shahzileh and Koosheh villages are leading 
places of in production of potteries. Pottery wheel which is rotated by foot 
is primary in these villages. Pottery is accomplishing with wire or rotating 
method, while wire method is used to make tall utensil or furnace. This 
industry is common in Birjand, Khosf and even Ferdows cities. 

Stone cutting 
This profession started from the year 1971 with usual work on stone in 

Birjand city which might have been done before this time widely in some 
regions of south khorasan. 

Chalangari (Traditional Forging)
Forging is one of domestic and prevalent industries of south khoras which  

is approximately active in Birjand and Sarayan cities.

Advantages and capabilities of South khorasan in handicrafts sphere:
- The Capability to expand precious stone cutter workshops with regard to 

rich mineral  resources in province, while sale market  is available through 
boundary of neighboring  country( Afghanistan )   

- Existence of productive cooperations in province including Jajim Baft-e 
Hezargol Ghohestan – Zanan-e Khorashad cooperation – Marzdaran cooperation  
of  Nehbandan 

- Diversity  of handicraft production in province include : traditional textile 
, Gelim ,flour table , Jajim , traditional rouduzi , basket , carpet and rug 

- To increase export of handicrafts through suitable packing, internet 
marking, participating in foreign exhibitions.   

- Identification and collection of house workshops in some specific majors 
in order to qualify products through standardized workshop. 

- To complete series of handicraft production through improvement of 
handicraft branches 

- Capability to establish permanent markets in cities of province with the 
priority of center 

- With regard to fame of Iran carpet, south khorasan is one of carpet weaving 
center in Iran. 

Chapter 8: Environmental 
Scope of the Province

Province wildlife
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Natural features of Province environment:
Nature of South Khorasan, due to factors such as geographical location, eleva-

tion, geological structure, climate, and the land formation has extraordinary biodi-
versity.              

The province locating on the dry belt as well as the natural factors provide it with 
the face of desert and semi-desert. Of course the climatic limitations of the area 
to some extent is compensated with mountainous area. With a brief overview of 
different eco systems of the today world, including our country, it is inevitable to 
protect some parts of the country and the province region in order to maintain the 
ecological balance of ecosystems and ensure that the ecosystem is maintained. Cre-
ating special areas of habitat and its protection by the  Environmental Protection 
Agency is an  attempt to preserve wisely the biodiversity and endangered  species 
that have been demolished and destroyed. Now,   as a result of the rapid human 
population growth, increasing lack of responsibility, and  its affect on the natural 
ecosystems and living resources, also seeing nature as a free commodity from the 
view of the current development, we are facing a precarious future. At this point in 
order to preserve what remains, we have to select areas that their biological value 
is still not completely destroyed.

Desert areas ecosystems are of high ecological values and capabilities. Exis-
tence of plant species and particular animals  and its unique nature, make this area 
as of the most rewarding areas  of natural ecosystems. With respect to the climatic 
conditions of the region and specific prospects including the running sand phe-
nomena and existence of animals and plants species compatible with most difficult 
climatic conditions in these areas, they could become one of the most attractive 
areas of ecotourism.

The Environmental Protection Department of South Khorasan, in order to 
maintain the genetic and biological reserves, preserve  plants and animals species 
and   endemic genes,  investigation  and reasonable utilization, maintaining spe-
cies generation and preventing the human aggression, conserve and protect some 
covered areas  in conditions of including the presence of rare and valuable species 
of plants and animals.

The province protected areas:

 Garang and Arc protected area (Khousf):
According to the official announcement of the Act No. 270 dated April 8,2006, 
Ark and Garang was introduced as a protected area by Environmental Protection 
Council. This region with an area of 30,000 hectares is located between 59˚ 37’ 

Qaen - Nature Desert
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West Longitude to the 58˚ 51’ East Longitude, and between 32˚ 47’ south latitude 
to 33 ̊ 01’ north latitude. This area vast is 30,000 hectares with a maximum altitude 
of 2481 m and 1303 m as minimum.

The diversity of the natural landscape of Arc and Garang
Diversity of water sources: springs, watersheds, rivers, canals, trough.
Animal diversity: Mammals, including goats, wolves, jackals, foxes, Rabbit, 
Porcupine and different birds like partridge, dull-yellow partridge, grouse, Dove, 
crow, eagle kinds of carnivorous birds, and Sanan sparrows ....
Plant diversity:   In terms of vegetation, the dominant plants in the Arc and Garang 
are currently sagebrush in plain areas and mastic and Badamshk trees in highlands ,  
and other existent plants include: cumin, Mstar, kaporeh, hyssop flowers,, Ziziphora 
tenuior flowers, yarrow flowers, thyme, red tulips, Acetone, jumping,wild fig,milk 
vetch, tamarisk, willow, Myrhossin hat, camel thorn, Ephedra and some plants of 
the Succory family .
Existence of a unique habitat:  impassable rocks are habitats of goats 
Recreational centers: Arc village due to its good weather and tree crops is known 
as a recreational village in this region.
Exploitation of medicinal plants and on the tree: From the old time, local 
people used to collect medicinal herbs such as thyme, Cumin Mountain, kalporeh, 
rivas, baneh, etc. and this was a way of making a living.

 The protected area of Darmiyan (Sarbisheh-Darmiyan):
According to an official announcement of the Act No. 284 dated Feb.1,2008, 

Darmiyan was introduced as a protected area by Environment Protection 
Council.  This region with an area of 80,000 hectares is  located between 59˚ 40’ 
West Longitude to 60˚ 01’ and 36 East Longitude 32˚58’ and 32˚ 36’ North 
latitude. This region is located at a distance of 68 km from Birjand and 25 km 
from the north of Sarbisheh.

The diversity of the natural landscape:
Diversity of water resources: Springs, rivers, canals, water reservoirs, wells.
The diversity of animal: mammals, including sheep, Pallas’s cat, wolf, fox, jackal, 
hyena,rabbits, porcupine, various types mouse and birds such as partridges, Tihoo, 
Dove, plain eagle, golden eagles, Dlijeh, Homa,vulture.
Plant diversity: Consists of vegetation such as ghich, wild nasrin, ormak, harmala, 
Gaz, coma, zol, mirhosin hat, jumping, camel thorn, wild peas, astragalus, mound  
flower, snapdragon, lily, thyme, salvia, horse flank, Pova, Chubak , Khargony, wild 

lettuce, cycling, artichokes, sugar Tyghal, cornflower, sagebrush, crap.
Recreational centers: There are waterfalls and springs of mineral water, wines, 
ancient castles of Hassan Sabbah and hundred-year plane tree of Doshngan , are  
considered as tourist sites in the area.
Exploitation of medicinal plants and on the tree: From the old time, local 
people used to collect medicinal herbs and this was a way of making a living.
Communication Roads: Darmiyan is located within 15 km far from Sarbisheh 
and  25 km far from Asadieh,  and the asphalt road of Sarbisheh- Asadieh  which 
passes through this region  connects these two cities. Birjand city within 68 km 
far from this region is connected to the area via asphalt roads of   Birjand- 
Sarbishe and Birjand -Asadieh.
Water Resources: Water resources are known as one of the most important 
Ecological resources on which the distribution of wildlife is dependent.  Darmiyan 
has a number of springs such as, burned spring, Poneh spring Chahar Derakhty 
Spring, Khalil Abad spring, Jozani spring, Gaz flowers spring, Siah Lakhy 
spring, tak Komahy spring, pagdar spring, and fountains springs. The region 
doesn’t have permanent rivers but some seasonal ones namely  Kalateh Shadi 
River, Miran Flower River, Tabasin River, Kandehee River,Kale Sorkh  River 
and Ratodar River.
Geology and soil: The three main types of mountains, the plains, plateau and 
upper terraces are as follows:

Qaen - Prairie Anemone
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The protected area of Shaskoh (Qaen-Zirkouh):
It was approved as Shaskoh Protection Area by the official announcement of En-

vironmental Protection Council in Act No. 285  dated  Feb. 1,2008  with an area 
of 70300 hectares.

The diversity of natural landscapes: 
Diversity of water sources: springs, watersheds, rivers, canals, water reservoirs, 

wells, wind, trough.
Animal diversity: Mammals, including goats, sheep, Pallas’s cat, hyena, yolk and 

several birds, including Hobarh, blond crow, Eagle types and carnivorous birds, spar-
rows and Sanan....

Plant diversity: Regional variation in topography caused the thermal fluctuations 
and natural differences in climatic conditions, especially from the type of precipita-
tion in the region that as its result we see unparalleled diversity of terrestrial vegeta-
tion, wet, salt resistant, forage plants, plant a, shrubs and trees. It worth mentioning  
that here contradictions  are in together!   We can find Lonicera persic tree near the 
Baneh, Badameshk and shrubs plants. Padeh Tree can be found near the resistant 
shrubs which likes water. Or Vitexnegundo (Five fingers) can be found in  the mar-
ginal zone of the area that is of  the Gulf of Oman  and tropical area flowers.

Existence of unique habitat: Topographic structure of the region is capable of 
providing habitat for various animals.

Impassable cliffs are Goats habitats. These habitats also have the ability to release 
Leopard that not so long ago lived in the rocks. Presence of caves and deep holes 
provide good shelter and living conditions for some cats and other carnivorous mam-
mals. Well water troughs for wild animals are found in some rocky areas that is an 
important factor for secure protection and to stay out of hunters. Existence of shelf 
bearing rocks (such as the niche),  is good location for regeneration of large prey 
birds  including the  mountains eagles, vultures, golden eagles and other prey  birds .

Pilgrimage and recreational centers: Shrines that are scattered across the region 
are of tourism potential.  Shaskoh grave, Mirabad grave, 12- Imam Grave also the 
sporadic tree cover in the area provides attractive environment to tourists as well as 
local people that are already in use.

Exploitation of medicinal plants and on tree: From the old time, local people 
used to collect  medicinal herbs such as: Thyme, cumin mountain, kalporeh, spin-
ach, rhubarb, pistachio and by this was a way of making a living.

Protected area of Mozafari (Ferdows - Boshrouyeh):
According to an official announcement of the Act No. 280 dated Feb. 1,2008, 

Mozafari region was introduced as a protected area by Environment Protection 
Council. The region with an area of 92808 hectares is located between 57˚ 26’ 
West Longitude to 57˚ 57’ East Longitude and between 34 ˚2’ south Latitude and 
34˚ 20’ North latitude. 

Important Capabilities  :
1 - Topographic conditions: existence of rocky heights and open fields around it 

provide suitable condition for the presence of wildlife; moreover due to the good 
purview it provides favorable conditions for complete protection of the area.

2 - Ability to attract tourist and improving tourism industry through provision of 
training and awareness rising

3 Appropriate conditions for the wildlife reproduction projects:  Zebra prolifera-
tion Project in the region

4 - Implementation of Conference, regional championships and rock climbing in 
the region

Wildlife refuge of Kaji Namakzar (Nehbandan):
According to an official announcement of the Act No.312, the region was 

introduced as a protected area by Environment Protection Council. With an 
area of 22765   hectares the area is located between 59˚ 50’ West Longitude 
to 60˚  East Longitude and between 31 ˚54’ south Latitude and 32˚ 10’ North 
latitude. This estuary like many others in the country has placed various wa-
terfowl birds and every year in migration season a lot of birds such as green 

Nehbandan - Kaji Salt Marsh Wetlands
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foot and red foot sandpiper, white and gray heron, Eurasian Teal and green 
duck fly to this place. 

Rabat Shour wildlife refuge (Ferdows - Boshrouyeh):
Robat Shore alteration  from a free area to a protected area was approved on the 

president’s journey  to this province.  The region is located at a distance of 60 km 
from the West of Ferdows.

diversity of wildlife and natural landscapes: 
Diversity of water sources: springs, rivers, canals, water reservoirs, wells.
Variety of animal species: Kinds of goat and deer which their main habi-

tat is on the Robat Shore Mountain and sandy Rabat are of  the region 
distinguished species.  Rabat shore region has biodiversity value. The area 
is suitable habitat for different categories of animals, especially mammals, 
birds and reptiles. Different species of animals have been observed in the 
region, including:

Mammals:  Goats, rabbits, deer, porcupine, sand cat, Lynx, fox, common 
fox, sand, yolk of bats, wolves, jackals, hyena, 

Various rodents such as porcupine, Pamsvaky and so on...
Birds: vulture, partridge, Tiho, Hobreh, Coker variety, duduk, Sabze qoba, 

Lark, Shrike and Other Sanan sparrows, low-variety of large birds of prey 
such as eagles, Sarigeh, Delijeh etc. .

Reptiles: turtles, lizard, Gama, Types of snakes and Lizard (it can be stat-
ed that the highest diversity of reptiles are in the province s, so it can be 
mentioned as a living museum of reptiles).

.drought  , the vegetation diversity in some parts of the region in terms of 
coverage is significant. 

- Recreational centers: Old Robat, sandy Robate Shore is considered as 
tourist sightseeing.

- Exploitation of medicinal plants and on tree: According to the recent 
multi-year drought and a large part of the area being sabulous, the vegeta-
tion is very poor.

- Means of communication: 45 km Frdows asphalt road we should go 
approximately  15 kilometers into  Boshrouyeh .

- Water: 4 - 5 springs, wells of livestock, Robate shore Aqueduct,  Kalavgy river

Wildlife Haven of Naybandan (Tabas):
Nay Bandan Tabas according to an official announcement of the Act No.200 

by the Environmental Protection council, since Oct.17, 2001 was announced as 
wildlife refuge region. The region with an area of 1516993 hectares is located 
between 55˚ 36’ West Longitude to57˚ 33’ East Longitude and between 31 ˚50’ 
south Latitude to the 33˚ 15’ North latitude, and its altitude ranges between 568 
to 2965 meters above sea level.

Landscape diversity of natural wildlife:
Diversity of water resources: Water resources in the region, mainly include 
fountains and few rocks water, and subterranean water reservoir that  is often used 
for livestock and wildlife drinking water. Water for wildlife haven is obtained  
from at least 210 natural springs and 10 water stores and available natural stone 
water in the mountains area. The volume of water taken from these sources is not 
substantial because they have very little discharge. Studies on the water quality of 
these resources showed that although most of these sources of water are relatively 
of high salinity, it can be used as wildlife drinking water.
Animal Diversity: Important animal species  of this haven are cheetah, 
Jabir, sheep, goats, hyena, king, fox, caracals, Hobreh,  blond crow, Quebec, 
Tiho, vulture, eagle, gray falcon, horned viper, Jafary Snake, snake, and 
Buzmacheh. Until about 30 years ago in the “Rabat Goor” Wildlife Refuge of 
Tabas, Iranian Zebra and a cheetah called ‘Jangal” used to live.
Plant diversity: The most important plant species include sagebrush, 
peanuts, Kroj, ghich, Ramas, Haloxylon, Tamarisk, Ashnan, palm, Ni, Parand, 

Tabas - Naybandan Towrism Village
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scorpion tail Myrhossin hats , tiny bulbs, species of Goon, Kermani Askanbyl, 
Askanbyl Iran, Tabasi Askanbyl, Ferula asa, Karqij desert, jazz sand, dog 
teeth, Abargovy dandruff, dandruff Yazdi, thistle, thyme.
The unique habitat:  The Nay Bandan wildlife refuge as the largest refuge in 
Iran is the most  important Refuge for Asian panther. Existence of the moving 
sand hills and mass range of relatively dense Tamarix in the dry banks of 
rivers and floodways or formed in playa fringes is considered as the unique 
characteristic of this area. 
Recreation centers: Of the most important tourist attractions in the area are 
the followings:
Iraqi forests, Ghale Kah Mountain, Ghale Kah Kaleh Ghandi, Dig Rostam 
hot spring,
Globisheh Tower , Mac shour Castle, Sar Kavir, Pire Talkhab, Hoz-e Ghorban 
(khan) Inn, Chehel Payeh  Ligament.
Communication roads:  Neybanadn Tabas wildlife is  limited from the north 
to Yazd - Tabas road and Parvardeh mine road to Neyestan village,  from the 
South and East to Naybandan- Ravar  road, from Naybandan to Neyestan 
village, and from the west to the border city of Tabas. The distance  of this 
refugee to Tabs is about  40 kilometers.  Its availability roads are Yazd- Tabas 
main road and Tabas- Ravar ,which  both  are considered to be  part of  the 
boundary of the haven.

Chapter 9: Introducing the province counties

View of Birjand City

Tabas - Asiantic Cheetah
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Boshrouyeh - Daughter Castel 

 Birjand city  is surrounded by Ghayenat in the north, Darmiyan in the east, 
Sarbisheh in the south and southeast, Khousf in the south and southwest, 
Zirkuh in the northeast and Sarayan in the southwest.

This city is the most populated one in South Khorasan. According to 2011 
census report, its population is 230487 people. Birjand, with an area of ap-
proximately 20033 k , covers 21% of the total area of the province. The 
urban population is 178020 and the rural population is 52467. Birjand had 
235.5 km  main roads, 692 km  by-way roads and 1475 km rural roads in 2009. 
The city has also one airport. there has been 1522 domestic flights and 100 
international flights in 2009.

In 2008, 12 active workshops were involved in exploitation of  mines in the 
area  and the major mines available are: granite, marble, stone, dolomite, etc

Birjand Mines Status

 Occupation
(person)

Investment
 (million

Rials)

 Annual
 extraction

 (1000
Tons)

Storage
 (1000
Tons)

Number of MinesMineral

TotalInactiveActive

258062.69940220Granite
5620499.69402654431Marble
4422287512540606Stone
313167.9333790532Betonies
42813399.381001315101Copper
5138.9218110Magnesia
742310200000110Dolomite

9193313935202Industrial Soil

60549852.47282222191221012Total

Birjand Township
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Arg). The architecture of the castle is span like and hexagonal with decoration 
in the pool, Moqarnas, honeycomb form, decorated vases and decorative 
figures. Approved by the registration commission of the country Cultural 
Heritage Organization it was recorded with the registration number 1880 in 
the list of National Monuments. 
Akbariye Mansion
The buildings in Akbariye garden were constructed as courts in late Zandiye. 
The central building was for ceremonies, which was built in Qajar, by Shokat-
al-molk’s order. The last building is known for political and military affairs. 
Apron, pool, carriage house, garden, mirror room, and the building for 
ceremony are other parts of the collection. It was built in Qajar and early 
Pahlavi eras for residential and governmental applications. Birjand museums 
of archeology, anthropology, and wild life are in this collection.
Shoukatiyeh  Hosseiniyeh and School
It is of great buildings in Birjand, constructed in 1933 (1312) and became a 
training place in 1974 (1326) after establishing Darolfonun by Amir Kabir and 
renamed as Mobarake Shoukatiye School. It is the biggest historical Hosseinie 
in Birjand, with one veranda and two floors. The most notable architectural 
elements include two facades, vestibules, several corridors, apron, pool, 
veranda, dome, chambers and porches around the courtyard. This building 
was built to mourn in Moharram in 1933 (1312), and was used as a school for 
training in 1974 (1326). 
Shokatabad Mansion and Garden    
Shokatabad Mansion and Garden is located at a distance of 5 km northeast 
of the city. The aforementioned garden and mansion were constructed in the 
reign of Ismail Khan, Shokat -al- molk’s brother. Later, it was inherited to 
Ebrahim Khan (Shokat-al-molk), which is now in use as a summer resort. 
The collection area is about 5.8 hectares and situated at a distance of  5 km 
from the east of Birjand in the roadside of Birjand-Zahedan. Dense structured  
buildings of the garden were constructed the South and eastern  sides of the 
garden in late Qajar, and include the mirror room, pool, bathroom, kitchen, 
and linking corridors.      
Rahimabad Mansion and Garden
This building was constructed  in 1935 (1315) by the order of  Esmail Khan, 
the first-born son of Heshmat-al-molk. It was built in some floors and with 
columns for personal use. It reflects the craftsmen and architectures’ artistic 
taste due to its place,  garden, pool,  main building, many warehouses with 
walls decorated with plaster and mirror as well as with animal pictures.

9-2-1) City Center
Birjand is the city center and also the center of South Khorasan. It is the first 

city in Iran with water system, and its water agency is known as the first one 
in Iran. It is also  the second city in Iran with piped water that dates back to 
1923 (1302) and before Tehran.

Shoukatiyeh in Birjand is the third school in Iran, after Darolfonun and Ro-
shdiye in Tabriz, with a new style in learning. The third airport in Iran was 
built in Birjand in 1933 (1312), after airports in Ghale’morghi and Booshehr, 
due to its political and strategic position. Prior to  World War II, the consul-
ates of Britain and Russia were in Birjand. This city has a central part with 6 
villages.

 Total
Population

 Urban
Population

 Rural
Population

 Total
Households

 Urban
Households

 Rural
Households

23048717802052467639494813015819

Tourist Attractions in Birjand
AddressTitelRow

Motahhari St.Ma’sumiye religious school1

Montazeri St.Shoukatiye School (Qajar)2

End of Jomhuri St.Downtown fort (Qajar)3

Motahhari St.Belvederecastle mansion
(Kolah Farangi Arg)

4

Kuch village- 26 km Zahedan roadLakh Mazar engraved stone5

2 km southwest of BirjandAmir shah Dam6

Shokatabad- 5 km Zahedan roadShoukatabad mansion and garden7

Endof Modarress ST.Rahimabad mansion and garden8

End of Moallem St.Akbariye mansion and garden9

End of Modarres StDare Dam10

Some cultural heritages considering  importance and history are as following:
Kolah Farangi Arg:
A remained monument from late Zandiye era and early Qajar era, which was 
the seat of government, known as belvedere castle mansion (Kolah Farangi 
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Street. It has now fence and some towers. According to archeological analyses, 
it was constructed in Safaviye and reconstructed in Qajar. 
Mosalla ( Mosque)
Mosalla was built in Qajar by Ghushid Khan’s order, one of statements at that 
time, and later became a place for praying. The important parts are porches 
with high arches in the form of AzariKalil, earring rooms, and bedchambers 
with columns in the north. This building  in 1997 with the registration number 
1879 listed as a National Monument.
Dareh Dam( Band-e Dareh)
Dareh dam is a brick-built dam in late Zandiye, which has had relative 
resistance against earthquake and other destructive agents. This dam has 
technical and structural sectors, which can be considered as a construction 
with modern standards. Its height is 15m from the lowest point and include 
water output tunnel, pores, and crown.
Lakh Mazar Engraved Stone
In 29 km east south of Birjand and in the west of Kuch village, there is an 
amazing and unique monument known as Lakh Mazar. It is a cliff made of 
serepentine with a shiny surface on the mountain (Chaqal baqyaj). The surface 
is almost rectangular with broken and disordered edges. Its dimensions are 
around 5.5* 5.4. Apparently, the oldest images on Lakh Mazar are human and 
animal figures engraved on the stone, and the latest writings which are rather 
big and carved with a hammer or a hard device show the words Allah and Ali. 
There have been recognized 300 engraved figures on the stone. It is obvious 
that they were more in the past but faded due to decomposition of stones. They 
can be classified in 5 groups: human, animal, plants, signs, and inscriptions. 
The inscriptions are different and various. There are 81 inscriptions from 
Parthian and Sasanian eras so that place it among the richest writings of that 
time period.
Treasury of Birjand
The treasury of Birjand in an area of  670  infrastructure is located in 
the architectural collection of Akbariye garden. The treasury got ready for 
exploitation in 1993. It includes two sectors: archeology and anthropology. In 
archeological sector, works and objects from the second millennium BC to the 
Qajar period is displayed. In  anthropology sector, it has been tried to collect 
and supply the tools of traditional life and Workshops and visualize way of 
manufacturing and living by maquettes. There is a traditional café near the 
treasury to provide service to the visitors.

This collection contains a garden, a pool, the main building, many warehouses, 
and many rooms, rooms for the crew and security, stable, fence and guard 
towers.The mansion(main building) was built in 1935 as the court of the city.
Amirabad Mansion and Garden
This building is in 5 km west of Birjand, which was used as a settlement and 
a promenade. It was constructed in two floors with inner and outer parts. Its 
construction goes back to the time of Qajar. It belonged to Sheibani family (Ma’sum 
Khan). Decorative elements used in the building are bergamot-like brick working, 
whose point is in a negative form. The arches are in the form of AzariKalil, and the 
interior space of the building is made of Ghoumi Khonche Poosh.
Bahlgerd Mansion and Garden
Bahlgerd garden is one of the historical gardens in Birjand. The garden and 
its belongings were used by Shokat--al-molk. It was constructed in Qajar 
era. It has some significant features due to its inner and outer parts as well 
as its location. It was constructed with special attraction and some Iranian 
architectural features including façade, some rooms made of brick in a Turkish 
form. It has a quadrilateral pool in the center of the campus, in which there 
is a heptagon stone bench. This building is recorded in the list of National 
Monuments with the registration number 2367.
Navvab Hosseinie and Garden
The construction of this building, according to the inscription on the entry 
arch, dates back to 1001 AH. It was built in the reign of Shah Abbas Safavi by 
the order of Amirzade Khatun’s. It has two floors with two verandas, and was 
decorated, in throne room, with plaster in the form of motif, flower, moqarnas, 
arch, and bergamot-like. Outstanding lyrics by Mohtasham Kashani are carved 
on the plaster along the margin.
Ma’sumiye Religious School 
Ma’sumiye religious school with a history of 150 years or more has being used 
by the students of religion at the time of construction. Regarding the entry 
map, this building has 3 floors with plaster Qur’an and hadith inscriptions. 
The apron is enclosed with side porch columns and lecture rooms. 
Chahhouz Robat
Chahhouz Robat is one of unique and remained monuments in Birjand. 
Considering its map and design, it was constructed in Safaviye era. The entry, 
corridor, and chambers for caravans can be mentioned as important parts of this 
building. This monument is located at a distance of  18 km north of Birjand.
The Fort of Birjand
This fort with an area of  2500  and a tetrahedral map is  located in Jomhuri 
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Investment Opportunities in Birjand :
- East of Iran Academic Excellence with 29574  students  and  543 faculty 

members providing academic services even to neighboring countries.
- Strong Center for Technical and Vocational training with the possibility 

training skills abroad 
- Rich mineral resources, metallic and non-metallic 
- Industrial Town, and distinguished factories as Kavir Tire, and  Tile Industry
- Being placed in north - south  and east-west corridor in transferring transit goods 
- Comparative advantage in the production and export of handmade carpets 
- International airport and special economic zone and adjacent under construction 
 customs 
- Breeder complex with annual production of  13 million  pieces and annual 

production of about 13000 Tons  white meat in the city . 
- Approximately 300000 hectares natural resources 
- Training centers, agriculture research stations and clinics with medical plant
- Decorative stone processing potential
-  Potential for  handicrafts
- Take advantage of the potential of wind and solar energy
- Ample endowments especially large lands of Charity Foundation and 

Water System Agency.

Birjand - Tile Factory

List of other Tourist and Historical Monuments

row Monument Name Position Historical Period

1 Birjand old texture Birjand Safavieh-Pahlavi

2 Bojd village old texture Birjand-Bojd Teimourian-Qajari

3 Baharestan Arg Birjand Zandieh

4 Shrine of Ayat-Allah Hadavi Birjand Early Qajari period

5  (Chahar Derakht) Four
Trees bathroom Birjand -

6 Asif Rabat  50 km north of
Birjand Qajari

7 Arasteh Hosseinieh Birjand Qajari

8  Mausoleum of Hakim
Nizari Birjand -

9  Four Trees(Chahar Derakht)
mosque Birjand Safavieh

10 Behraman Hosseinieh Birjand Qajari

Holy Shrines
The city has many holy shrines and the most popular ones are Baqeriye 

martyrs, Seyyed Ebrahimreza Hanbal’s tomb, Seyyed Tajjolddin Saqi’s tomb, 
Seyyed Mohammed Naqib’s tomb, Seyyed AmirEshaq’s tomb, and Amirbaqer 
Giuk’s tomb.

The holy shrines and the people’s presence in such places reflect deep 
religious beliefs and faith.

Birjand Handicrafts Industry
There are various handicrafts in proportion with the requirements and 

environmental conditions of the area, resulting from its geographical location 
and being situated among communication roads as well as its cultural and 
ancient history. Carpets, glims, ziloos, jajims, traditional dresses, local 
shoes, local baskets, traditional smothery, pottery, traditional production of 
textiles, lithography, coppersmith, darning, and traditional dyeing are among 
popular handicrafts. Some major areas of craft production are: Birjand, 
Khorashad, Chahardeh Kuch, Chahkand, Shahabad, Razg, Naghenj, Shakhen, 
AlgharMirik, Furjan, Gazar, Mahmuee and Saghdar.
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Boshrouyeh Township

Boshrouyeh is a County with the area of 5993 KM2 equal to 3.9 of the 
province total area. The County population in 2011 was 24683 persons.  From 
these, 18282 persons were urban population and 6411 person rural population. 
In 2011, Boshrouyeh enjoyed from 8.5 km major roads, 285 km sidetracks and 
440 km rural roads.  

     Historically, Boshrouyeh is a very old County. According to the existing 
evidences, it can be said that the County ancientness backs to before Islam. 

There are four major sectors in ancient County of Boshroyieh: (Miyandeh – 
Paien mahale – Moghry – Sarpol ) . This historical texture with Moud-bricks 
buildings and big louvers is one of the widest areas of the province which are 
limited to the periods of Taymoury, Safavi and after them.

     The major vegetation of the area is Baneh or wild pistachio and the agri-
cultural products are Serials, Cotton, Saffron and Melon bed crops.

Industrial units Status(oct 2009)
Employment

(person)
Investment

 (Million Rials)NumberTittle

124725653057establishment license
1992789014exploitation license

Boshrouyeh Mines Status(oct 2009)

 Occupation
(person)

Investment
(million Rials)

 Annual
 extraction (1000

Tons)

Storage
 (1000
Tons)

 Number of
MinesMineral

103222.557501Granite

11166979501Marble

214891.51217002Total

Suggested investment opportunities in agriculture 

row Project  Feasibility
study

 Investing
 requirements
(million Rials)

1 Construction of ostrich breeding center Yes 15000

2 Construction of
slaughter house Yes 30000

3  Construction of breeding center for
Sennan goats Yes 6000

4  Establishment of ornamental fish
reproduction center Yes 3000

5  Construction of fish reproduction
indoor center Yes 12000

6
 Construction of an intermediate site

for
cold-water fish

Yes 4000

7  Outfitting transporting fish and fresh
diaries and frozen fisheries Yes 2000

8 Processing saffron, berry and jujube Yes 20000

9  Producing dairies with long
durability Yes 50000

10  Construction of medical plant clinic,
insectariums and Lab Yes 3500

11 Greenhouse complex Yes 300000

12
 Helping knowledge-based
 enterprises to develop the

agricultural section
Yes 1000

Suggested investment opportunities in industry and mining

Investment
(million Rials)

Measure
(Ton)ProjectNo

200000050000Tire by using advanced technology1

15000001500Medications (all types)2

60000001000Carbon fiber3

17000095000Tile Glaze4
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Khousf Township

Khousf County is located in 36 km of Birjand West and at the desert margins. 
The County is neighbored from north with Sarayan, from northeast with 
Birjand city, from east with Sarbisheh, from southeast with Nehbandan,from 
south with Kerman Province and from west with Tabas. Covering an area of 
16029 Sq. Kilometers, this county allocates 10.6 percents of the the province 
total area to itself. The population of the county was estimated in 2011 census 
about 29019 persons.

   The ancient industries of the region are pottery of Shahzilleh (Mahdiyeh) 
villages and Koushe which have been famous from ancient times. Khousf 
people are creative and deft in smithery,  stony fences, making gun, knife, 
sword, sugar cutter, the agricultural tools. 

Introducing historical buildings and tourism places:
Emamzade Shah Soleiman Ali:
In “Baharestan” it is mentioned in this manner: “in one parasang remained 

to Shadan at the Shah foothill there is a tomb that the trustful wise men of the 
realm themselves noticed some miracles, narrated that for me that is famous 
in languages in Shah tomb and it is said that the possessor of the tomb is Shah 
Solayman Ali.

    This blessed tomb is located at South west of Birjand, in the Khousf 
district, Majan rural district, with longitude of 59 degree and 5 minutes and 
latitude of 32 degree and 27 minutes with the height of 1700 meters over the 
sea level. The holy shrine is at the mountain slope and different trees around 
the shrine add to the beauties of the place.

     There are welfare accessories such as shops, bathroom, bakery, water, 
electricity, and 42 rooms for pilgrims and WCs and slaughters. The natural 
scenes themselves are attractive places in the region.

From other religious places at Khousf other cases can be referred:
-The sacred tomb of Khaje Najmoddin Giv

Historical buildings and Tourism
From interesting parts of the County we can refer to  historical house of 
Mostofy , Daughter Citadel , Kan garden , Tarnav bridge , Moeal Hoseyniyeh 
, Fazelkhani’s house , Meyandeh  religious  house , water storage , mills and 
Rogheh mosque.

1- The historical hill and Korend yard :
This place is an ancient cemetery which belongs to the Part era. The discovered 
crockery pieces in this place are estimated to back to 2000 BC. The korend 
hill is located in western north of Boshroyeh at the neighborhood of Korend 
village.

2- The Daughter Citadel:
Daughter Castel is located in 12 km distances far from the west of the Countyon 
the top of the hills. Most of the remained structures had been constructed by 
Esmaeelian as defending Citadels in the ancient County of Boshrouyeh.

3- Tarnav bridge 
This historically bridges are located in 32 km far from Southwest of Boshroyeh. 
They involve 2 architectural stony structures which are established on two 
thickpillarswith 22 meters height .The Smaller bridge is related to Sasanian 
area while the bigger one is related to Saljoghis’.

4- The house of Mostofi : 
This house is one of the aristocratic structures of Ghajars area. The house of 
Mostofi is located in west of historical County of Boshrouyeh and the major 
material which is used for the building is Moud-bricks.

Handicrafts:
Boshrouyeh handicrafts industry has historical precedence with verity of 
products. Some of the main produced handicrafts in this region are: Carpet 
Weaving , Glim Weaving, Rug Weaving , Blanket Weaving , Felt Rubbing, 
Basket Weaving, Pottery, Dying , Black Smiting, Copper Smith, Row silk, 
Carving, etc….
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-Blenjir cultural and religious complex
-Sayyed Abolghasem God
-Mazar Gol
Ibn Hisam Khousfi shrine:
Ibn Hisam Khousfi, a famous poet and of luminaries of Ghohestan 

composed poems in different methods but is more famous for his khavaran 
Nameh. Khavrnamh or khavaran which is a versified story is a convergent 
22500 ditches religious-epic poem that mimics these a battles of Shahnameh. 
It is about Imam Ali (AS) combats and his companions written by Ghobad 
King of khavaran. The other work of Ibn Hisam is “Nasrol Ali” which is a 
versified translation of hundreds of Rashid Vatvat’s speeches.  His other work 
is a complete works (Divan) which is eleven thousands ditches of elegiac 
Tarjiat, Mokhammesat, Masnavi, and Robaees that contain wisely, preachy 
and advisory wits. 

Khousf Jamee Mosque:
The mosque is consisted of high corridors entrance with twilled aches and 

decorative Rasmi Bandy, yard, and winter bedchamber. Mosque reconstruction 
was recorded as a building of two periods, 2 and 3 centuries Hejira.

Loot hot spring:
The hot spring is 75 km away from southeast of the town which has hot and 

mineral water, profitable for skin diseases and so on. The place is receptive 
to travelers and tourists all days of the year who come from different parts of 
the province. 

The Rock Paintings of Cal Chagal:
The Rock painting collections are distributed over the Bagheran Mountains 

along the valley. These Rock Paintings involve the pictures and epigraphs 
related to Ashkani area. The first picture shows a Parthian man combating 
with a lion painted a little smaller than the natural size. At the top of the 
picture there is a two-lines Pahlavi epigraphs. The third picture is the Parthian 
head which is profiled. Under the picture another one-line Pahlavi epigraph is 
written. The major part of the epigraph involves seven-line Pahlavi epigraphs 
which are settled down beside each other.

Khousf Citadel:
Khosf Citadel known as Mohammad Reza Khan Castel is a masterpiece 

which was established in the “Afshariyeh” period and then it was expanded 
at the later periods and during the reign of “Nakhees” it was used in khousf. 
The first established building of the Citadel, belonged to Nader Sha and till the 
end of “Zandiye” period, the inner space of the Castel was expanded based on 

the needs. The construction materials which is used in the Citadel structure is 
Moud-brick and plaster and by virtue of the history, at the top of the entrance 
there were boiling water and fire depots.

Khour tourism village:
It is a big village established on the wide plains at the distance of 85 km 

West of Birjand and 50 km of Khousf. The access road to the village is from 
the principal road of Birjand-Tabas. The village is at the roadside. The village 
Khour has beautiful and worth-seeing places which are obtained by the people 
labors and try. 

RostamCitadel:
At the distance of about 6 km from South east of Khousf and in the western 

part there is a small village named “Ganj” a big Citadel that is called “Rostam 
Citadel” on the hill altitude, which is overlooking Khousf and Majan plains.
The Citadel is constructed by stone and brick and in an arduous place. 
Rostam Citadelwas one of the strategic Citadels in Esmaeelian area. The early 
construction of the Citadel backs to Sasaniyan area that was reconstructed by 
Esmaeeliyan and was used again. In some texts the Citadel is also named as 
Daughter Citadel.

The potentials in agriculture sector:
This sector involves 90% of the peoples’ employment which contains 933 

water storages, 1470 hectares of farming lands and 220 hectares horticultural 

Khousf  - Imamzadeh Shah Soleyman ali
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Darmiyan Township

lands. Some of these potentialities are:
- The existence of Majan and Khousf fertile plains
- The first rank of the province and the 5 rank of the country in producing narcis
- Having 55 industrial dairy unites and the production and daily exportation 

of 20 tons milk
- Exporting white and red meats to neighboring provinces and having 67 

meat and egg poultry units
- Establishing Mohammadiyeh greenhouse complex with 23 active unites
- Malek Ashtar production company
- The existence of farming companies with 1200 hectares under cultivation lands
- The existence of rural companies
- The existence of centers for educating and investigating agriculture
- Daily  production more than of 20 tons milk
- The existence of farming companies of Sid Chah
- The existence of camel breeding  regions (Khour and Sarchah Amari)
- The existence of 6 Moud and concrete dams such as:
1- Sivjan salty water dam 2- Darandeh dam 3- Ali Abad Khalilan Moud-dam 

4- Rood Kaj Moud dam 5- Znook concrete dam 6- Salam Abad dam
The industry sector potentialities:
- The existence of two industry towns (the industry region and Shahid 

Rahmani town). 33% of the province mines. 29% of the province minerals including:. gold deposits of Maher Abad with 8/5 million tons gold stones deposit. the gold mine of Khounik located at Borzach village. gold mine of Shaykh Abad. Shadan gold mine. Deposit of industrial soil of Bidestan. Copper mine of Ghale Zari. Mines of stone, plaster and lime

Darmiyan County involves about 5797 km2 breadth which is equal to 3/9 
percent of the province total area. The population of the province was estimat-
ed according to the 2011 census about 55180 persons. The urban population 
is 16242 persons and the rural population about 38938.  In 2013 Darmiyan 
County held 62 km principal road, 315 km sidetracks and 813 km rural roads. 
In 2008, 8 active workshops were responsible for mine exploitation. The ma-
jor mines in the region are: Granite, Bentonite, lime, Marl, and so on. 

The county mines

Mineral
 The

 number
of mines

Condition
 Deposit
amount

(1000 tons)

 Annual
exploitation
(1000 tons)

Investment
(million Rial)

Employment
(person)Active Non-

active

Granite 5 3 2 2040 26 10174.9 73

Bentonite 1 1 0 100 5 148 5

Lime 1 1 0 1950 10 449 7

Marl 1 1 0 34000 300 10292.24 25

Rubble 2 2 0 475 9 490.6 12

total 10 8 2 38565 350 21554.74 122

Historical and tourism attractions:
Darmiyan Fourg Citadel: 
The building is in Fourg village that is a village in Darmiyan. It is located at 90 km 

distances far from east of Birjand. This historical citadel belongs to “Afshariyeh” 
area. The inner space of the Citadel involves: the servants living place, bunker silo, 
livestock keeping place, army men and guardians’ living place, the governor’s and 
his relatives living place. 
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Hassan Sabah’scitadel:
This citadel is near Nasr Abad village which is located on the top of the hills of 

Momen Abad. In 5 and 6 centuries it was the most strategic Citadel of Esmayeelian 
in South Khorasan and their second base after Alamout. At this time some parts of 
its towers and fences are yet distinguishable.

Hendevalan Jame’s mosque:
The mosque is related to Taymouriyan area. The major part of the construct 

is the arch. It has been established proficiently on a cubic space. The columned 
bedchamber is in two sides of the arch and the covering quality and its luminosity 
is one of the excellent characteristics.

 the County handicrafts:
The County is of high importance from the carpet making aspect so that the little 

fish design of the carpets has a universal fame. Of the original and local handicrafts 
we can refer to: carpet and rug weaving, traditional dyeing, saddlebag weaving, 
traditional surface weaving, traditional cloth weaving, sack cloth weaving and 
blacksmithing. Of the main regional handicrafts production we can refer to: 
Dorokhsh, Asiyaban, Fazl Abad, Boureng, Noghab, Mask, Tabas Massina, fourg, 
Nozad, Fizik, Asfij, Saydan, Darre Charm, Kholf and Gask.

The county’s capabilities, potentials, and the investment opportunities:
 Industry and mine:
- The existence of rich non-metal mineral deposits specially building stones and 

decorative stones with high qualities
- Being located at borderline region

- The capacity of the County in establishing the industrial products with the aim 
of exportation to Afghanistan

- The existence of construction marketing
- The existence of modern building material production
- The existence of macro-industries
- Production of food products, construction materials, and having established 

industry of micro and macro industries related to them
- The existence of fundamental requirements for non-metal industry such as 

plastic products
- The possibility of establishing electricity power plant with clean energies such 

as wind and solar considering the eastern windy plains and high frequent sunny 
days over the year

agriculture:
- The existence of 7500 hectares farming and horticultural under cultivated lands
- The capacity of farming and horticultural expansion considering the extra water 

reservoirs and recent exploitation of Razeh Dam in the County
- The capacity of  expanding investments in  agricultural and industrial livestock 
- The capacity of investments in dairy processing considering the existence of 

281 thousands livestock unites
- The existence of investment capacities in poultry macro industry 
- The capacity of producing white meats of the neighboring country
- The capacity of investment in white meat processing sector considering the 

capacity of County in 7500 tons white meat production
- The capacity of investment in processing agricultural products specially in the 

case of barberry with having 1500 hectares barberry under cultivated lands
cultural heritage and tourism:
- The existence of countryside regions which are beautiful natural scenes special 

to the suitable climatic conditions in northern and South heights of the County such 
as Ghohestan countryside, Khan, Fourg, Darmiyan and Nozad

- The existence of more than 67 historical works and buildings recorded in 
national works list as attractive historical places such as Hendevalan Jame mosque, 
Dorokhsh Jame mosque, Fourg citadel, Dorokhsh citadel, wind mills of Tabas, 
Soltan Ebrahim Reza tomb and hot spring and so on

- The existence of hot spring of Abgarm village in Gazik district
- The existence of enjoyed regions from religious tourism such as Meghdar tomb, 

Nozad BiBi Sahebe tomb, the tomb of Soltan Reza Ebrahim, 
- The adjustment of attractive historical,  natural and religious places in regions 

such as Ghohestan, Fourg, Nozad and Abgarm
- Accounting Fourg village as a tourism village and construction of suitable 

Darmiyan - The Hendevalan Jaame Mosque
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substructures  for investment purposes
- The approval of  Ghohestan capacity in being a showpiece of tourism in the 

second time of government expedition and establishing suitable substructures in 
the region and investment of the personal sector in tourists services 

- The settlement of about 37% of the total tribes population of the country in 
the region, enjoying from tribal and religious verities as a specific capability in 
cultural-tourism area

- The possibility of expanding of the tribes productions and handicrafts
- Having a historical precedence in weaving  precious carpets and the possibility 

of the carpet weaving efflorescence by the help of experienced tutors in the field
- The possibility of expansion of the carpet weaving industry by modern 

knowledge utilization to produce cases with more fortunes in  the world markets
Business and services:
- the existence of expansion in transportation sector considering the established 

factories of sugar and concrete and the increasing needs of these industries to 
transportation services in order to transport 2500000 tons of raw materials and the 
processed products every year

- the capacity of the County in business investment and agricultural products 
marketing and also in storekeeping and storing of the products

- investment in storekeeping of the consuming products and presenting wholesale 
trade services considering the existing lacks

- investment in forage storing considering the amount of annual production 
with more than 5000 tons wheat and the increasing needs of the Countylivestock 
industry to grain and forage in different seasons 

- the existence of Glordeh borderline market as one of the superior markets over 
the country with having enjoyed from accessories and specific capacities in the 
province and the possibility of the expansion of the external businesses

 The substructure affairs:
- the possibility of investment in technical and executing services presentation to 

road and building construction considering the construction plans for expanding 
of conjunction roads and the growing trend in construction andhouse restructuring 

- presenting counseling services and performing electricity, water, telephone and 
gas distribution and transporting plans

- the existence of investment potentialities in presenting health services and 
treatment by personal sector considering the construction of hospital in the County 
center because of services lacks and society needs that is an economical investment 
at this time

- investment in supporting and supplementation of the citizens needs in services 
sector and production of different jobs considering the three new urban distric

Geographical limitation:
This county is located in eastern north of the province with the centrality of Haji 
Abad. The county is neighbored from north with Khouf, from south with Darmiyan, 
from east with Afghanistan and from west with Qaen County. The average rainfall 
of the county is 150 mm and its population based on 2011 census is 41059 people.
The length of common border with Afghanistan in this region is 147 km that is 
through Petergan rural district. Yazden border market is situated in this region.  
Zirkouh is at the distance of 85 Km from the common border. The border roads are 
151 km. Along with the all common border area there is a wide plain. 

Yazdan border market:
Yazdan border market is located in 80 km distance from central part of Zirkouh and 
270 km away from province center. Activities have been begun from 1993. This 
border market was a subset of Dogharoon custom till 2004.   But after Khorasan 
province divisions, the market was separated from the custom and was undertaken 
by south Khorasan customhouse. This border market has been one of the active 
ones over the country in recent years with suitable accessories such as 4 storages, 
500 tons cell, 40 trading shops, 660 m2 departmental building substructure, 60 
tons scale, fuel supplying station, foods cool house, load discharging platform, 
telephone and other welfare accessories. 
The value of exported goods from the Yazden market border in 2013 was near 
17.082 thousand dollars with a weight more than 67.410 tons that compared with 
the previous year it has 7% decrease in value and 33% decrease according to 
weight.  The import value in the border market was 728 thousand dollars with 1596 
tons that have respectively increased tantamount to 411 % and 295 % compared 
with the previous year.
Tourism Attractions:
From the stand point of tourism attraction the County is divided in to 3 poles:
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Historical and Tourism Attractions: 
- Emam Zade Mir Saeedollah holy shrine in Shahrokht village; he is Mosa Ebne 
Jafar’s grandson
- Emam Zade Davood
- Kalate mezar; he is one of the holy Abolfazl’s grandson
- Noor mosque in Pishbar village; he is Mosa Ebne Jafar’s grandson
- Omar Ebne Davood holy shrine or Chahar Gonbad in Afin village; he is one of 
the holy  Abolfazl’s grandson
- Khaje Mohammad inGomanj village
- Emam Zade Abdol Ghader in Shoushk beautiful village 
- Sayed Mahmoud tomb in Marzangi border region
- Steps and holy shrine of Davazdah Emam in Abiz village
- Shaskouh holy shrine; it is located in top of the Shaskouh hill that is one of 
the blessed places where it is receptive of many pilgrims who come from other 
provinces every years and in every seasons.
Historical and ancient places:
 Fortunately Zirkouh County involves more than 100 worthy historical and cultural 
works, 20 of them are nationally recorded. The most important of them are: Afin 
Jamee Mosque related to Taymoriyan area, Zardan Shah Abbasian Caravanseray  
related to Safavi area, water millers of Afin village, Zohan Gardens related to Safavi 
area, Tajnood dam related to Ghajar area, Pahlvanoo cave, Estand stony dam related 
to Islamic area, Hasan Bay Khan Citadel in Shahrokht related to Saljooghi area, Abiz 
mountain citadel related to Saljooghi area and many other places which have been 
built over the highlands of the County such as Ghale Dokhtar in Ahangaran beautiful 
valley, Afin mountain citadel, Zardan mountain citadel and many other works.
Natural attractions:
 zirkouh County involves an attractive and varied nature becaus it has special 
climatic and geographical conditions such as containing huge mountains and wide 
plains. The existence of beautiful valleys, ancient caves, verdurous and colorful 
plains and intact desert cause the County to be one of the tourism centers in South 
Khorasan province.
Hemmat Abad beautiful desert, Tajnood valley and waterfall, Gazokht Si Ab valley 
and waterfall, Haji Abad dam, Petergan playa, Kafrag famous Adonises hills, 
Shaskouh holy shrine, Ahangaran Tulip plain, Ardkoul special tulips, Mohammad 
Abad brake, Estand Pikestan, Khosh Abeh beautiful nature in heart of the desert are 
some of these natural and worth seeing places in Zurkouh County.
One of the issues in Zirkouh County is the existence of rare species of wild animals 
and birds. The existence of high mountains and arduous tracks in addition to the 

creation of beautiful nature, build a secure place for the wild life such as; goats, ram 
and ewe. The rare species of Iranian panther is also seen in the mountains heights. 
The wide plains and beautiful deserts embrace beautiful birds and lots of animals 
such as: houbara, Pleske’s Ground Jay,  Gray Partridge, See-see Partridge, Sand cat 
and Deer and so on. 
Pahlavan Cave: 
Pahlavan Cave is located in western slopes of Shaskouh Mountains in a distance 
about 10 km away from Estand village. The indoor of the cave is higher that the 
spout and there are lots of survived architecture works in the cave. The works 
involve walls built by stone, bricks, lime and plaster scattered in the cave. This 
cave is a kind of Calcareous cave. 
Afin Jame’ mosque:
Afin jamee mosque has been recorded in Iran National Works list in 1998 with the 
code 2182. The building with a beautiful design and architecture is a memorial 
from Saljughi era. 
Afin Char Gonbad Mezar: 
Char Gonbad building construction backs to Taymouri area (8th hejira). The shrine 
naming might have been related to four little arches above the tomb.  The tomb is 
Shaikh Rajab Mohaddes Afini’s house which is located in Afin village center. It 
is Omar Ebne Davood’s tomb. The tomb building is dedicatory and in addition to 
Omar Ebne Davood tomb there is also Shaykh Mohammad Bagher’s tomb died in 
1940.
Zardan Shah Abbasi Caravanserai:
It is a building from Safavi area which is located in Zardan village one of the suburbs 
of Zohan district in Zirkouh County. The caravanserai has been constructed in Silk 
Road track that was a place for travelers who were passing from that road to rest 
there. The building has been made of stone and bricks and it has a vast yard with 
two corridors and lofty chambers which were places for people to rest there and the 
down part of the chambers to fasten their beasts there. 
Shaskouh holy shrine and the mountaintop: 
The reason of the building fame is existence of holy shrines on top of the mountain, 
Kosar spring located in 2650 meters height (it is believed that the spring water is 
holy and healing for sick people), and as the place is  very high, it is famous as 
Zirkouh Roof with a height of 2843 meters.
Pishbar Al-Noor mosque:
The place of one of Mosa Ebne Jafar’s grandson burial which is located in Pishbar 
village in central district of the County
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Tourism target village of  Afin: 
Afin village as the central part of Afin rural district is one of the oldest villages in 
the region and the only tourism target village in Zirkouh County. Every year people 
visit the historical buildings and amusement places such as Jamee Mosque, water 
mills, old Hosseiniyeh, Ghale Kouh, Emam Zade Omar Ebne Davood shrine, 
tourism site, the village permanent river and the beautiful barberry gardens. 
Handicrafts:
Re-establishing of handicrafts workshops can be profitable for people both for 
employing and tourism attraction. These workshops are active in kohl weaving, 
cloth weaving, kilim weaving, jajim weaving, and carpet and rug weaving over the 
County and more salient in villages Pishbar, Shirkhand, Dezg and Sorond.

The county’s capabilities and potentials:
Agriculture products:
Considering this matter that most of the Zirkouh population are resident in villages, 
naturally the principal job is farming. The main product in this region is Barberry 
(Zirkouh County is famous in the world for producing Barberry that most of the 
products are cropped in Zohan, Afin and kaboudan).   Other products are Saffron, 
Plum, Silverberry, Pistachio, Grape and other Melon bed crops such as Watermelon 
and so on.
One of the potentialities of the County is medicinal herbs production. The existence 
of vast mountains cause the County to becomes a collection of medicinal herbs such 
as Cumin, Garden Thyme, Mastar, Kalpoureh,Thymus, Yarrow, Wild pistachio and 

Kassorgoo. In the County these herbs can be found a lot. 
Industry and Mining:
The existence of rich mines is another capacity in the County for further investment and 
young people employment. The most important county’s mines are Gold mine of Ali 
Abad Sorond, Magnesite mine in Gomanj, Rubble in Zardan, Plaster of Hendoostan, 
Feldspar of Bamroud and decorative and worthy stones mine and many others.
At present, Zirkouh has three active mines:
1- Feldspat of Bamroud; annual exploiting of 14000 tons, 7 people employees and 
567 million rials  early investment for 22 km2 area substructure and mine deposit 
of 700 thousand tons
2- Rubble in Zardan; annual exploiting of 6000 tons, 4 people employees and 505 
million rial  early investment for 5 km2 area substructure and mine deposit of 380 
thousand tons
3-  Plaster of Hendoostan; annual exploiting of 10000 tons, 4 people employees and 
378Million rials  early investment for 25 km2 area substructure and mine deposit 
of 600 thousand tons

Mines with exploration certificate:
- Shahrokht marble mine and Shaskouh industrial soil mine

Mines with exploration license:
10 mines including: 1 Decorative Stone,3 Iron Ore mines, 1 Rubble Stone, 1 Metal 
Elements, 1 Copper, 2 Fledspats, 1 Red soil.

 The agricultural and livestock products of the County:
Agriculture:
1- Irrigated wheat with 2865 hectares under cultivated area and 9168 tons annual 
production
2- Irrigated oat with 600 hectares under cultivated area and 1740 tons annual 
production 
3- Cotton with 585 hectares under cultivated area and 877 tons production
4- Saffron with 1350 hectares under cultivated area and annual production of 6.5 tons
5- Barberry with 3115 hectares under cultivated area and 3938 tons annual production 
6- Pistachio with 210 hectares
7- Watermelon and melon with 500 hectares under cultivated area and 11000 tons 
annual production 
8- Sugar beets with 150 hectares under cultivated area and 3300 tons annual 
production 
9- Forages with 350 hectares under cultivated area and 17500 tons annual production 
10- Plum with 30 hectares under cultivated area and 141 tons annual production 

Straw Weaving
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Sarayan Township

11- Jujube with 60 hectares under cultivated area and 68 tons annual production 
12- Grape with 280 hectares under cultivated area and 1960 tons annual production 
Livestock:
1- Light livestock; 210000 heads and 3200 tons annual production 
2- Heavy livestock; 2800 heads and 280 tons annual production 
3- Camel; 1152 heads and 139 tons annual production 
4- Meat poultry; 10 thousands and 4 units and 877 tons annual production 
5- Honey bee; 100 colonies and 1/5 tons annual production
6- Fish proliferation pools; 6 pools and 36 tons annual production

Sarayan county has an area about 9342 km2 which is equal with 6.25 percent 
of total area of the province. Based on the census in 2000 the population of the 
County was 32435 people from these urban population was 22245 and rural 
population 10190. Road network of the Sarayan County consists of  33 km 
principal road, 274km by-way road and 308 km rural roadin 2013. The total 
number of active workshops in exploitation of mines in2007 were 9 units, that 
the major mines of the County are: bentonit , kaolin ,and industrial soil .

The county’s Mines

Mineral
the number of mines  Storage

amount
(1000 tons)

 Annual
exploitation

Investment
(million rial) Employment

Active Non-
active total

 Bentonit 6 1 7 1928 35 4285.9 44

 Industrial
 soil

0 1 1 600 5 752 6

kaolin 2 0 2 549 12 882.6 18

 Plaster 1 0 1 300 15 544 4

 Total 9 2 11 3377 66 6464.5 72

Historical Places and Tourism
The Great (Jamee) Mosque of Sarayan :
This historical mosque has been built in one-portico style backed to Safavi 

area. There are two arches at two sides of the portico and it is the most 
important architectural and decorative part in the mosque building.

Carvansary of Sarayan :
The Historical Caravanserai has been built in two-porticos style backed to 

Safavi area and involves entrance lintel, porch and central yard and many 
bedchambers.

Pahlavan Cave
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caravansary water reservoir: 
The water reservoir is related to Safavi area and having together caravansary, 

bathrooms and markets it forms a cultural complex. Of architectural parts we 
can refer to entrance lintel, stairs, reservoirs and faucet foot.

Sarayan County Handicrafts:
Geographical position makes Sarayan County an important place in province 

in handicrafts production. Verity of handicraft like weaving carpet and rug, 
local shoes, traditional plastering, traditional Forging, felting, cotton summer 
sewing and stone caving are significant properties of this County. Some 
important regions in the County which are active in handicrafts productions 
are:Sarayan, Ayask, Masabi, Se-ghaleh, Charmeh, Kerimo, Sarab, Dohesaran, 
Zangoo, Banikhanik, Hojat Abad, Dareh par and Nobahar.

 
Capabilities, Potentials and Investment Opportunities
Industry and mine:
- There are 4 industrial parts; two of them have some substructure facilities 

like water and electricity.
- Sarayan industrial region with 23 exploitation plans, 70% agricultural 

industries and the investment amount of 20 milliards and 350 employees
- Sarayan mines are : Bentonit , soil plaster, White Moud, copper, tin, silver  
Agriculture  
- 6500 hectares pomegranate, pistachio and fruits 
- suitable climate for medicinal herbs
- suitable water and soil for greenhouse 
- 3500 hectares wheat under cultivated land ( annual production of 10000 

tons) 
- 320000 livestock units
- 3000 hectares oat under cultivated lands
- 2000 hectares cumin under cultivated lands
- 6 complex and units of livestock
- 10 units of ostrich breeding
-  3000 hectares saffron under cultivated lands 
-   suitable soil for greenhouse 
-  15 poultry units
- Annual production of 8000 tons Vash

Cultural heritage and tourism:
- Existence of tourism village (Kerimo) Confirmed tourism village (Karimo-Masabi) 

- Se-ghale suitable desert lands for desert walking
- Suitable condition for astronomy 
- The existence of  tourism and historical attractions
- Existence of holy shrines
- Existence of Kalekop historical zone in Ayask .

substructure affairs (electricity, water, gas, health, education and so on) 
- Electricity: electrical transference lines with 400 kilowatts and 122 

kilowatts post with 30 megawatts capacity. 
- Gas: enjoying natural gas in industrial region neighborhood
- Health: enjoying  32beds  hospital, 3 health center and specialized treatment  

centers
- Transportation : existence of communication roads to neighbored cities 

(Gonabad, Qaen, Boshroye, Ferdows, Tabas, Birjand)
- Existence of Payam Noor, agriculture college, Elmi Karbordi, Azad and 

environmental health collages.

Priorities and opportunities of investment 
- Floor factory, poultry slaughterhouse, chemical fertilizer NPR, brick, cement, 

bentonite, welding, packing, and ceiling tar layer.

Sarayan - Historic Inn
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Sarbisheh Township

The Sarbisheh County has an area about 8199 km2 which is equal with 5.4 
percent of total area of the province. According to 2010 census the popula-
tion was 39487, from this amount, 11270 of them were urban population and 
28217rural population.

  Now 23 industrial units with the capacity of 436 employees exist in Sar-
bisheh County. Most of them are concentrated in County center and especially 
in the industry town. The subjects of activities in these units are: mineral pro-
cessing units, construction materials and drinking and sanitary productions. 
The most important active industrial units over the County are Magnesium 
oxide factory, stone cutting and construction material factories. Additionally, 
there are 33 issued establishing licenses in the County that in case of their ac-

complishment 840 job opportunities will be created.
The existence of special geological conditions in this region provides varied 

deposits of minerals such as: Basalt, Bentonit,  Perlite,  Tof, Diatomite, Mar-
ble, Chromate, Granit, Wight Moud, and Magnesia. Now there are 42 indus-
trial units with more than 23 million tons and 414 employees in the County. 

The county’s mines status

Mineral  the number
of mines

 Storage
amount
(tons)

 Annual
exploitation

Investment
( million rial )

Employment
(person)

 Basalt 1 575,000 3,000 223 5

 Bentonit 1 400,000 7,000 621 4

Perlit 2 360,000 4,000 726 10

 Tof 1 2,600,000 5,000 977 4

 Diatomite 1 1,213,118 3,000 558 6

industry soil 1 500,000 5,000 314 6

rubble 3 1,220,000 20,000 1,098 14

 Chromate 4 71,960 10,446 11,322 27

 Granit 15 10,426,800 85,000 40,143 211

 Wight Moud 1 3,200 50 67 5

 Marble 3 4,610,000 26,000 11,315 38

 Magnesia 9 766,400 53,700 27,646 84

 Total 42 22,746,478 222,196 95,009 414

Reference: statistics and information of industry, mine and business organization of South 
Khorasan, October, 2013

At present one town and 2 active industrial regions (Sarbishe industrial town 
and industrial regions of Sarbisheh and Moud) are in the County. They enjoy 
suitable accessories and substructures to establish industry in the region. In 
addition to these places, establishment of 78 border Mil industrial town is 
confirmed and establishment of number 2 industry region in Sarbisheh is con-
firmed by the province council of planning. 

Sarbishe - Hibiscus Spa
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Important indexes of industrial and mining sector
Amount/
 quantityMeasuring unit Index Name

1item Industrial town quantity

29.75 HectareTransferable land amount in industrial towns

2item Industrial region quantity

15.66 HectareTransferable land amount in industrial regions

33item Issued establishing  license quantity

773,989 Million rial Invested amount for establishing license

846 Person Employment quantity from establishment license

23item Industrial exploitation license quantity

118,034itemthe amount of investment in industrial exploitation licenses

436Person Employment of industrial exploitation license

4.45PercentCounty portion from industry employees

42item Mining exploitation license quantity

222Thousand ton Exploitation capacity of mining operational license

95,009 Million rialthe amount investments in  of mines exploitation licenses

414Personthe number of employees in mines exploitation licenses

5.98 PercentCounty portion from industry employees

Reference: statistics and information of industry, mine and business organization of South 
Khorasan, October, 2013

Historical and Tourism attractions:

the holy shrine of BiBi Zainab Khatoon:
It is located in Mazar Kahi where Zaynab Khatoon is enshrined here. She 

was Emam Mousa Kazem’s  granddaughter.
Footstep place of Hazrat Abolfazl in Nareh sang Village, Darvish Gholam 

Ali shrine in Shirg vaillage, Soltan Bidar shrine in Dehik village, Seyed Agha 
Masoom shrine in Shavakand village, and also Ganji mosque in Sarbisheh, Old 
Castle of Sarbisheh, Pokht mosque, Chahkandook mosque and Chahkandook 
Castle are of other important places to visit.

 Moud Garden Citadel:                                         
This Citadel is located in the distance of 30 Kilometers away from the eastern 

south of Birjand. The building involves one fence and 20 circled towers. In citadel 
indoor there is an ancient building which seems to be a remained ceremonial palace 
from Zandiyeh area. In the garden center there is a palace that its architectural 
characteristics are completely associated with Ghajar and early Pahlavi areas. 

Chenesht village: 
The village is located in 65 km distances far away from Sarbisheh and in a 

mountainous region. It is one of the countryside regions in the County. The 
major agricultural products in this village are almond, jujube, grape, apple, and 
pomegranate. This village has cultural characteristics which have been caused the 
village to be eye catching and special. These characteristics are cultural specific 
ceremonies such as marriage, birth, death and games. Traditional clothing, cooking 
and music are also special in this village. From worthy seeing places in this village 
we can refer to Chenesht caves, Chehel chah and sayed Hamed Alavy tomb.

 “Bare Kouh” dam: 
This construct is located in Bare Kouh village at 15 km of Sarbisheh. Because 

of the natural and green climate of the region it is figured as a tourism region.
Sarbisheh Handicrafts: 
Some of the main handicrafts in this County are: Carpet and rug weaving, 

traditional cloth weaving, Felting Rubbing, Dying, kilim Weaving, sackcloth 
weaving, and traditional cloth weaving. Carpet weaving is the main worthy 
handicraft product in this region as the carpets with Lachak and Toranj and 
Robee Saadi which are the Moud village productions have a world reputation.

Some of the main regions which are active in Handicrafts production in Sarbishe 
County are :Sarbishe, Chenesht, Bahabad, Kalate shir, Tajmir, Totak, Hemat Abad, 
Hosain Abad, Gaz,Kapougaz, Bahamarz, Kalate Kermani, Chah khoshkan, Abass Abad, 
Nodeh Sofla, Nodeh oliya, Naz Dasht, Salm Abad, Janat Abad, Doroh and Lanou.

Capabilities, potentialities and investment opportunities:
The opportunities and investment potentialities in the County is more 

prominent as the region is:
- The existence of common border with Afghanistan which is the only official 

entering and exiting gate of Islamic Republic Of Iran in Mahirood border terminal
- The existence of  Mil 78 market border that creates investment opportunities 

in the County for exporting goods into Afghanistan country.
A) Agriculture sector:
• The existence of fertilized farming lands in the County(Khooshab plain, 

Doroh, Sarbisheh, Golandar, Mokhtaran, Janat abad)
• High agriculture and livestock capability of the region( commercial products 

as barberry, jujube, jat, saffron, and fluffy goat)
• Providing new capacities and processing of farming, garden and livestock products.
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Tabas Township

• Establishing processing centers and agriculture products export in Mill 78 
border terminal

• Expanding under cultivated lands of farms and gardens through new water 
sources emphasizing Siyahoo dam exploitation and nourishing dams establishment

• Establishing farming, planting and industry companies in County plains
• Expanding horticulture relying on commercial products
• Noticing the genetic sources of fluffy goats in the County and possibility of 

the use of the county’s plains for camel and fluffy goat breeding.
• Making wheat silos
B) industry, mine and business sector:
• Special Economic Zone of 100 hectares in Mahyroud border
• The existence of metallic and non-metallic mineral resources: Sarbisheh 

County involves 42 mines and 12 types of minerals. These prepare the way for 
expanding mineral processing industry in the region.

• The existence of towns and industry units: at present one town and two 
active industrial regions are in the County that they generally involves suitable 
- substructures for establishing industries

• The possibility of exploitation from clean energies such as wind and sunshine
• Existence of original handicrafts in region
• Magnesite Oxide processing factory (producing more than 80% of brick)
• Possibility of  the creation of new capacities and export goods packing 
• Official custom  and Mahyroud border market
• The big  hand-weaving carpet complexes licenses and other affairs according 

to the County capabilities
• Supporting the organizations of hand-weaving carpet and stone exports as 

the County capabilities
• Construction of dock anc transit loads landing place in the county’s 

center(Custom duties at the lowest cost as a result of being neighbored with 
transit road of Birjand-Chabahar-Mashhad)

• Investigating and exploiting the vast area of medicinal herbs
• Establishing specialized labs
• Costruction of a terminal for farming products in Doroh, Sarbisheh, and Moud
• Expanding goods transportation through  Mahyroud border terminal and its 

further improvement and equipment
C) Tourism:
• Sample tourism villages with tourism potentialities in the county such as 

Chenesht, Moud Citadel and Makhounik
• The County hot springs such as Ab-Torsh and Gandegan
• Establishing passengers servicing offices in the County

Tabas County is located in west of South khorasan and in the contour of 
northern latitude of 31 degrees and 41 minutes to 35 degrees and 7 minutes 
and the eastern longitude of 55 degrees and 25 minutes to 58 degrees and 16 
minutes. The County average height above the sea level is 690 meters. Tabas 
County with the area of 54996 km2 is the biggest County over the province 
with allocating 36.4 percent of the province total area. It is even bigger than 
many countries in its own.  The population of the county according to 2011 
census is 69658. The County vastness causes the climatic and vegetation ver-
ity with different products. From the geographical standpoint it is located in 
western slopes of “Kouh Shetori” heights and in the margins of Salt desert. It 
is restricted from north with Salt desert, Kashmar and Bardaskan which are 
from Razavi Khorasan province suburbs, Shahroud and Semnan which are 
from Semnan province, from south with Loot desert and Kerman province, 
from east with Boshrouyeh County, Sarayan and Khousf which are from south 
khorasan province suburbs, from eastern north with Bajestan County and from 
west and western south with Bafgh, Ardakan in Yazd province and Naeen in 
Esfahan province.

     Tabas County is situated on the world desert band which is started from 
Nevada in America and continues along the Asia and this is one of the reasons 
for the County to have an intolerable heat.

    Tabas capabilities:
- Accesss to the country’s east railway
- Due to the significant extent of plain habitats and foothills, with little hu-

man interference and relative abundance of prey, wildlife sanctuary of Nay-
bandan is known as one of the most valuable habitats for cheetah precious 
species  in the country.

- In the context of tourism  capabilities of Wildlife Refuge of Naybandan 
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,we can note  the old INN on silk road which has provide effective field of 
scientific activity of tourism in this shelter.

- Black land, hot and cold springs, Dig Rostam, Malek Shore Castle, Cara-
vanserai Hoz Ghoban, and Chehel Payeh Raobat are just a few examples of 
the dozens of sites and historic buildings located in Naybandan  Refuge that  
can play a significant role in tourism in this region.

- Eextensive dry deserts, rolling hills, sand dunes and widespread salty lands 
are of the shelters effects.

-  Fairly extensive natural woodland habitat of the taramix in these deserts 
and rolling hills in the east and central part of the region are considered as the  
most beautiful landscapes of the region.

- Revival of Jabir Abnar Part in an area of 38.5 hectares.
The Historical and Tourism Attractions:
Imamzadeh: Imamzadeh Hossein Ibn al Moosa-al kazem is Imam Reza’s 

brother.
Golshan Garden: Galshan Garden with a historical architecture involves two 

brooks which supply the farming required water.
Kharv village: this very beautiful village  with a really different weather 

condition and hot and cold springs, the most famous of them is Morteza Ali 
spring, is located at a distance of 24 km from Tabas. 

Azmighan village: this village is located on 40 Km Tabas-Mashhad road, in 
which we see shali cultivation in the shadow of groves.

Nayband village: this ancient village is known as desert “Masouleh” which 
has ancient architecture and is situated in 225 km far away from Tabas. 

The Arch of Shah Abbasi: the arch is in Kharv village. It has a precedence 
of more than 700 years. One of the excellent archetypes of Persians’ creativity 
and farsightedness is Shah Abbasi dam (arch) that is located in the distance of 
500 meters far away from Morteza Ali hot spring with 25 meters height.

Korit Dam: according to experts view, the building precedence backs to 
700 years ago and the unique characteristic of the building is the bow-shaped 
construction of the building. The dam is situated in the direction of Tabas-
Dihouk in is accessed through Chirouk village road.

Azmighan Takht Aroos village:  the village is one of the beautiful places 
in the County and a tourism region which is located in a not too much deep 
valley. The most attractive place in the countryside is a stone named Takht 
Aroos. (30 km distance from Tabas-Boshrouyeh road)

Desert Swamp: 10-15 km of Tabas-Yazd road
Dig Rostam Mineral Spring: 220 km of Tabas-Kerman road
Kharv village citadel: related to Safavi era, at a distance of 24 km fromTabas
Kharavan Castle(Hassan Sabbah followers): is at a distance of 38 km from 

the center of the county and Malvand Castle is at a distance of 70 km from the 
center of the county.

Dalalood-Eshghabad citadel: ( Tabas-Eshgh abad Road)
Sorond and Maowdar mountainous villages.
Handicrafts Industry: 
The followings are of the city’s handicrafts: kilim weaving, basket weaving, 

carpet weaving, mesgari, etching on copper and pottery.
Mining sector:
Tabas is one of the hubs of the country and South Khorasan Province mining 

which has 1.1 billion tons of coal reserves and is known as one of the largest 
regions with coal mines in the country. This city with more than 100 – 120 
known minerals has 120 under exploration mines that 81 of them are 
being exploited. Most significant  mines of Tabas  are coal mines (Parvadeh coal,  
Takht-e Zeiton Nayband, Mehrazin coal of Nayband),  oil, uranium, iron ore, 
copper (Gezov), casting sand (Chirook),  bentonite (Ivory stones), fireclay 
stone, asbestos, fluorine, barite, granite, Travrian building stone, building 
stone (Imam zade Ali, Qolqo, Hossein Nejad), concrete stone, kaolin  
(Razavieh, Ashlany), sodium sulfate and calcium sulfate .....  If they use 
all the capacity of the Tabas coal, on the basis of the developed criteria, 
2.5 million tons of concentrate and 450 thousand tons of produ ced coke, 

Tabas - Pir-e-Hajat
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about 472 million Euros foreign exchange and 200 billion Tomans domestic 
investment are considered to be necessary and in total three thousand and two 
hundred direct jobs  and six thousand and four hundred indirect jobs will be 
provided.

Investment opportunities in the mining sector of Tabas:
1) operation of  second phase of  four coal mines of Parvadeh (implementation 

of this plan provides the platform for employment of approximately 600 people  
in these mines )

2) Establishment  and operation of number one coal mine Eastern zone (this 
mine has 500 thousand tons mechanized storage and 750 thousand tons semi-
mechanized storage which with its launch at least 100 direct jobs will be 
created)

3) Establishment and operation of  oil-gas plan.
4) Establishment and operation of  coal processing plant.
5) Establishment and operation of coal-fired power plant (a national project 

with the ultimate power of 1500 MW of electricity generation that by its 
launching, 3 to 4 thousand people find direct job and approximately 15 thousands  
indirectly)

6) Establishment and operation of tar and coke plant
7) Fire brick production, exploitation of different types of stone
8) Manufacturing of minerals exploitation and processing machinery.

The county’s mines status

 Name of
Mine

Coal
 Get
Coke

 Thermal
Coal Fireclay  Refractory

Stone
 fluorine

Stone
 Barite
stone

 Concrete
Stone Granite

Number 8 3 21 7 2 5 3 1

 Name of
Mine

 Stone
Travrin

 Kaolin
stone Iron ore Copper  Sodium

Solfate
 Calcium

sulfate Sand Casting   Gary

Number 3 3 1 1 1 1 1

Among the County handicrafts we can refer to kilim weaving, basket weaving, 
carpet weaving, copper smithing, copper carving and pottery.

Tabas County investment priorities:
a) Investment priorities in complementary industry:
1- Different products of derived toluene from coal such as solvents, paints, 

paint thinners, silicone sealant, reactive chemicals, plastics, printing inks, 
adhesives, lacquers, and antiseptics and disinfectants and soup.

2- Different products of coal derived naphthalene such as plastic, paint and 
solvent

3- Different products of coal derived phenol such as plastics, resins, nylon, 
oil, lubricants, dyes, detergents, pesticides

4- Different products of coal derived gasoline such as poliastrine, plastics, 
resins, nylon, oil, lubricants, dyes, detergents, pesticides

5- Different products of acetic aside such as Polyethylene terephthalate, 
drinking bottles, acetate cellulose, photographic film, paste, fibers and 
industrial fibers, food industry admixtures, aster, Vinyl acetate, Acetic 
anhydride, organic and non-organic salt

Other investment priorities:
1- producing train trucks
2- windy, coal and thermal-solar power station
3- technical and engineering industry services
4- office of transport services
5- pistachio depended industry such as cleaning, peeling, cookies, grading, 

toasting, chocolate, posturizing, hard skin powder, half-cracking, pistachio 
processing machineries, drying, oil, powder, butter

6- date depended industry such as date extract, date sugar, date floor, 
grading and packing, herbal date based drinks, date chocolate, date powder, 
date types, honey extract, date-milk, date vinegar, enriched date, posturized 
date, date alcohol

7- sesame depended industry such as Ardeh sweet paste, sugar sweet paste, 
sesame products, different sweet pastes with dried fruits

8- fruit and vegetable dryer machineries
9- Asafoedita industry
10- Biopolymers production
11- glassy ceramic production
12- Bioceramic production
13- Recombinant pharmaceutical production
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Ferdows Township

Ferdows Countyinvolves an area of about 4103 m2 which is equal with 2/72% 
of the province total area. At the 2011 census, its population was 41,626, with 
32052 person allocated to urban population and 9574 person to rural popula-
tion. The county involves 40 active industrial units such as

•  Royal metal ingot factory with 6000 tons Magnesium ingot annual production 
and the first in Middle east

• Faraz polymer with 11500 tons annual production of different types of poly 
ethylic water and gas pipes

• Parmico. With 50000 tons annual production of Bentonite powder
• Ferdows weaving factory with 3000 tons annual production of different types 

of polyester and viscose yarn
• Establishing major plans such as Saman Jashnyar to produce lumines-

cence tools
• Atrin expansion  to produce windy turbines
• Ferdows cement and steel factories
Among the county merits, having been situated in the transit corridor of 

north-south and the linking roads of 7 South provinces to Northern provinces 
are mentionable so that the county linking roads are witness of 9 million pas-
sengers who pass through the county roads. (The highest rate of passenger 
traffic in the province)

In 2012, 29 active workshops had been responsible in mines exploitation. 
The major mines in the county are kaolin, bentonite, and soil plaster.

Ferdows county mines
Mineral  Number of

mine
Deposit amount

(tons)
 Investment
(million rial)

 Eemployment
(person)

bentonite 15 7796000 17612 75

kaolin 7 2312000 9625 39

soil plaster 2 1340000 256 6

Silicon dioxide 1 80600 237 5

perlite 1 500000 1679 7

Feldspar 1 277400 466 6

rubble 2 2600000 5345 13

total 29 14906000 35220 151

Agriculture sector potentialities:
Ferdows County with annual cropping of more than 45000 tons of horticultural 

products is the first ranked county in in province. The main horticultural product of 
the county is pomegranate with 30000 tons product every year. The “shishe kap” 
type of the fruit is the best exported type in the country. 

In other agriculture products according to 2013 statistics the county condition 
is as following:

1- First rank in pomegranate production (230000 hectares cultivated land, 
30000 tons annual production)

2- First rank in greenhouse under cultivated lands 14 hectares cultivated 
lands, 45 greenhouse complexes)Ferdws - Hot Spring
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3- First rank in converting industry of agriculture sector (11 active units, 
25% province production)

4- Second rank in pistachio production (2500 hectares cultivated lands, 
3500 tons annual production)

5- Second rank in caraway production (350 tons annual production)
6- Third rank in saffron production (2700 hectares cultivated lands, 14 tons 

annual production)
7- Third rank in milk production (30 tons daily production)
historical works and tourism potentialities:
Ferdows mineral hot spring:
In 20 km eastern north of Ferdows city there is a hot spring with natural 

therapeutic- medicinal effects which is always receptive of a lot of travelers 
and tourists. Many physicians recommend the hot spring water as an efficient 
medicine to treat skin and joint diseases. (This place is a regional tourism)

Baghestan countryside:
The village is located in 15 km east of Ferdows and in the junction point of 

two roads; Ferdows-Bajestan and Ferdows-Gonabad. Baghestan has beautiful 
natural scenes and many gardens as it is irrigated through “Baladeh”aqueduct 
and this place has also special tourism attractions. (This place is a regional 
tourism)

The Citadel of Ferdows mountain: 
This citadel is terminated to crags from three sides. The only way to reach 

the citadel is through a narrow pass which is in the mountain western side.  
The towers height is about 5 meters built by a combination of rubbles and 
plaster. At the end of the citadel there are water reservoirs caved at the rocks 
heart. Every of them have 10 meters height and 2 meters width. They are filled 
with rain and snow.

Olya Seminary School:
This building has been established in Safavi area and it was used till the 

1347 earthquake. The school architecture is unique in having 4 porticos, many 
porches, yard and the corridor lintel. 

Ferdows handicrafts:
Ferdows county and Qaen were both accounted as two important states 

in Ghohestan and their handicraft have historical precedence and verity of 
productions. The main handicrafts of the county are Carpet Weaving, kilim 
Weaving, Rug Weaving, Blanket Weaving, Felt Rubbing, Basket Weaving, 
Pottery, Dying, Black Smiting, Copper Smith, Row silk, Carving, etc…. 

The investment opportunities in cultural heritage,
 handicrafts and tourism

Row Project title  The number of
Required unit

 The amount of Required
investment  for each unit

(million rial)

1  Construction of residual \service
 units in the county 5 5000

2  Construction of road servicing
units 4 20000

3  Construction of tourism camp in
Baghestan region - hot spring 1 10000

4  Construction of cinema or
 traditional residual units in
 Sardasht district of Toon

1 45000

5  Construction of bird museum in
 Toon park 1 2000

6  Construction  of calligraphy
 museum 1 5000

7  Construction of camps, health
 and welfare  units in hot spring

 region
1 20000

8  Reconstruction of historical
 buildings in Toon district 20 3000

9  Construction of Astronomy
 and desert trekking station in

historical Shour inn region
1 10000

Ferdows investment opportunities in converting and complementary 
industry in agriculture sector

Row Project title
Products \

services title

 Nominal

 capacity

(tons)

 early

 feasibility

(YES/NO)

 Required

investment

(million rialls)

1 Wheat silo wheat Protection 20000 NO 40974

2 Dairy products Milk, ice-cream 6000 NO 20674
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Qaen Township

Qaen county with about 7600 km2 width allocates 7/8 percent of the prov-
ince total area. The county has an arid climate with the average of 180 mm 
annual rainfall and average temperatures of 15 to 22 centigrade.  According to 
2011 census, the population of the county was 111342 persons. The urban pop-
ulation is 57495 persons and the rural population 53847 persons. In 2013 the 
county involves totally about 1590 paved high roads, minorand rural roads. In 
2013, seventeen active workshops were responsible for mine exploitation. The 
major mines over the county are: lime, Marl, Bentonite, Travertine and so on. 

The county’s mines status

Mineral
the number of mines  deposit

amount
(1000 tons)

 Annual
exploitation
(1000 tons)

Investment
  ( million

rial )

Employment
(person)Active Non-

active
total

 Lime 1 0 1 28600 200 2545 17
Marl 1 0 1 54000 1000 4962 6

 Bentonit 7 6 13 5739.65 91 11424.97 62
Travertine 5 1 6 815.67 334.49 26007 74

Bauxite 1 0 1 2340 15 1279 4
Fireclay 1 0 1 34 6.8 386 7
Plaster 1 0 1 400 30 2636.5 4
 Total 17 7 24 91929.32 2013.134 49240.47 174

historical works and tourism:
Qaen Jamee mosque: 
The architectural masterpiece of the building is its main portico which has 

18 meters height and 11 meters width with a rotunda roof that involves four 
arches and three created vault spaces with the central arch with special works 
designed by delicate colorful paintings.

Investment opportunities in industry and mining sector

Row Project title
Capacity  Required

investment
(million rial)Amount Measure

1 PP fibers 10 Thousand ton 300

2 Packing multi-layer films 80 Thousand ton 1500

3  different types of  radial Belt tires
for cars 50 Thousand ton 2000

4  different types of  radial Belt tires
for bus and heavy motors 50 Thousand ton 3000

5  different types of  radial Belt tires
for cars and heavy motors 100 Thousand ton 5000

6 active carbon 700 Thousand ton 680

7 Acetic acid 5 Thousand ton 300

8 Magnesia oxide 1 Thousand ton 700

9 UPVC – profile 5500 Ton 150

10 Pele stale 10 Thousand ton 310

11 Industrial carbon Black 30 Thousand ton 300

12    Automobile bumper with thin wall
method 540 Ton 130

13 Zeolit catalizores 100 Thousand ton 130

14 Triple super phosphate 80 Thousand ton 200

15 Ferrite compounds (silica ferrite–
silica magnesia ) 200 thousand sets 60

16  decorative stones natural and
artifacts 10 million mm2 180

17 sanitary ware 12 Thousand ton 260

18 Processing of ulite 10 Thousand ton 27
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BozarJamhar Qaeny Tomb:
In 5 km south of Qaen there is a tomb over the mountain slope which belongs 

to one the eminent gnostics of hejira 4th and 5th century. The plaster moulding 
works over the arch are the most beautiful part of the building. There is a 700 
years old wild pistachio tree be-side the building. The county other attractive 
and tourism places are; Bazar old water reservoir, Abolmafakher tomb, Soltani 
house, Ghareni house, Hossei Qaeni citadel (mountain citadel) and Khesri 
Jamee mosque.

Qaen handicrafts:
The county handicrafts as the county itself have historical precedence, 

ancientness and nobility and they have unique characteristics with many 
verities. The county native handicrafts are; Carpet Weaving, Glim Weaving, 
Rug Weaving, Blanket Weaving, Felt Rubbing, Basket Weaving, Pottery and 
Black Smiting. 

potentialities, capabilities and investment opportunities:
- Existence of under construction macro industries such as cement, steel, 

power station, barberry, saffron, existence of metallic and non-metallic mineral 
deposits with exporting value such as Bentonite, Silicon dioxide, lead, iron, 
phosphate, and Decorative Stones, zinc, Marble, copper and Kaolin.

- Existence of three major farming company with fertilized cultivated lands
- Khesri greenhouse complex and Qaen livestock complex both all required 

substructures
- The county capability in producing strategic crops in the country such as 

saffron and barberry and their export high potentiality
- Existence of trading complexes and unemployed educated young persons 
- The potential opportunity in producing exporting carpets 
- Existence of plains and special climatic characters, water resources and 

storage dams with fertilized plains
- Existence of farming companies and agricultural training centers
- Natural sources and yielding water management plans

Qaen investment opportunities and priorities:
1- Food industry: massive bread and semi-massive bread production, egg 

powder production, extracting medicinal herbs juice and essences based on 
the herbs variety, producing non-alcoholic drinks

2- Metallic industries: producing loader nails and blades and agricultural 
machineries, and ball-bearings and roll-bearings, producing quantified rebars 
in confrontation with earthquakes, producing different types of Iron rebars 
and profiles, producing rail roads, anti-rust steel, water filtering machineries 
(industrial and household) 

3- Mining sector: processing different types of industrial soils and its 
dependent industries, producing hydrated lime used in steel factory

4- Medical industry: producing medical syringe needles, producing sterilized 
packing machines, producing medical filters and blood bags

5- Agriculture and livestock sectors: putting in work Kesht o Sanat company, 
fluff processing, breeding fish, greenhouse products beside separated electricity 
production plan

6- Others: producing light baked clay bricks, establishing Hotels in Qaen 
regional tourism, establishing students dormitories, putting in work the 
commercial complexes and spinning factory, producing LED lumps

Qaen - Steel Factory
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Nehbandan Township

Nehbandan County due to its natural situation and for its desert adjacency is 
located in a relative wide area. The   heights of the county involve 2500 meters 
mountain peaks such as Kouh Sorkh, Bidmeshk, and Boubak Mountain. In the 
western part of the county there is Shaskouh Mountain with the highest points 
of 3732 meters. Other parts of the county involve flat plains such as Sar Chah 
Shour, Sahl Abad, Chah Dashi Dehsalam and Nehbandan.

The number of active mines and their minerals
The special geology of the region and existing mines provides the suitable 

conditionfor mineral-base industries development Now, 63 units are active as: 
granite, magnesium, chromite, white Moud, plaster, wollastonite, Silicon dioxide, 
stone, lead and marble. About 803 persons are employed directed in this sector.

The county’s mines status
Mineral  The number

of mines
 Deposit
amount

(ton)

 Annual
 exploitation

(ton)

Investment
(million rial)

Employment
(person)

magnesium 16 2,794,095 87,847 17,072 164
granite 43 48,994,000 324,151 197,219 576

chromite 4 373,400 20,100 4553 38
marble 2 350,000 12,000 6,088 20

wollastonite 1 3,000,000 3,000 295 6
white Moud 1 600 120 725 4

Silicon dioxide 1 54,000 6,000 2,342 6
garnete 1 200,000 9,625 4,342 14
fluorine 1 1,500,000 60,000 5,766 10

soil plaster 1 10,000 2,000 2,248 9
soil plaster 1 1,800,000 50,000 874 16

The county active productive units and industry:
Row Name of units/industry Activity field Ownership

1 Yaghoute-Sabz
cutting stone factory

granite cutting governmental personal

2  Abdolnaser Jamalzaee
cutting stone factory

granite cutting -
P

3 Astan-e Ghods
cutting stone factory

granite cutting -
P

4 Shousf Pouya
cocky and cake factory

 cocky
production

-
P

5 plastic factory  plastic
production

-
P

6 brick factory  brick
production

-
P

7 silk thread factory  silk thread
production

-
P

The county agriculture:
The arid and semi-arid climate of the county which affects the region weather, 

water and soil quality causes 80% people of the county become occupied in 
agriculture and livestock section.  However the main farming and horticultural 
products of the county are: wheat, oat, caraway, cotton, saffron, melons, forage 

Nehbandan - Vallage Dehsalm
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corn, alfalfa, millet, turnip, forage beet, pomegranate, grape, berry, fig, jujube, 
apple, pistachio, date and olive. Livestock is also a current job among people 
as they hold 123 thousand heads of sheep, 300 thousand goats, 13 thousand 
camels, 2775 heads cows. Breeding fish and ostrich becomes also fashionable 
over the region.

As far as the county has mountainous areas and wide plains, it provides the 
suitable condition for tribal life.

The county has the most amounts of cropped forages over the province as it 
is favored by frequent sunny days. 

Cultural heritage and tourism:
The people’s race in this region is related to Parthian and Aria which have 

been settled in this region from before Islam period. In addition to Parthian 
race, other races who reside in this place are Balouch and Arab.

One of the salient characteristics of the region is its historic precedence and 
ancientness. This caused the county to have tourism potentiality. For example 
160 historical works are identified and registered from which 54 works are 
recorded as national works. 

Following this there are some cases which are introduced bellow;
- Mills: which are the symbol of creativity and invention of Irainan native 

knowledge 
- Shah Dej Citadel: which is the biggest rocky town with 63549 mm2 width 

in Iran and from Sasani period
- Rock engraving collection of Hosseina canal: its precedence backs to 

before Islam with the height of 700 meters
- Nehbandan Citadel: which has been related to Ashkani period and ghajar 

late areas. The construction of the building is like Shkani towns
- Chaghat town: with an area of 100 hectaresis of  Ashkani period
Tourism scope: 
Considering the historic precedence role in tourism scope, the county has a 

considerable potential to attract tourists into the region.  
There are some examples which are referred to below:
Nehbandan Citadel: the big citadel of Nehbandan which is from the Islamic 

area works. The building has been built through Moud bricks and clay layers. 
The citadel is located in Nehbandan city. According to the founded crockery 
pieces the historical precedence of the citadel backs to before Islam periods.

Miniature mountains: the nature’s show off in east of Iran
The wildlife refuge in Kaji salt marsh estuary: this estuary like many 

others in the country has placed various waterfowl birds and every year in 

migration season a lot of birds such as green foot and red foot sandpiper, white 
and gray heron, Eurasian Teal and green duck are birds fly to this place. 

Other existing animals and birds in this region are: golden eagle, vulture, 
Shikra, little owl, Quail, Columbidae, Pleske’s Ground Jay, Magpie, Raven, 
Sparrow, Wagtail, Crested Lark, Short-toed Lark, Martine, Hoopoe, Roller, 
Hyena, Houbara, Black Belly Coker, Common Ringed Plover and Dudak.
Reptiles of the region are Echis, Versicolred wood Snake, Mediterranean 
Spur-thighed Tortoise, DesertMonitor. The region mammals are Wolf, Fox, 
Tashti, Rabbit and Hedgehog.

Dehsalam Desert: This desert has the most important, the highest, the 
most beautiful and the widest sandy hills of the all-over the country (more 
than 8000 hectares and 162 km height and 52 km width) which is 420 meters 
higher than its surrounded lands. This place is a suitable station for desert 
tracking tours, camel running matches, skating over the sands matches, safari 
matches and car racing.

Toppest historical places to see:
1- Majesty Abolfazl Qadamgah in Bandan village
2- Sayyadan hill, a little distance after Shadej mountain
3- Akramabad citadel in Arabkhane rural district
4- Majesty Morteza Ali qadamgah
5- Shaikh Ahmad tomb in Dehak village

Nehbandan - Desert Dehsalm
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6- Gabers cemetery in Charfarsakh village
7- Shousf citadel
8- Shaskouh firetemple
9- Malek Chahroui tomb
10- Ramimgan citadel in Ramingan village
11- Cal Chah citadel in Cal Chah village near Shirshetor village
12- Sayed Ali Nehbandan tomb
13- Shaykh Ahmad tomb in Dehak village
14- Sayyedolhossain tomb in Dehak
15- Shaykh Alimousa tomb in Nehbandan
16- Bibi Maryam tomb in Shousf rural destrict
17- Soltan Mohammad tomb in Bichand village
18- Dahangodar water reservoir in 6 km to Nehbandan
19- Gavand citadel in Gavand village
20- Windy mills of down Khounik village
21- Windy mills of Charfarsakh village
22- Gol khar Water reservoir in 12 km to Chahdashi
23- Jall water reservoir in 18 km to Bandan village
24- Zainal water reservoir in 18 km to Chahdashi
25- Guardhouse of Sayyed Ali small village
26- Crypts of Chahshand
27- Mighan village historical mosque
28- Soltan Ovais tomb in down Khounik
29- Water mill of Ghandab in up Khounik
30- Hassan Abad  Sarkal water mill 
The county’s potentials and capabilities:
1- Existence of various metallic and non-metallic mineral deposits
2- Various agricultural products cropping potentiality such as date, olive, 

pistachio, saffron and production of organic, strategic, medicinal and melon 
bed plants

3- Being favored with enough  labor force in agriculture and livestock 
sectors as a result of having young, native and experienced population

4- Possibility of utilization and exploitation of wind and water to create clean 
and economical energy  and establishment of wind farm and solar  power stations

5- Existence of fertilized lands in many points of the county for agriculturalaims
6- Existence of attractive places, historical and natural potential fields for 

tourism industry expansion and ecotourism attractions
7- Existence of 130 km common border line with Afghanistan and border markets.

Ferdows - Textile Factory
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Advantages and Investment Incentives in South Khorasan Province
South Khorasan province possesses many potentials to develop in different 

economical sectors. Privileges  given to the province assures investors from all 
over the world that their investment would be of  low risk with effective cost.

The most important advantages and the province current infrastructure of 
investment are as follows:

1- Official customs and border terminals constructed in Iran and Afghanistan 
boundary (mill 78 region in Sarbisheh) play an important role in exchanging and 
exporting goods and  products to Afghanistan and the Middle East.

2-The province being located on the transit road of Chabahar-Zahedan-
Birjand-Mashhad-Sarakhs (connection line between principal Chabahar port 
in the South east of Iran and Sarakhs which is in the neighborhood of some GIS 
country), and also being on the transit road of Bandar Abbas - Afghanistan, 
and placement of major cities along this way, and the feasibility of exporting  
the imported goods through the border of Chabahar port outputs make it as 
a dry commercial port, (Dry Port). Due to the special funds allocated by the 
government for the further development of transit-oriented cities, the required 
infrastructures will be provided rapidly.

3- The special economic zone in  Birjand, the preparation and development  of 
which is in progress, due to the provision of certain conditions and exemptions for 
investment,  minimizes the investment risk in this area.

4- Being in the neighborhood of Afghanistan is a golden opportunity of this 
province. Afghanistan is a being renovated and growing country which allocates 
the consumer market for many goods and products to it now and in the future. 
Investors can be hundred percent sure in using this huge market to sell their products 
or services and technical knowledge here and in neighboring countries.

5- Availability of land, water, electricity, roads, ground communications, airport, 
telecommunications and IT infrastructures, availability of natural gas network and 
its development, expansion of Birjand airport capacity  and number of  flights 
as well as  its recognition as an admissible International Airport border, and  the 
possibility  of connecting the  province center to the national rail road of  Bafgh 
-Mashhad in the near future (which connects the main industrial points of Iran) are 
of the important infrastructures  that will meet all the investors needs . 

6- Office and administrative adjudications short cycle for investment applicants 
and issuing the necessary permits in the least time.

7- Special supporting rules for South Khorasan Province make it as one of the 
safest and most legitimate areas for investment.

Birjand - Tire Factory
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 8- Operation of 4 active borders of Gludareh namely “mill 73”, Mahyroud “mill 
78”, “Yazdan” and “Dokouhaneh”  located at appropriate intervals along the border 
between Iran and Afghanistan 

9- 14 various  accredited governmental  and non-governmental universities and 
5 higher education centers with a long history and having  teachers and trained 
faculty members in different fields of engineering, sciences, humanities, medicine, 
and art are of the important benefit of the higher education sector.

10- Frequency of low-cost human resources (skilled and knowledgable) for 
different industrial groups, provides various industrial and mine managers with a 
clear perspective 

11- Being devoid of vegetation and low environmental limitations, paves the way 
for various industrial and mining centers in the province 

12- Metal and non-metal mines, decorative stones, and unique geological 
structure, as well as significant potentials in minerals as gold, tin, tungsten, copper, 
lead, zinc, iron, rich deposits of coal, magnesite , refractory soil and decorative 
stones has brought the province excellent success in manufacturing, supplying and 
exporting of minerals .

13 Establishment of the province on the Asian Highway route and the possibility 
of using international investment in the development of regional transportation 
network

14- The province center being located in the direction of the region air 
transport (international), development of air transport capacity, conversion of 
Birjand airport to the  allowed border airport and providing every day flight 
to Tehran.

15- Existence of some comparative advantages in agricultural production, 
especially barberry , saffron,  jujube,  and rich deposits of animal genetics.

16 Possibility of using the desert plains and livestock such as camels, goats and 
fluffy and some agricultural products.

17- Having  the capacity of  historical, religious, cultural and natural tourism 
development.

18-Culturally rich environment with a long history as a field of public participation 
in the development of province. 

19- Handicrafts history, particularly in handmade carpet
 20- Possibility of exploiting rich renewable energy of solar and wind 
21- Indigenous and traditional knowledge in using land and water resources
22- Using geo-strategic position of the province in providing national security

The province investment incentives

Investment related tax exemptions 
Tax incentives, is part of a set of direct taxes rules which have been 

developed and implemented to create incentives for investment in developing 
investment(in different regions especially undeveloped ones), development 
and rehabilitation of existing units, development of export products, supporting  
design units, engineering and assembly design, and industrial decentralization. 
The main support act within legal framework include: 

A. Agricultural tax break
Article (81) of the Direct tax law: Income from all agricultural activities, animal 

husbandry, fish farming and bee breeding, Poultry, hunting and fishing, sericulture, 
restoring pastures and forests, gardens and palm trees, and trees of any type are 
exempted from paying ane taxes.

B. Industry and mining sector and Cooperative sector Tax Exemptions
Article (132) of the Direct Tax law: assertive taxable income from manufacturing 

and mining production units in cooperative and private sectors for extraction or sale 
agreement  license holders issued by the relevant ministries since 2002 onwards, 
from the date of utilization or extraction to a  rate of 80% and 4 years and in low 
developed areas to 100% for a period of 10 years are exempted  from tax under 
Article 105 of this Law.

Note 2) Exemptions under this article does not attribute to the  income of 
manufacturing and mining units located in a radius of 120 kilometers from the 
center of Tehran, 50 kilometers from the center of  Isfahan, 30 kilometers from 
provincial capitals and cities with a population of over 300 thousand people 
(according to the last census) 

Clause B of Article 159 of the Fifth Development Plan: The industrial and 
mining tax exemptions in less developed regions raise up to the tax exemptions in 
free trade – industrial zones.

Article 138 of the Direct tax law: That part of assertive profit of cooperative and 
private companies used for the development, reconstruction, modernization and 
industrialization of  existing units or supplement or complement existing minerals 
and industrial unit or  the establishment of new industrial or mineral  units in that 
year will be exempted from 50% tax Article 105 of this Law in case the permissions  
for development or Completion, or for establishment of new industrial and mining 
units, in context of specific investment projects, is obtained from the relevant 
ministries. In case the expenses incurred in each year for implementation of the 
said project or projects exceed the declared profit of the same year, or if it is less 
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than the cost of the investment project, the company
can benefit from the said exemption, up to the aforesaid excess or the balance of 

the cost of full implementation of the project, when computing the income to be 
declared for subsequent three years at maximum

Clause A of Article 159 of the Fifth Development Plan: the exemptions in 
Article (138) of Direct Tax Act and subsequent amendments during the program 
will increase in fifteen percent (15%).

Article 142 of the Direct tax law:  the crafts handmade carpet manufacturing 
and cooperatives and the production unions are exempt of paying taxes.

Article 143 of the  Direct tax law: 100% exemption of taxes from income of 
rural cooperatives, tribal, farming, fishermen, workers, employees, students, and 
their union 

Clause 6 of Article 11 of the General policies of Article 44 of the constitution: 
imposing a 25% tax on assertive taxable income of corporations,  conventional 
unions of cooperatives and LLP cooperatives

C. Tax Exemptions of Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism Sector:
Clause 3 of Article 132 of the Direct Tax Law: all the installation of and 

Tourism Licensed by  Culture and Islamic Guidance are exempted from paying the 
50% tax per year.

Article 8 - The law of Tourism industry development: Iran touring and 
international tourism installations, travel agencies and other similar facilities 
in every aspect, including fuel, water and electricity, duties, taxes, bank loans, 
etc., are subject to pay tariffs, regulations and guidelines of industry section.

Clause H- Article 139 of the Direct tax law: That part of the income from 
general endowment which according to religiously lawful regulations is used in 
some cases like Islamic propaganda, cultural, scientific, religious or technical 
researches, invention, discoveries, teaching and training, health, construction, 
repaI.R.Ing and protecting mosques, seminary, schools for Islamic science, 
public, universities, the Iranian passion play and feeding ceremonies, repaI.R.Ing 
the ancient monuments, development and building affairs, students’ educational 
loans or expenditure, helping the underprivileged and people who are aged from 
flood, earthquake, fire accident, war and other unexpected events,  provided that 
the income and expenditure are approved by endowment and Charity affairs 
organization is exempt from paying the tax.

Article 142 of the Direct Tax law:  the income of the crafts handmade workshops, 
carpet manufacturing  cooperatives and the manufacturing unions are exempted 
from paying taxes.

D .Export Tax Exemption
Article 141 of the Direct Taxes Law:
A. 100% of the income from exporting industrial finished goods and products 

of agriculture sector (including farming, horticulture, husbandry, poultry, fishery, 
forest and pasture products) and its conversional and complementary industries, 
and also 50% of the income from exporting other goods that are exported due to 
achieving the objective of the exportation of non-oil goods, shall be exempt from 
taxation.

List of goods subject to this clause during any plans offered by ministries of 
Economic Affairs and Finance, Commerce, Agriculture and Industry is approved 
by the Council of Ministers.

B. 100% of income from exporting different goods to Iran or transit into Iran, 
exported doing no change in the nature of the products, are issued to exempt from 
paying taxes.

E. Exchange Tax Exemption:
Article 143 of the Direct Tax Law: All the companies listed in the stock office 

which transfer their shares through a stock broker and recorded at the office  are 
exempted from paying of 10% of the taxes. 

The most important Tax Exemptions

Row Activity  Duration of
Activity Deductible amount (percent)

1 Agriculture Always 100
2 Industrial and Mining 4 years 80

3  Industrial and mining in
deprived areas 10 years 100

4 Free trade zones, industrial 15 years 100
5 Tourist installations Always 50

6  Exports of goods and
services Always  100 (in accordance with

paragraph (a) of Article (141)

Customs associated with investment incentives
According to ministerial decree dated Nov. 25, 1998, raw materials and 

components required by the production of machinery and equipment manufacturers 
that produce the industry machinery and equipment and are subject to one of the 
rows of customs tariff  approved by the Ministry of Industries are exempted from 
payment of customs duties and commercial benefit.  The date of implementation of 
this Decree is from the March 21,1999.
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Article 12: Importing before exporting of materials used in the production, 
finishing,  packaging and preparation of export goods temporarily by presenting a 
valid promissory obligation or duty payment are exempted of all funds related to 
the import except the cost of commissions. 

Article 14: Differentials of obtained money by the Consumers Protect Organization 
and all the received funds, except the  costs and fees concerning goods, materials, 
components used in construction, completion, preparation and packaging of export 
goods determined in accordance by the regulations will be refunded to the exporter.

Note 3: In case of imported goods and materials used in manufacturing of export 
goods  certainly released from customs, the funds paid for finalized imports after 
issuing will be refunded on the basis of the time of issuance.

Note 4: In case consumer goods in manufacturing exports are from domestic 
production, but the material is imported from abroad, such payments for materials 
is refundable.

Note 5: If the domestic production is sold to organizations or people that enjoy 
tax exemption for similar goods, the money paid for materials and goods based on 
the provisions of this article is refundable to its producer.

Article 19: The government can plan to prepare some budget for the exporter 
every year as encouragement of export and pay to them as benefit payment facility 
proposed by the Ministry of Commerce and approved by the Council of Ministers.

Other cases: Citing articles 12 and 24 of the import and export laws and its 
ordinance at the written request of those companies, enterprises and production units 
(including trade and industry) with valid license to import before export  (temporary) 
raw materials and stuffs required in the manufacture, completion, preparation and 
packaging of exporting  goods under the customs of the province supervision with 
respect to the other laws written in the context of aforesaid substances agree with 
their temporary import  after  exporting  manufactured goods at the specified time 
should act for its temporary entry permit clearing and ensure of it .

Also, Clause 2 of the Article 21 of the Executive Regulations and Protection 
of the Foreign Investment Promotion Act stipulates that Islamic Republic of Iran 
Customs Administration is required to assess the cost of second-hand machinery 
and equipment investment  as second hand prices .

Article 12 of the law of removing some of the barriers of industrial production 
and investment: Applying the tariff preferences for semi-fabricated goods 
manufactured (SKD) and completely Knocked Down parts (CKD) mobile phones, 
home appliances and other electronic devices.

Article 2 of the Council of Ministers decree No. 64648/t29291h dated 64648 
march. 6,2004: 15% discount of  goods customs value of trading gains of imported 

goods from free trade- industrial zones.
Note 3 Article 14 of the Export-Import Regulations (ActJun.27,1993): 

Extradition right on imported raw materials and equipment used in the 
manufacture of export goods.

Article 12 of the Export-Import Regulations Act (Act of Sep. 25, 1993), and 
Article 20 of the Regulatory Law to facilitate the modernization of the industry 
(Act Aug. 17, 2003): import before export of raw stuffs used in the production 
of exporting goods temporarily  by providing the customs office with a valid 
promissory obligation is exempted  of all funds belonging to the customs import 
except fees or charges.

Clause (b) Article 145 of the Fifth Development law for Five Year I.R.I:  
Effective tariffs for imports of all goods and agricultural products in such a way 
that the exchange rate is always in favor of domestic producers.

Clause 5 Article 119 custom affairs law: drilling and technical operations 
machinery and equipment, chemicals and scientific and technical entered equipment 
compiled by staff member of Scientific Archaeology and  member countries in 
Educational, Scientific, Cultural, Handicrafts,  Tourism and Customs of Iran in the 
case for exploration drilling are exempt from payment of entry.

Clause P Article 119 custom affairs law: Radar and Navigation facilities equipment 
which cannot be manufactured in the country at the request of airports and  approval 
of the Ministry of Roads and Urban Development ,  Ministry of Industry, Mines and 
Trade , and Economy and Finance Affairs are exempted from entry payments.

Clause Z Article 119 custom affairs law: Drug and medical supplies needed for 
health charities and benefit of public with license from the Ministry of Health and 
Medical Education are exempted for entry payments

Clause GH Article 119 custom affairs law: Import of production line machinery 
with the approval of the Ministry of Industry, Mining and Trade  by Industrial and 
Mining units is  exempted from entry payment.

Clause 2 Article 88 the Executive Regulations of custom affairs law: issuing 
the obtained production from the temporary imported goods for processing, is not 
subject to legal restrictions and there is no need for export duties to be paid. 

investment incentives in industry, mine and trade sectors:
Cabinet decree No.16780/t41479h dated Dec. 8, 2008 and guidelines to 

support the non-oil export development of country No.1/584261 dated Oct. 
10, 2011 by industry, mine and trade organization:

• Clause (h) Article 9 of the Instructions: Payment of part of the cost of 
participation in foreign exhibitions to the exporters.
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• Clause (1) Approval Letter (1) to (8) of the Instructions: offering export bonuses.
• Clause (P) Article 9  of the Instructions: Paying a part of the cost of sending 

trade missions, marketing and investment by Iran Trade Promotion Organization.
Clause (a) Article 149 law of the Fifth Development plan I.R.I:  Sponsoring   

industrial slaughterhouses development and improving  traditional slaughterhouse and 
semi-industrials  by private sector to enhance the health of the slaughter of livestock.

Clause (a) Article 158 law of the Fifth Development  plan I.R.I: Aid to the 
governmental and non-governmental towns and industrial areas in the provision of 
water, electricity, gas, telephone entry units stationed in the town .

Articles 20 and 21 of the Executive regulations of the law firms and 
institutions, foundations and commercialization of knowledge and inventions: 
-Knowledge-based companies and institutions are exempted from the taxes 
affirmed in Article 105 of the law of Direct Tax for 15 years. 
-Knowledge-based companies are exempted from paying toll fees and export 
duties from customs duties and commercial benefit.

Article 90 of the Executive Regulations of mines: Exploitation of mines that 
have mineral land , processing and mining industries approved at their request in 
operating plan, do not require issuing the permitting and allowance license for 
establishment and are allowed to establish those units according to their license;  
and Executive agencies are responsible to take same action with this former’s, 
such as the Permit holders which are treated as any other establishment. These 
beneficiaries are eligible for government support and incentives of governments.

Article 109 of the Executive Regulations of Mines: In order to support and 
encourage mining investment, import of machinery and equipment, exploration, 
extraction and production mining operations and mining industries needed which 
is approved with the permission of the Ministry, are exempted from the payment 
of any entry taxes.

Article 110 of the Executive Regulations of Mines: In order to promote 
and protect mining investments, importing needed second hand machinery and 
equipment for exploration, extraction and production mining industry  is permitted 
with the approval of the Ministry. With the recognition of ministry, car import 
regulations and technical standards doesn’t need to be considered.

Article 119 of the Executive Regulations of Mines:  In order to develop  less 
developed regions, development agencies with the Act of regulations can apply 
mining operations and mining industries.

Article 121 of the Executive Regulations of Mines: In the absence of the 
applicant from the  non government sector in less developed regions, the Ministry 
via the organizations in the mining sector in compliance with the provisions of 

these Regulations can issue licensing of exploration to the organizations.
Note 2 Article 5 of the Mining Law Reform: Ministry of Industry, Mine and 

Trade can, in  the absence of applicants from non-government sectors, with the 
help of  developmental organizations and regarding  relevant laws and regulations, 
proceed to explore mineral deposits in less developed regions.

Note 1 Article 9 of the Mining Law Reform: Financial institutions such as banks 
are obliged to accept the mines with exploitation licenses as collateral to guarantee 
repayment of the financial facilities 

Note 5 Article 12 of the Mining Law Reform: Exploiters of mines who act to 
optimize  utilization and protection of mineral resources, improving productivity 
and research and development related to mining exploration and conservation, 
with acceptance of  Mines  council  are exempted  twenty percent (20%) of 
their rights 

Article 20 of the Mining Law Reform: The government is responsible, due to 
the proposal of the Ministry of Industry, Mine and Trade, to pay annually up to five 
percent (5%) of the total salary received by the government under article 14 of this 
law, to the insurance enterprise of mining to support its activities . 

Clause 2 Approval Letter No. 104613/T/49398N dated Aug. 1, 2013: Allocation 
of the facilities resources from national development funds in order to pay the 
applicant of mine of this area because of their act in basic research, exploration, 
exploitation, development units, layout, processing and mining industries, equipping, 
expansion and modernization, mining consultants and contractors through banks in 
the form of  capital  expenditures ( fixed or  working capital) and  current.

Clause 12  Approval Letter No. 104613 / T 49398 N dated  Aug. 1, 2013: Create 
representations  of Geological and Mineral Exploration in the provinces of North 
Khorasan, South Khorasan, Ardebil, Ilam in cooperation with the aid of management 
and human capital development vice president

Participation of approved state and non-state  developmental organizations:
According to a modification of Clause 3 part A article 3 The general principle 

of law enforcement policies of Article 44, approved state organizations can 
attempt to joint venture with  the non-state  organizations. Economic plan, 
how to call for and government investment limit in each case should be jointly 
prepared by the relevant departments of the Ministry of Economic Affairs 
and Finance and Vice President of Strategic Planning and Control and the 
Committee of Ministers. The  government is responsible for  providing a  list 
of specifications  of plans and investments each year separately and declare 
them to the Parliament attached to the budget bills.
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Advantages and Incentives for investment in industrial Towns
A) Advantages:
1 - No need to obtain separate licenses from various agencies.
2- Exception of municipal law.
3 - Benefit expenses pay in cash and installment.
4 - Free issuance of permits for construction and finish work as soon as possible.
5 - Transferring Industrial Estate Authority to the Board of Trustees owners.
6 - Possibility of renting the halls ready to accelerate the operation of the 

production unit.
7 - Reduce investment costs due to the use of common services organized by 

industrial towns such as water, electricity, and Telephone, gas and wastewater 
treatment.

8 - Providing the perfect platform to build networks and industry clusters related 
to a range of towns and industrial areas.

9 - Ability to rent and buy small workshops and made   available to expedite 
utilization and employment.

10 - Indemnity of costs resulting from the land use change to industrial, by the 
Ministry of Agriculture.

11 - Providing fifty percents (50%) of costs related to the preparation of industrial 
towns, rural and industrial areas as well as the cost of water, electricity, gas and 

telephone by the Management and Planning organization of country.
12 - Ministries of Power, Petroleum, IT and Transport are obliged to provide 

water, electricity, gas, telephone, and roads to the entrance of the industrial cities 
and industrial areas announced by the concerned organization.

B) Incentives:
1 - The cost of exploiting the Industrial towns facilities  in 2010 is payable in 

the form of 30% cash and 70% in 10 quarterly installments of 3 month; and in  
industrial areas in the form of 15% cash and the rest is payable in 12 quarterly 
installments of 3 months.

2 - Preparation of suitable land for industrial projects carried out according to the 
location and design engineering principles and the latest methods of settlement.

3 - Increasing the number of installments in certain cases as well as relief from 
the payment of the installments in accordance with approved procedures and with 
the approval of the board is possible.

4 - Enjoying priority assignment and use of Reserve Accounts currency of 
exchange facilities  and a 25% discount rate of foreign exchange facilities.

5 - Placing the province on the list of less developed regions and enjoying 100% 
tax exemption for 10 years in most parts of the province.

6 - Industrial Development and Renovation Organization of Iran’s participation 
in investment projects as much as 49% of the general policies of Article 44 of 

Birjand - Industrial Park
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the Act the law of the state in less-developed regions at any  amount of invest in 
common with the non-governmental parties is possible.

7 - Providing free services in the field of construction and finish work permit of 
industrial units.

8 - All ministries and government agencies that are using technical program and 
credit funds are required to allocate at least forty percents of their annual approved 
budget to the manufacturing plans and services related that are  feasible technically, 
financially and economically and create permanent jobs.

 Article 1: Contracting parties to allocate land for industrial units that are exploited 
before the deadline (according to a timetable approved by a trusted advisor to the 
company or organization),  with regard to the following requirements proportionally 
since the licensing and continued operation, after obtaining approval by the Board 
of Directors of the Company, in accordance with the formula enjoy 50% of the 
remaining installments as encouragement.

Article 2: Applicants who pay all the exploitation fee in a lump sum are subject to 
a number of reliefs, if the applicants during the year pay the remaining installments 
or percentage of their debt with regard the formula and the rate banking interest for 
facilities are subject to encouragement.

Incentives for foreign investment (based on FIPPA)
Purpose of attracting and supporting foreign investment and access to foreign 

funds is considered and is of support as followings: to create and complete units, 
transfer of technology and use it in production, create jobs and promote the level of 
manpower  knowledge to enhance the quality of industrial production and access 
to export markets and promote the development and prosperity of the country in 
line with national income and growth of country and bring capitals as: cash, in 
different types of capital machines, equipment, tools and spare parts and related 
parts, patents, technical knowledge, trademarks, and other specialized services.

Majority of governing incentives in this section are extracted from the Act 
and Regulations section of FIPPA  and are presented as follows:

Article 4: No imposed restrictions on the size and contribution of foreign 
investment(allowing Iranian company registeration with 100% foreign capital)

Articles 6&7: Short and fast application and approval process of froegin investments.
Article 8: Foreign investments subject to this  law enjoy of all rights, supports 

and facilities available for domestic investment. .
Article 9: Foreign investments will not be subject to Expropriation or nationalization 

unless for the public interest, due to the legal process, in a non-discriminatory manner 
and against payment of appropriate compensation on the basis of the true value of the 

investment immediately after expropriation.
Article 10: Transfer of all or part of the foreign fund to domestic investors or with 

the consent of the Board and approved by the Minister of Economic Affairs and 
Finance, other foreign investors is permitted. In case of transfer to another foreign 
investor, transferee should have minimum initials of investment requirements, and 
from the provisions of regulation replaces the previous venture partner. 

Article 11: Foreign capital can come into the country in one or a combination of 
the followings and enjoys the support of this law:

a - Cash converted to Rial.
b- Cash not converted  to Rial but used directly to purchase and foreign investment 

related orders.
C - Non-cash items in the process of evaluation by the competent authorities.
Article 13: Foreign capital and its interests, or what is left in the country via 

giving a 3-month prognosis to the foreign investment committee and after doing 
all obligations and payment of deductions and by and approval of Minister of 
Economic Affairs and Finance law, can be taken to export to abroad.

Article 14: Investment income after deducting taxes and duties and statutory 
reserves with the approval of the Foreign Investment Committee and approved by 
the Minister of Economic Affairs and Finance is transferable to abroad.

Article 20: The relevant executive agencies are obliged to issue a visa, residence 
permit and work permit employment case for investors, managers of foreign 
experts for the private sector with foreign investment subject to the law and the 
close family members on the request of Investment Organization, for Economic 
and Technical Assistance of Iran .

Article 25  Procedural regulations: Foreign exchange earnings from the export 
of capital expenditure determined by the Board, are exempted from any limiting 
regulations of export and  exchange regulations  including commitment to return 
export and foreign exchange earnings to the country in according to the state 
regulation or the future based regulations. 

Article 20 of the Law and Article 35 of its Implementing Regulations: Visas, 
residence permits for three-year, issuing license to work and employment for 
investors, managers, foreign experts and their close relatives. 

Incentives for foreign investment in stock:
1 - (Article 2 Regulations on foreign investment in the stock) External entities in 

compliance with regulation of foreign investment in the stock exchange and outside 
markets and after getting trade permit are authorized to deal securities in stock or 
outside market in stipulated limits in the deal license. Other provisions governing 
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trade and foreigner activities in the exchange or outside market, are subject to the 
same rules and regulations governing Iranian people.

Article 3 May improper regulation of foreign investment in the stock: 
Foreign investors are allowed to invest in the stock market or outside market  up to 
the levels set by the Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection  passed in 2002 
unless the Council of stock considers some limitations.

Investment incentives in special economic zones:
Special Economic Zone  is a  especially protected port and non-port area generated 

under paragraph (d) Amendment Act 25 of the Second Schedule for Economic, 
Social and Cultural development of I.R.I (Or as per Clause 20 of the First Schedule 
has been created). The goal of setting these regions is to support domestic production 
and development of non-oil exports and stimulates the regional economy. 

The most important incentives extracted from the book of the law and 
regulations of special economic zones are:

1 - Import of goods from mentioned regions for domestic consumption is under 
the import and export regulations and export of goods from these areas will be 
carried out without any formality.

2 - Import of goods from abroad or free trade - industrial zones is carried with 
the lowest customs formalities and transit of imported goods into the region will be 
done in accordance with applicable regulations.

3 – Import of mentioned Article goods to the areas located at the country’s entries 
is subject  to no customs formalities.

4 - The goods coming from abroad or via free trade- industrial zones can be 
imported with no formalities.

5 - Managers after the classification and valuation of the regions can grant the 
right to use some parts of the region to the carriers or entities.

6 - The owners of imported goods into the region in order to bring all or part of 
their goods as temporary into the country can declare customs action or release 
with their discharge regulations.

7 - If the imported goods processed to the extent that the aforementioned goods 
tariff is changed, trading profit of the goods to enter the rest of the country will be 
calculated only for imported  raw materials and components used in it. 

8 - Importers of goods can transfer all or part of their merchandise against 
discriminating negotiable warehouse receipt issued by the district administration to 
others, in this case the receipt holder will be the owner of the goods.

9 - Manager of each district is authorized to issue certificates of origin for goods 
upon the request of the applicants for export of goods by the approval of the Iran 

custom.
10 - All imported goods used for the region manufacturing or service  providing 

are exceptional from the general import-export laws. Imports of goods to other 
parts of the country will be subordinated by import and export regulations.

11- Importing a percentage of goods produced in the region according to part (d) 
of clause (25) of the Second law of the Economic, Social and Cultural development 
of Islamic Republic of Iran into the country, adding a ratio of total added value and 
used domestic parts and materials to the price of commodities, is allowed with no 
restrictions  and also no need to register or opening credit.

12 - Goods produced in special economic zones, also the parts and raw materials 
imported from the above mentioned areas into the country due to lack of resources 
and foreign exchange quotas is not subject to pricing regulations.

Article 8: Commercial exchanges with foreign countries or other areas of special 
economic zones and trade-industrial zones after registration, are exempted from 
all custom duties, the import and export duties and all other commercial benefits 
and are not considered under any limitations and the ban regulations of import and 
export restrictions and prohibitions, except religious limitations, and the exchanges 
with other regions of the country except for the areas mentioned above are  subject 
to import and export regulations.

clause 3: Foreign raw materials and components imported into the country for 
processing, conversion, completion or repair are  imported into the country under 
temporary regulations; after they are processed, converted , completed or repaired, 
in order to be used in the region are returned back to the settlement areas without 
permit or declaration and customs formalities .

Article 14: Admission and entry and exit of foreign capital and profit to region and 
how do foreigners participate in activities in each area is in accordance with of   the 
law of Promotion and Protection of foreign investment approved in Mar. 10, 2002.

  Article 15: Registration of Deeds and Properties is responsible due to the request 
of region Authority and in accordance with regulations adopted by the Council take 
the following actions:

A - Registration of a company or representative offices with the purpose of 
working in the region, regardless their  domestic or foreign participation  share and 
also recording of material and spI.R.Itual properties in the area.

Article 16: Matters relating to the employment of human resources, labor 
relations, insurance and social security will be in accordance with current regulations 
and free trade -  industry zones .

Article 17: Any rights preserved by legal or real persons before establishing 
the area is valid and they are authorized to continue their activities within the 
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Comprehensive Plan 
Article 18: Ministries, organizations, institutions and state-owned enterprises in 

the scope of their legal duties, will provide necessary services such as electricity, 
water, telecommunications, fuel and other services and facilities of the current 
approved rates in the same geographical area.

Investment incentives in cooperation sector:
Article 9 of Chapter III of the Law on Amendment of the Fourth Law of the 

Economic, social and cultural policies of the Islamic Republic of Iran implementation 
of Article 44 of the Constitution:

Clause (b) Article 9 Law of Enforcement of General Policies of Principle 
(44) constitution: The use of incentives and government grants (excluding taxes) 
for the cooperative sector, 20% more than non-union sectors.

Row (1) part (j) Article 9  Law of Enforcement General Policies of Principle 
(44) constitution: Grants and loan payment to cooperatives whose members are 
among the top third of income group.

Row (2) Part (j) Article 9 Law of Enforcement General Policies of Principle 
(44) constitution: Employer share of the premium discount for members working 
in cooperatives (20%)

Row (4) Part (j) Article 9 Law of Enforcement General Policies of Principle 
(44) constitution: Subsidizing credit interest and other costs of the initial investment 
to set up a cooperative organization.

Row (5) Part (j) Article 9  Law of Enforcement General Policies of Principle 
(44) constitution: Studies to help plan, set up the database, the land acquisition and 
preparation.

Part (d) of Article 9 Law of Enforcement General Policies of Principle 
(44) constitution: Contribution to the formation of corporations and national 
comprehensive cooperative companies for poverty alleviation and creation and 
expansion of national professional unions.

Part (v) of Article 9  Law of Enforcement General Policies of Principle (44) 
constitution:  Providing Capital resources in support of the Cooperative Bank and 
Cooperative Development and Cooperative Investment Guarantee Fund.

Rows (2-2) of part (d)  Law of Enforcement General Policies of Principle (44) 
constitution (notice dated July 22, 2005 by leader of government):   Allocating 
30% of the proceeded income from the divestiture of state-owned enterprises into 
national comprehensive cooperatives

Part (a) of Article (151) of the Fifth Development law for Five Year 
I.R.I: Interest relief and annual fees from credit facilities granted to the 

private sector and cooperatives managed funds to support investment risk in 
new industries.

Article (146) of the Fifth Development law for Five Year I.R.I: Legal and 
financial support  for the establishment of legal organization with the priority 
of agricultural production cooperatives directing to unified management 
integrating agricultural land.

Article 11: The following text:  clause”6” Article (105) of the Direct 
Taxation approved in 1987 and its Subsequent amendment is jointed:

Clause 6: Assertive income tax of Conventional unions and public Cooperatives 
according to this Article is subject to a 25% discount rate.

Article 3 of the Law of Cooperation: Government is obliged in compliance 
with these laws and regulations, in a way that no absolute authority or 
involvement is provided for the government, cooperate with the cooperative 
sector, and provide them with the needed Facilities, in coordination with the 
Ministry of Cooperatives.

Article 4 of the cooperative sector: Government agencies and all organizations 
are responsible to give, under the same conditions, priority to the cooperative sector 
in implementing their projects.

Article 24 The cooperative sector: The government is obliged in order to 
fulfill the objectives set forth in Articles 43 and 44 Constitution and increase 
the share of cooperative sector in the national economy in compliance with 
the requirements and in terms of socio-economic development plan provide 
the necessary facilities for the development of quantitative and qualitative 
cooperatives so that this sector play an important role in the economic 
development.

clause 1: To achieve the above goal, the government can through  using 
the funding source or sources of the banks guaranteed by the government   
provide interest-free loans and property for the cooperative organization, and 
sell movable and/ or immovable equipments and necessary facilities for the 
establishment and strengthening of cooperatives as fair cash or installment, 
or proceed to signing the lease in condition of acquisition or rental contract 
or the companies, governmental organizations, banks and confiscated and 
nationalized shares.  

clause 2: The Banks are required to provide them with loans and other giving 
facilities in order to invest or raise capital or strengthen their cooperative that 
the loans and other facilities which is provided from them are assets of as a 
guarantee or collateral or a mortgage in the bank or if the cooperative is unable 
to repay the loan, the bank is able to settle their claims through the sale of 
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corporate assets such as property of selling this kind of cooperatives priorities.
Suburban Development cooperatives:
In order to accelerate the development of cities, directing public resources 

to productive sectors, providing infrastructure for the cooperatives and private 
sectors to take part in economic activities and initiatives that due to their being  
plug-causing (carcinogenic rent)it is impossible  for them to be transferred to 
the private sector, companies  formed  with title  of suburban developmental 
cooperatives.

Goals:
1 - Accelerating the development of cities
2 - Directing public resources to the productive sectors
3 – Settling the place to enter cooperative and private sectors in economic 

activities
Advantages of Suburban Development Cooperatives:
1 - The government and the organizations can transfer their activities, 

projects, lands and transferable properties in manufacturing, distributional 
and servicing sectors, in cases where the auction may not be good for the 
economy and government with the approval of one of the committees and the 
bidding procedures to the Suburban Development cooperatives.

2 –The board of transferring according to Article 39 of the Fourth Development 
Plan Amendment, economy and culture of Iran and Implementation of Principle 
(44) of the constitution is allowed without observing the sequence set forth 
in Article (20) of the mentioned law, assign the shares of state enterprises 
that supply goods and services to city via negotiation to the cooperative 
organizations of the same city.

3 - Development of Suburban Corporations can develop cooperatives in both 
urban and rural land ownership in old textures approved by the High Council 
and committees of Planning and Architecture and commissions article (5) of 
the Supreme Council for Planning and architecture by paying the government 
payroll, can use the facilities attributed to the rules of Ownership Approved 
projects located in urban and rural land. 

Investment incentives in agriculture:
Part (a) of Article (145) of the Fifth Development law I.R.I : supporting  

agricultural production subsidies in the form of compensation and commission 
income credit, grants, subsidies and other incentives to comply with the 
priority of Optimized National - Regional crop pattern.

Part (b) of Article (145) of the Fifth Development Law: Effective tariffs 
for importing  of all goods and agricultural products, so that the exchange rate 

is always in favor of domestic producers. 
Clause one: Import of agricultural production inputs such as seeds, seedlings, 

fertilizer and poison with the coordination of the Ministry of agricultural and 
getting a permit is excluded from the action of this tariff.

Part (a) of Article (149) of the Fifth Development Law: Financial support  
of industrial slaughterhouses development  and promote traditional and semi-
industrial slaughterhouse by the private sectors.

Part (b) of Article (149) of the Fifth Development Law: Promotion of the 
overall level of agricultural support to at least 35% of the value of production

Article (146) of the Fifth Development Law: Legal and financial necessary 
support for the formation of a legal entity, with priority to agricultural 
production cooperatives in the direction of management or incentive policies 
for the integration of agricultural lands. 

Part (y) of Article (143) of the Fifth Development Law: Allocating a part  
of the annual budget to help the formation and capital enhancement of  non-
governmental  organizations to support agricultural development

Investment incentives in the Cultural Heritage, Handicrafts and Tourism:
Article (22) decree of Cabinet No. 106254 /T23H datedMay2, 1990:  Exemption 

of all handcraft workshops from paying insurance contributions of the employer 

Tabas - Golshan Garden
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(including fields of  engraving, carving, inlay, inlaid tile, and masonry and 
mosaic cutters)

Incentives to invest in the stock:
Article 6 of the law of development of new financial instruments: Tax relief of 

10% of the  income tax  that proceeds from the sale of goods or merchandise in stock 
, 10% of the income tax of corporations accepted  in internal and external stocks, and 
5% of the income tax for companies whose shares are traded in the outside markets.

Investment incentives in insurance sector:
Article (22) Council of Ministers decree No. 106254 / T 23 H dated May 

2, 1990: Exemptions of all handicraft workshops  from employer’s insurance 
contributions (including fields of , engraving, carving, inlay, inlaid, mosaic 
tile and masonry).

Implementation regulations of part (v) of Article (80) of the Fifth 
Development Law for Five-Year No. 105061 / T 46916 K dated Aug. 13, 2011:  
Stepped discounts, or financing a portion of the premium contribution for 
employers in order to employ new workers, in condition that the company is 
newly established or didn’t have decreasing number of the employers the year 
before. 

Part (t) of Article (143) of the Fifth Development Law for Five-Year 
I.R.I: expand the coverage of agricultural output and productivity insurance 
at least 50%

Single Article of exemption from payment of insurance contributions of 
employers on March.7,1983: exemption from paying the employer’s share 
of insurance with a maximum of five working

Row (2) Part (c) Article 9 Enforcement General Policies Law of Principle 
(44) constitution: Employer share of premium discounts for union members 
employed at 20 percents.

Chapter 11: Frequently asked Questions 
ConcerningForeign Investment in Iran
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General Information
1- Is Foreign Investment permitted in Iran?
Foreign investment is permitted in accordance with the prevailing laws and 

regulations of the Country. All foreign investors are permitted to invest, for the 
purpose of development and producing activities, in all areas of industry, mining, 
agriculture and services. However, from the standpoint of the Iranian government, 
only those investments shall be eligible to enjoy the privileges and protections 
under the Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection Act (FIPPA) that have 
obtained the required license under the FIPPA.

2- What objectives are to be achieved by foreign investment?
The main objectives are enhancing economic growth, increasing employment 

opportunities, access to and development of new technologies and managerial 
skills, upgrading quality of products and boosting export capabilities.

3- How to know the regulations and opportunities of investment in Iran?
Knowing the regulations and opportunities of investment in Iran is possible 

through the following ways:
a) Visiting the OIETAI website in www.oietai.ir and visiting www.iio.ir in order 

to know about investment opportunities 
b) Attending in national and international conferences
c) Meeting the representative’s experts and delivering brochures and catalogues
4- Providing instructions, can the representatives of the Islamic Republic of 

Iran make a good relation between the investor and the pertaining centers in 
the country?

The representatives of the Islamic Republic of Iran can, after coordination with 
the economic section or console, convey the official requests to the related centers 
and notify the result. 

5-  If the investor is a foreigner, how can he enter the country to visit the 
investment opportunities?

All foreign nationals who enter the country for negotiation and official affairs 
(except for tourists) shall have an internal host:

a) They may be invited as a host by an Iranian partner/ party who owns a 
registered company, and visit the Ministry of Foreign Affairs website and fill the 
application forms.

b) They may be invited by OIETAI, and then shall present the related invitation 
letter to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and fill the application form.

c) Except for 10 countries, the other foreign nationals can, without any invitation 
letter, receive a 10 - day visa in the international airports in which the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs has a representative.

Berberry - Crop Production
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6- Under what legal or contractual framework, foreign investment may be 
admitted in Iran?

 Foreign investment in Iran is admitted under all forms of legal participation 
(Foreign Direct Investment) and/or contractual arrangements. By contractual 
arrangements we mean all forms of project financing methods within the 
framework of civil participation, buy back arrangements, and different types of 
Build, Operate and Transfer (BOT) schemes.

7- How do you define foreign investment?
Foreign investment is defined as employment of capital in an activity in which a 

level of risk involved. FIPPA classified foreign investment under two broad 
categories :

a) Legal participation (direct investment): is defined as a direct involvement 
of a foreign investor in the equity capital of a new or existing Iranian company. 
There is no restriction on the level of shareholding as well as percentage of 
shares belonging to foreign investors in Iranian companies. The right of foreign 
investor to run and control a company emanates from and is dependent upon his 
direct contribution in the equity capital of the concerned company.

b) Contractual arrangements: is defined as a set of mechanisms under which 
the utilization of foreign capital is solely based on agreements reached by 
the parties to a contract. In other words, the rights of the foreign investor is 
not yielded with his direct participation in the capital of the recipient Iranian 
firm, but through the arrangements agreed upon under a contract. This type of 
investment may be carried out in all sectors of economy. Under contractual 
arrangements, the return of capital and accrued profits have to be sourced only 
out of the economic performance of the project in which the investment is made 
without being dependent upon a repayment guarantee by the government, by 
the banking system as well as state owned  companies.

8- In what sectors foreign direct investment is permissible?
Foreign direct investment is permissible in all areas open to Iranian private sector.
9- In what sectors foreign investment under contractual arrangement is 

permissible?
Foreign investment under contractual arrangement is permissible in all 

sectors of economy. However, foreign investment in sectors reserved for the 
Government may only be carried out under contractual arrangements. 

10- What legal structure do you recommend for foreign investment?
There are seven types of juridical entity or company which can be established 

under the Iranian Commercial Code. From among all these different types, Joint 
Stock Company, in which the capital is divided by shares, is the most common 

and acceptable type of company which can be recommended to foreign investors.
11- Is it obligatory to have local partner(s)?
Of course not. It is by no means obligatory to have local partner, but in most 

cases foreign investors themselves are willing to take advantage from their local 
partners for the reason that they are more familiar with the business environment, 
regulatory and administrative requirements and opportunities locally available.

12- Is there a limit for foreign investment in Iran?
There is no minimum and maximum for foreign investment in respect of 

percentage of shareholding, nor is any restriction on the amount of investment for 
foreign investment in Iran. 

13- If there is no restriction imposed in Iran, then what message a 
prospective foreign investor should get from the ratios of 25% and 35% 
referred to in Para (d) of Article (2) of FIPPA?

The ratios referred to in the said Para have nothing to do with the shareholding 
percentage of foreign investors in a single investment case. As formerly 
explained, no restriction with respect to the ceiling of foreign participation is 
imposed in Iranian companies. In fact, these ratios illustrate the proportion 
given to the value of goods and services produced by foreign investment in the 
global economy in each sector and subsector respectively, verified at the time of 
issuance of the foreign investment license.

14- Is foreign investment permissible in oil and gas upstream activities?
Foreign investment in oil and gas upstream activities within the framework of 

contractual arrangements is permissible, but Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in 
such areas is not permitted.

15- Is it permissible to use foreign trade marks and names in foreign 
investments?

Application of trade marks and names is permissible in all areas of economic 
activity in accordance with the Article T205136/38043  Comission approval of  
Principle 138 of the constitution  in  March 5, 2008 .

16- Is foreign investment allowed in companies quoted in the Stock Exchange 
Market?

There is no restriction for investment in companies quoted in the Stock 
Market. Foreign investment in these companies are eligible to enjoy the 
protections available under FIPPA, in the same manner as is available to foreign 
investment outside the Stock  Market .

17- How do you define Special Economic Zones in Iran and in which areas 
of the Country these so-called zones have so far been established?

Special Economic Zones are restricted customs areas in which import of goods, 
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machinery and equipments is not subject to the general import/export regulations. 
The zones may have been established for different reasons and objectives. Some 
of them are established for the purpose of warehousing whereas some, in addition 
to warehousing of goods, are designed for setting up processing and production 
line. At present the number of Special Economic Zones reaches to 17.

18- Is there any difference between investments made in Free Trade 
Industrial Zones, Special Economic Zones and the mainlands?

Investment in Free Zones is subject to especial regulations governing such 
investments. Iranian Free Zones at present comprise 6 areas by the name of 
Gheshm, Kish, Chahbahar, Arwand, Aras and Bandar Anzali. Areas known 
as Special Economic Zones are part of the mainland in which all investments 
are considered to be investments in the mainland. Taking into consideration the 
applicability of Foreign Investment Law to the territory of the Islamic Republic of 
Iran, all foreign investments realized in Free Trade and Industrial Zones may also 
enjoy the privileges of FIPPA, provided that the relevant formalities for obtaining 
the investment license have been followed .

19- What is the role of the regulations governing investment in Free 
Zones?

Although foreign investment in Free Zones is governed by especial regulations, 
foreign investors may also invest in such zones under Foreign Investment Law 
and take advantage of its protections.  

20- What is meant by the terms Iranian Company and Foreign Company, 
from the standpoint of Iranian laws and regulations? 

The term Iranian Company refers to a company incorporated and registered in 
Iran  according to Iranian Commercial Code, even if a hundred percent of its shares 
or stocks belong to foreign natural or juridical persons. The term Foreign Company 
refers to a company incorporated and registered outside Iran.

21- Is it possible for foreign companies to establish legal bases in the form of  
branches  or representative offices in Iran?

Of course yes. Any foreign company, for the purpose of expanding its commercial  
activities, performing its contractual  obligations, carrying out marketing activities, 
etc. may establish a legal permanent base in the  form of branch or representative 
office in Iran. For establishing a branch or representative office certain procedure 
should be followed under the Law for Establishing Branches and Representative 
Offices. For this purpose the applicants are advised to refer to the General 
Directorate for Registration of Companies and Industrial Property.

22- Is the establishment of branch or representative offices considered 
as foreign investment?

Establishing a branch or representative office is not considered as foreign   
investment. In fact, foreign investment can be realized by way of establishing a 
new Iranian company, participation in an existing Iranian company and/or entering 
into contractual arrangements with Iranian recipient entities.

23- What is the rate of tax applicable to transfer of shares of other companies?
Each transfer of stocks, partnership shares, priority right of stocks and 

partnership shares shall be taxed at a flat rate of 4% of face value of the 
shares and/or partnership shares (Note 2, Article 143, Direct Tax Law).

24- Is bringing raw material into the country by a foreign partner 
against increasing his share of contribution in the company regarded as 
new investment? Is it permissible to register the new capital as cited in 
customs documentaries of raw material clearance?

Yes. According to Article (1) of the Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection 
Act, foreign capital is defined as all types of capital, cash or non-cash, which is 
brought into the country by a foreigner, and includes the following:

a) Non-cash in form of convertible exchange imported into the country through 
baking system and/ or the official channels acceptable to the Central Bank of the 
Islamic Republic of Iran;

b) Machinery and equipment;
c) Tools and spare parts, separate parts and raw material, additives and subsidiary.
d)  Patent right, know- how, trademarks and expertise services.
e) Foreign investor’s transferrable dividends  
f) Other authorized material with the ratification of the government board
It is of note-worth that it’s better to select the type of investment at the time of 

registering the order. In this way, the investor can enjoy the privileges pertaining to 
the foreign investment including free registration as well as possibility of tracing 
and gathering the related statistics. It is also necessary that the list of raw material 
should be verified by the relevant ministry.

25- what financial facilities are considered for the foreign investors?
According to the Article 8 of  FIPPA, the foreign investors enjoy all the privileges 

alike.

Foreign Investment Promotion And Protection Act (FIPPA)
26- What law protects foreign investment in the Islamic Republic of Iran?
The law protecting foreign investment in Iran is the Foreign Investment 

Promotion and Protection Act ratified in 2002 which is hereinafter referred   
to as FIPPA. he scope of applicability of the FIPPA extends to the territory of 
the Islamic Republic of Iran under which all foreign investors may invest 
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in the Country and enjoy the privileges available there under.
 27- What is meant by the term protection under FIPPA?
The term protection refers to a series of certain rights and privileges which are 

extended to investors under FIPPA. In other words, investments carried out under 
any law other than FIPPA shall not be eligible to enjoy such rights. 

28- What are those rights and privileges?
Fundamental rights recognized under FIPPA in favor of foreign investors are as 

follows:
a - The right to transfer profits (dividends) as well as capital and gains 

on capital in foreign exchange;
 b - The right to receive compensation resulting from expropriation (deprivation 

of ownership) and nationalization of foreign capital;
c - The right to receive compensation resulting from the passing of laws or 

Cabinet  Decrees causing   prohibition or interruption in the implementation of  
financial  contracts of foreign investors;

d -  The right to enjoy equitable treatment accorded to domestic investors.
29- Are there any other facilities and privileges available to foreign investors?
Other facilities and privileges contemplated under FIPPA and its Implementing  

Regulations are as follows:
 a -  Convertion and transfer of the funds resulting from various investments and  

transfer of technology agreements;
b - Convertion and transfer of foreign investment related facilities and interests; 
c - Possibility of submission of investment disputes to international tribunals;
d - Recruitment of foreign technicians in affairs related to investment projects;
e -Export of goods and services without any commitment to reintroduce export 

proceeds to the Country (i.e., no surrender commitment requirement) ;
f - keeping export proceeds abroad
g- Direct access to and possibility of withdrawal of export proceeds  out of 

Escrow  accounts established in banks outside the Country;
h- Inapplicability of price control, distribution as well as local content and 

manufacturing requirements.
30- What issues are specified in the investment license?
Many issues such as area of investment, Iranian and foreign shareholders, type 

and method of investment, volume and percentage of foreign investment, the 
manner for transfer of dividend and profit gained as well as other terms and 
conditions pertinent to a foreign investment project are to be specified in the 
investment license. 

31- Who is qualified to invest in Iran?

All foreign natural and juridical persons, international organizations, institutions 
and companies as well as Iranian natural and juridical persons are qualified to 
invest in the Country in accordance with the provisions of FIPPA .

32- How investments by Iranian nationals can be covered under FIPPA?
Investments by Iranian nationals can enjoy privileges of  FIPPA on the condition that  

their capital has been sourced from foreign origin and, further to that, the investor has 
submitted documentary evidence proving their economic and commercial activities 
outside the Country. 

33- Is the validity of the investment license limited time wise?
Yes. Upon the notification of investment license, the foreign investor is required 

to bring an appropriate portion of his capital into the Country, within a period 
determined by the investment board on the basis of the peculiarities of the 
investment project; otherwise the investment license shall be null and void. 

34- Is it possible to extend the validity, and how?
Foreign investor may apply for the extension of the validity of the investment 

license, prior to expiration, by way of submission of justifiable reasons. The 
investment board will review the application and determine a new period for 
importation of capital, upon the approval of the application for extension.    

35- Are foreign state-owned companies authorized to invest in Iran in 
accordance with FIPPA?

Foreign state-owned companies may invest in Iran in accordance with FIPPA 
and   enjoy privileges available under the law. 

36- What are the sectors open to foreign investment in Iran under FIPPA?
Sectors open to foreign investment in Iran are vastly diversified and include 

all producing activities for the purpose of development in all areas of industry, 
mining, agriculture and services including tourism sector. 

37- Does FIPPA consider pure commercial activities as foreign investment?
Indeed, pure commercial activities are not considered as foreign investment. 

However, should they be complementary to the producing activities in connection 
with an approved project, they can be taken into account as foreign investment.   

38- What type of service activities are eligible to be covered under   FIPPA?
Foreign investment in service sector including tourism is eligible to be covered 

under FIPPA. 
39- Is the legal protection under FIPPA extended to foreign investments 

automatically?
No. Extension of legal protection to foreign investments is not an automatic   

phenomenon, but subject to obtaining the required investment license.
40- How and under what condition an investment already carried out but 
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not covered under FIPPA can enjoy FIPPA’s coverage? 
Investments already carried out but not covered under FIIPA may, 

upon application for obtaining an investment license and subject to creating 
added value, enjoy the  protections  available under FIPPA.

41- Is foreign   investment permissible in existing firms? If yes how?
From the standpoint of FIPPA, there is no difference between investment in a 

greenfield project - a new company - and investment in an existing economic entity. 
All prospective foreign investors may at any time proceed for investment in a new 
(greenfield) project and/or an existing economic entity.  However, admission of 
foreign investment in existing firms is subject to creation of new added value which 
may result from increase in investment, upgrading managerial skills, development 
of exports, and improvement of technology level in the same   entity. 

42- How foreign investment can take place in an existing Iranian company?
From the standpoint of admission regulations, such investments can be covered 

under FIPPA and enjoy its privileges upon completion of admission procedure 
and obtaining the investment license, on the condition that they bring about value 
addition .

43- In what manners a foreign investor can invest in an existing Iranian 
company and become a shareholder?

There are two ways:
a.  Acquiring shares of a company based on agreed terms and conditions. 
b.  Subscription  of the shares resulting from the capital increase of the company 

by way of assigning the first refusal rights of the existing   shareholders to  the  
foreign  investor.

44- Under what legal framework BOT contracts are implemented? 
For the purpose of conducting BOT contracts including BOOT, BOO, 

etc., the foreign investor may proceed either by establishing a branch office in Iran 
or by way of  incorporating an Iranian company (i.e., Project Company).

45- What is meant by proprietary rights? 
Proprietary rights are certain rights arising from  having  ownership over property  

and assets and/or   rights   assigned to the recipient   under a contract. This right has 
been recognized in FIPPA and is applicable to a series of rights including  right of 
ownership, right of operation and profitability, as the case maybe.

46- What is meant by assignment of proprietary rights in BOT contracts?
In BOT contracts assignment would cover the ownership right as well as  

the rights acquired  under the contract which can be assigned to Iranian party 
of the contract.

47- Are foreign investment companies authorized to open bank accounts  

outside  Iran?
Foreign investment companies are authorized to have bank accounts for the 

purpose of depositing their export earnings. This would facilitate any 
and all payments due to the foreign investors by way of having a quick and 
direct access to export  earnings  from the export of products and services.

48- Is there any requirement for reintroducing export earnings to the Country for  
joint venture companies and investee firms?

No, no commitment for the return of export earnings is required. Export earnings 
are at free disposal of the exporter, to be used at his own discretion.

49- Can foreign investor insure his investment? What kind of insurance?
Foreign investor may insure his investment against non-commercial (political) 

risks with an insurance agency of his respective country. In the event a payment 
is made to the investor under the insurance contract, the insurer in the capacity 
of the investor’s subrogee may apply for compensation resulting from the rights  
the investor is originally entitled to claim. 

50- Which authority is competent to settle investment disputes between Iranian 
and foreign investors or between a foreign investor and the Government?

In general, an investment dispute between Iranian and foreign investors can be 
referred to domestic or foreign courts or to an international arbitration based on 
the (prior) agreement of the two parties. However, should the Iranian party to the 
dispute be a government sector or company, referral of the dispute to foreign courts or 
international arbitration can be done only upon observance of relevant legal formalities 
by the Iranian (government) party. To this effect, referral of disputes to international 
courts and arbitration based on prior agreement between the Iranian Government and 
the investor’s respective government has been accepted in bilateral treaties.

51- How investment disputes may be settled? 
Investment disputes may be classified in 3 categories, each of which may be 

settled  in a different manner:
a) Disputes between local and foreign investors: 
This type of dispute may be settled, in the first place, through friendly  negotiations. 

In the event a settlement is not reached, the dispute may be referred to domestic 
courts, foreign courts and/or international or  ad hoc arbitral tribunals. There is no 
legal impediment   for accepting any of the  aforementioned methods as is mutually 
agreed between  the  parties  to the disputes.

b) Settlement of disputes between an foreign investor and the host 
government: As contemplated in Article19 of FIPPA, in the event a 
dispute between an investor and the Iranian Government is not settled through 
negotiations, the investor may approach through either of the following options:
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-  Referring to domestic courts; 
- Referring the dispute to the competent arbitration tribunal stipulated in the 

Agreement on Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investment with the 
investors` respective government .

c)  Settlement of disputes between host and home governments: These 
types of disputes are not usually of the same nature as disputes raised between 
investors. Moreover, they are attributed to the commitments and obligations of 
the respective governments vis-à-vis in respect of the implementation and   
interpretation of the contracts. Settlement of such disputes is also included   
in the bilateral and multilateral investment agreements.

52- Is ownership of land by foreign nationals   permitted in Iran? 
Yes. Ownership of land to the extent typically required for personal use by 

foreign nationals is permissible. Recognition of such ownership is dependent 
upon  a specific permission from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

53- Is it permissible to own land by foreign nationals for the purposes other 
than personal use (i.e. industrial, agricultural, services, etc.)? 

The answer is no. On the overall, the ownership of land for the aforementioned 
purposes which are considered to be beyond personal use, is not permitted.

54- Then how the “ownership of land” in foreign investment projects is resolved?
As explained in previous answer, ownership of land in the name of 

foreign nationals for industrial and agricultural use that is beyond personal needs 
is not permitted. However, in the event the implementation of foreign investment 
project results in establishment of an “Iranian Company”, Ownership of land in 
the name of that company which bears an Iranian identity, would be permissible. 

55- What is meant by the term “ Iranian Company”?
Iranian company is a company established and registered in Iran in accordance 

with Iranian Commercial Code, regardless of the identity and nationality of its  
shareholders or partners. 

Admission Regime 
56- Which authority is responsible for admission and protection of 

foreign  investments in the Islamic Republic of Iran?
The Organization for Investment Economic and Technical Assistance of Iran 

(OIETAI) is the sole government authority which in accordance with FIPPA 
is legally empowered to admit and extend legal protections to foreign capital. The 
license for foreign investment under FIPPA is also released by OIETAI. 

57- Is  it obligatory to obtain a license for foreign investment?
For those investments to be covered under FIPPA, it is required. Such a license   

is released when signed by the Minister of Economic Affairs and Finance. 
58- Does it mean that each single investment under FIPPA requires 

a specific  license?
Yes. Foreign investment in any single project covered by FIPPA to enjoy 

privilidges of the Foreign Investment Support and Encouragement Law, 
requires a separate license signed by the minister of economic Affairs and 
Finance.

59- What is the procedure for   issuance of a foreign   investment license? 
What documents are required for the issuance of such a license?

The procedure for issuance of an investment license is short and simple. Upon 
submission of the official application for foreign investment addressed to OIETAI, 
the application will be put in the agenda of the Foreign Investment   Board for review 
within 15 working days, and subsequently a draft license will be communicated 
to the foreign investor for confirmation. The documentation required include the 
filled-in application form along with all supplements/annexes, as the case may be,  
and other documents  indicated in the last page of the application form.

60- Which services could be provided to foreign investors by OIETAI? 
The organization can be addressed and consulted for any and all issues foreign  

investors come across. To this end, the investor is in touch with only one single  
organization through the Center for Foreign Investment Service, which will result 
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in time and cost saving for them. 
61- What is the objective behind establishment of the Center for Foreign 

Investment Services? 
For the purpose of facilitating and accelerating the attraction of foreign 

investments into the Country, the Center for Foreign Investment Services 
was established at the premises of O.I.E.T.A.I, comprising the representatives 
of relevant authorities. This center acts as a focal point for the referrals 
by foreign investment applicants to the relevant Organizations and follow up 
in its authority restrictions. 

62- Does the Organization provide any specific services to foreign investors 
other than consultancy services?

Of course yes. The Organization, besides offering the consultancy services to 
foreign investors, provides the following services:

1. Provision of information related to all laws and regulations pertaining to 
foreign  investment;

2. Introducing investment opportunities in the Country;
3. Coordinating with different authorities with respect to applications for foreign  

investment;
4. Finding appropriate partners/parties, being local or foreign;
5. Contributing towards settlement of disputes between investors; 
6. Organizing and arranging meetings and/or appointments with relevant 

authorities.
63- What are the terms for the National Development Fund foreign currency 

loans by foreign investors?
Granting facilities of the National Development Fund under certain terms and 

conditions is possible. The condition is designed so that in addition to everyone’s 
benefit, it guarantees the return of the investment to the fund. The general 
conditions of granting facilities of the fund is subject to the terms and conditions 
of the letter of granting facilities.The procedure in cases other than stipulated in 
the constitutionwill be subjec to what referred to in Article 84, Act V, monetary 
policy and foreign exchange banks. Therefore, e foreign investors who operate 
within the law to support and encourage foreign investment, provided that 30% 
of the investment value of projects brought is supplied by the foreign investor (in 
accordance with Article 80 of constitution) can use the facilities.

Foieign Capital
64- What are the types of foreign capital?
According to FIPPA, there are various types of foreign capital which, in addition 

to cash capital, includes all types of non-cash capital comprising of machinery, 
equipments, parts, raw material, know-how and expertise services. (For more  
information please see Article(2) of the Implementing Regulation of FIPPA).

65- Are all kinds of foreign exchange acceptable as cash capital?
In fact, those kinds of foreign exchange which are acceptable to the Central Bank 

of the Islamic Republic of Iran, could be registered as cash capital. 
66- How foreign cash capital is  imported into the Country?
Foreign cash capital shall have to be imported into the Country through banking 

system and/or the official channels acceptable to the Central Bank of the Islamic  
Republic of Iran. Evidently, the imported foreign exchange shall be among those 
currencies  acceptable  to the said Bank. 

67- Is it obligatory to convert the imported foreign exchange into Rials?
That portion of imported foreign exchange required to be converted into 

Rials at the discretion of the investor, shall be purchased by the recipient bank at 
the current rate, and its equivalent in Rials shall be deposited in the account of the 
J.V.C. or the investee firm. 

68- Is it possible for the foreign investor not to convert the imported foreign  
exchange into Rials but use it for foreign purchases and orders related to 
the investment project?

As the foreign exchange may be converted into Rials, it is also possible to  
deposit the same in the foreign exchange account of the J.V.C. or the investee  
firm  to be used, under the supervision of the Organization, for payments related 
to foreign orders and/or other necessary expenses of the investment project. 
Depositing foreign exchange without conversion into Rials protects the foreign 
investor against foreign exchange fluctuations, and provides the opportunity to 
use it at his own discretion, whenever required.

69- What is the applicable rate for the conversion of the foreign exchange 
imported into the Country?

The rate applicable for the conversion of cash funds imported by the foreign  
investors is the prevailing rate of the Country’s official monetary network or the 
free (market)  rate  as acknowledged by the Central Bank of Iran. 

70- Is it necessary to valuate the foreign imported capital before its registration?
Yes. Valuation of capital, whether in cash or kind, is necessary. In both cases, the 

bank’s conversion rate on the date of importation shall be the basis for valuation. 
71- What formalities are required for importation of machinery, equipments, 

parts and raw materials (i.e., non-cash capital)?
In principal, importation of non-cash capital items related to foreign 

investment projects are not subject to the formalities of importation of 
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commercial commodities. Non cash items of any type can be imported into the 
Country upon recommendation by OIETAI based on the approved list, and 
the statistical (order) registration with the Ministry of Commerce.

72- Does it mean that importation of non-cash capital is free from local content 
requirements, allocation of foreign exchange and opening letter of credit?

That is true. It is not necessary to comply with the local content requirement, 
allocation of foreign exchange and opening letter of credit.

73- Is there any charge applicable to importation of foreign non-cash (in-
kind) capital?

Except for machinery applicable in manufacturing and mining projects, foreign 
non-cash capital, the same as other goods, is subject to payment of import duties, 

74- What criteria are to be considered for importation of know-how?
Technical know-how and specialized services are considered as acceptable 

types of foreign capital, so should be valuated and registered then as foreign 
capital. However, the opinion of the relevant Ministry shall be sought 
before the importation of technical know-how.

75- Is it permissible to pay license fee or royalty?
Sure. In cases where technical know-how is not considered as part of foreign 

capital, the relevant sums and/or approved royalty are payable to technology supplier.
76- What criterion is set for payment of license fee or royalty to foreign parties? 
In any and all manners of payment, the value of imported raw material shall 

be the basis for calculation of royalty and or license fee. This net amount, after 
deduction of imported materials value, shall be paid to whom granted the license. 
In other words, according to prevailing policy, payment of royalty and license fee 
is calculated on the basis of domestic added value.

77- Is it possible to register patent right and trade mark in Iran? 
According to Patent and Trade Marks Registration Law, industrial and 

intellectual property rights such as patent rights, trade marks and names, etc. can 
be registered and protected in Iran. 

78- Is it necessary to provide the list of non-cash capital before importation 
of the same?

Yes. Prior to importation of non cash capital, the foreign investor is required 
to submit to the OIETAI the detailed list of the same comprising technical 
specifications, manufacturer(s)’ name, year of manufacture and price, along with 
relevant catalogues. Upon confirmation of the list, the said non-cash capital can 
be imported into the Country in one or more shipments at the discretion of the 
investor without any other specific formalities. 

79- Is a prior review of technical know-how necessary?  

 Agreements related to specialized services, to be imported in the from of capital 
or to be paid for in other ways, shall be submitted to OIETAI along with the 
foreign investment application. The Organization will then coordinate and consult 
with the relevant Ministry on the necessity of the know-how as well as its value. 

Foreign Exchange Transfers
80- What is meant by the term “foreign exchange transfers”?
The term “foreign exchange transfers” refers to transfer of all sums resulting 

from the performance of a foreign investment and/or other sums to be transferred 
in the form of foreign exchange. Such transfers are categorized in two: 

a. Capital transfers such as dividends, principal capital, capital gain, sums 
pertaining to compensation for confiscation or expropriation of foreign capital;

b. Other foreign exchange transfers including those resulted from patent, 
technical know-how as well as engineering and technical assistance agreements, 
trademarks and name, and similar agreements. 

81- Is there any restriction with regard to the volume of transferable funds?
No, there is no legal restriction with respect to the volume of transferable funds, 

neither annually nor totally.
82- How the foreign exchange required for such transfers is procured?
Foreign exchange required for transfers related to foreign investments shall be 

procured and made available by way of purchasing foreign exchange from the 
banking system or out of foreign exchange earnings resulted from the export of 
products and/or services of the foreign investment project, as the case may be. 
However, the mechanism for provision of foreign exchange transfers is specified 
in the investment license.

83- Which formalities are required for transfers related to a foreign 
investment? 

Principally, any and all foreign exchange transfers shall be made upon formal 
application of the foreign investor or the joint venture company or investee firm 
on behalf of the foreign investor. All transfers, after deduction of legal dues, are 
payable to the foreign investor’s account. 

84- In case specific regulations or a government decision prohibits the export 
of products of the investment project, how the foreign exchange related to 
transfer of capital and profit is procured?

In exceptional cases where export is not so permitted, the foreign investor is 
authorized to sell his products in domestic market and to purchase, from the banking 
system, the required foreign exchange for such transfer(s). Obviously, the foreign 
investor may export other authorized goods instead, should he wish to do so.
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  Tax & Customs Issues
85- What is the rate of income tax for juridical persons in Iran? 
 The rate of income tax for juridical persons in Iran is 25% of the taxable income 

(Article 105, Direct Tax Law). 
86- Is an equal rate of tax applicable to all types of company including 

Iranian as well as foreign companies?
The rate of tax for all types of company, whether Iranian or foreign (branches 

and representative of
87- Are branches and representative offices of foreign companies which 

are engaged only in marketing and information collection for their parent 
companies abroad, subject to payment of income tax too?

No, branches and representative offices of foreign companies and banks 
which are engaged in gathering information or marketing in Iran for their parent 
companies, without any transaction right, and receive remuneration from them 
against their expenditures, shall not be subject to taxation in respect of such 
remuneration ( Note 3, Article 107, Direct Tax Law).

88- How is the income tax of foreign airlines and shipping companies 
calculated in Iran?

The tax of foreign airlines and shipping companies for passenger freight cost 
and the like earned in Iran, is a fixed rate of 5% of such earnings whether collected 
in Iran, at the destination, or on the way. (Article 113, Direct Tax Law)

89- Shall the income derived from transfer of technology agreements such 
as technical know-how, engineering and technical services and also payments 
of license fee and royalty be subject to taxation?

In case of granting of licenses and other rights in such agreements, which is 
considered as the income of foreign juridical persons, taxable income consist of 
20% to 40% of all payments received by them during a tax year and shall be taxed 
at a rate of 25% (Note 2, Article 105; Para“b”, Article 107, Direct Tax Law).

90- Shall the income derived from granting the privileges, transferring 
technical know-how, and patent technical aids be subject to taxation?

According to Note 2 Article 105 of Direct tax Act, except for subjects covered 
in Note 5 Article 91 and Article 113, granting the privileges, transferring technical 
know-how and technical aids by foreign legal individuals inhabited out of Iran are 
subject to taxation.

91- How the contracting business agreements are taxed? 
In case of contracting businesses of foreign entities in Iran with regard to all types 

of work in fields of construction, installations, and technical installation including 
procurement and setting up of the same or transportation, preparation of design 

for buildings and installation, topography, supervision and technical calculations, 
provision of training and technical assistance, transfer of technology and other 
services, the taxable income will be 12% of total annual receipts. (Para“a”, Article 
107, Direct Tax Law). In the event the relevant employer of the contract is a ministry, a 
government institution, a state company or a municipality, then that part of the contract 
price which is used for purchase of supplies and equipments from domestic or foreign 
sources shall be exempt from taxation, provided that the amounts relevant to those 
supplies and equipments are included, apart from other items, in the contract or in its 
further amendments or supplements. (Note 2, Article 107, Direct Tax Law). However, 
in accordance with Note 5 of Article 107 of Direct Tax Law, the taxable income of the 
activities subject matter of Para“a” of Article 107 thereof, the contracts which will be 
concluded from the beginning of the year 2003 onwards, shall be audited according to 
the provisions of Article 106, by way examination of statutory books.

92- How to compute the taxable income in Build, Operate and Transfer 
(B.O.T) projects, and what is the rate? 

The taxable income of foreign investors in Build, Operate and Transfer (B.O.T) 
contracts in Iran, shall be calculated at a fixed rate of 25% after deduction of 
acceptable expenditures, by way of examination of the statutory books (Article 
105 and 106, Direct Tax Law).

93- What is the manner of computation of salary income tax of foreign 
employees? 

The tax rate of salary income of employees whether Iranian or foreigner is the same. 
94- What is the rate of tax applicable to transfer of shares of companies 

listed in the Stock Exchange? 
Each transfer of companies’ shares and priority right of shares, shall be taxed 

at a flat rate of 0.5% of the sale value of such shares and priority rights of shares 
(Note 1, Article 143, Direct Tax Law). 

95- What is the rate of tax applicable to transfer of shares of other companies? 
Each transfer of stocks, partnership shares, priority right of stocks and 

partnership shares shall be taxed at a flat rate of 4% of face value of the shares 
and/or partnership shares (Note 2, Article 143, Direct Tax Law). 

96- What are customs duties? 
The aggregate of custom tax and duties, order registration fee and other levies 

on imported goods is called as customs duties which is charged at a rate of 4% 
of the customs value of the goods. This sum plus the commercial benefit to be 
determined by the Council of Ministers are referred to as import duties.
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Tax and Customs Facilities and Exemptions
A. Tax facilities / exemptions
97- What is meant by tax exemption, and how they are realized?
Tax exemption means exemption from payment of tax on income derived from 

industrial, mining and producing activities. Companies in Iran are required to 
withhold the tax on dividend, which is considered as natural entities’ tax, and pay 
it to the relevant tax office (Article 132, Direct Tax Law).

98- What are the tax exemptions, and in what manner they can be applied?
a. Tax exemption in industry, mining and producing sectors: 
1.80% of the income derived from producing and mining activities of cooperative 

and private sectors are tax exempted for a term of 4 years as from the date of exploitation 
or extraction (operation), 100% in less developed regions and ten years are exempt 
from tax under Article 105 of this Law(Article 132, Direct Tax Law) ; also And also 
in accordance with paragraph (b) of Article 159 of the Fifth Development Plan,  
 the amount of industrial and mining tax breaks rise  up to less developed regions 
in the free trade- industrial zones. 

2.Any part of the declared profit of private and cooperative companies that is 
used in the same year for development, reconstruction, renovation or completion 
of existing industrial or mining units and/or for setting up of new industrial or 
mining units, is exempted from 50% of the applicable tax (Article 138, Direct Tax 
Law); and also in accordance with part (a) of Article 159 of  the Fifth Development 
Plan, direct tax-deductible under Article 138 and subsequent amendments during 
the program increased by 15 percent. 

b. Tax exemption in agricultural sector:
The income derived from all activities in the field of agricultural, animal 

rearing, stock breeding, fish farming, bee-keeping, poultry, husbandry, hunting 
and fishing, seri-culture, revival of pastures and forests, horticulture of palm trees, 
is tax exempted without time limitation (Article 81, Direct Tax Law).    

c.Tax exemption in tourism sector: 
All enterprises for internal and international tourism obtained exploitation 

permit from the Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance shall enjoy an annual 
exemption with regard to 50% of their applicable taxes (Note 3, Article 132, 
Direct Tax Law).

99- Is there any requirement for enjoying tax exemptions? 
Yes, industrial and mining enterprises shall enjoy tax exemptions if located 

out of a 120-kilometer radius from the center of Tehran or out of a 50-kilometer 
radius from  the center of Isfahan,  and also out of a 30-kilometers radius from 
the administrative centers of provinces and cities with a population of more than 

300,000. Industrial Estates established within the same 30-kilometers radius from 
the later province centers and cities are exception to this rule (Note 2, Article 132, 
Direct Tax Law).

100- Shall the establishment of manufacturing units in less developed 
areas result in increase of the rate and period of tax exemption? 

Yes, 100% of taxable income of all units located in less developed areas shall be 
tax exempted for a period of 10 years.

101- In respect of tax exemptions, is there any distinction between the units 
located in Special Economic Zones and those of the mainland? 

In respect of tax exemptions, there is no difference between the Special 
Economic Zones and the mainland. In fact, tax treatment is the same in all 
parts of the Country.

102- Shall export income enjoy tax exemption?
Yes, 100% of the income derived from exportation of agricultural and industrial 

finished goods as well as their conversional and complementary industries, 
also 50% of the income earned from exportation of other non-oil goods, are tax 
exempted (Article 141, Direct Tax Law). According to part “b” of Article 
104 of the Fifth Development plan, obtaining any taxes and duties of non-oil 
exports and services during the Fifth Development Plan is prohibited.

103- What is the tax exemption applicable to transit goods?
100% of the income derived from exportation of different goods that have 

been, or will be, imported to Iran on transit, and are exported without making 
any changes in the substance thereof, or doing any works on them, are tax 
exempted (Article 141, Direct Tax Law). According to part “b” of Article 104 
of  the Fifth Development, obtaining any taxes and duties of non-oil exports 
and services during the Fifth Development Plan is prohibited.

104- Do the companies quoted in the Stock Exchange enjoy tax exemptions 
other than those applicable to industrial, mining, agricultural and tourism 
units?

All the companies listed in the Stock Exchange whose transition of shares 
is done by stock brokers are tax exempted equivalent to 10% of their payable 
tax (Article 143, Direct Tax Law).

105- What investments are subject to tax exemption?
According to Direct Tax Act approved in February 2000, some tax exemption 

issues are as follow:
Article 67: tax exemption at the time of cancellation till 6 months after 

contract
Article 69: tax exemption on the first definitive transfer of cheap and 
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inexpensive apartment flats, which is approved based on regulations and price 
determined by Department of Housing and Urban Development.

Article 81: Exemption of income from agricultural activities, animal 
husbandry, fish and bees, poultry, fishing, Noghan do, restore meadows and 
forests, gardens, trees such as palm 

Article 84: tax exemption on some part of all employees’ salaries
Article 91: Exemption from payment of employees including directors and 

members of foreign diplomatic missions in Iran ... and the pension obligation 
and travel expenses, and extras and...

Article 91: tax exemption on housing, the received amount from the 
insurance, rewards, all subjects in Article 84, the cost paid for treatment, the 
salary of armed force personnel, and Revolutionary War veterans.

Article 92: 50% of tax applied for the staff working in less developed areas
Article 101: tax exemption on the income of some jobs to the extent 

mentioned in article 84
Article 107: If, in a construction operation, the employer is the Ministry, state-

governed institutions or companies, or Municipal, that amount of the contract 
which is spent to purchase supplies and equipment is subject to tax exemption.

Article 132:  Exemption of income from industrial and mining activities 
from the exploitation date.

Article 132 (Note 3): 50% tax exemption for tourism institutions having a 
license(except 5- star hotels).

Article 134: tax exemption on non-profit schools, universities, non-profit 
higher education centers, centers for care of disabled and gyms having a 
license form the Youth and Sport Organization.

Article 136: tax exemption on funds received from insurance by which the 
contractor can enjoy the privileges after contract.

Article 137: payment of medical expenses for the family as well as life 
insurance premiums paid by individuals are deductible from taxable income

Article 138: The exemption of that part of the profits that is used for 
development, completion, and renovation

Article 138 (Note 3): exemption of ten years for factories moved out  
catchment area totally to a radius of 120 kilometers from Tehran.

Article 141: 100% tax exemption on the income derived from exporting 
the products of industrial goods and agricultural products and processing 
and complementary industries as well as 50% on the income derived from 
exporting other goods in order to gain the goals of exporting the non-oil goods.

Article 141 (part B): 100% tax exemption on the income derived from 

exporting various goods that are brought into the country by transit, and are 
exported without any change.

Article 143: relief from 10% tax on the companies accepted in stock exchange if 
transfer of shares is registered by stock brokers.

Article 145: relief from tax on profit or rewards of bonds and deposits in 
Iranian banks, accrued to government bonds, and treasury, profits paid by 
Iranian banks overdraft charges and fixed deposits reciprocal. 

Article 165: relief from tax on damage resulting from flood, earthquake, 
which is irrevocable, in some cases, relief from some part or all of tax for 
those who lost 50% of their properties.

Article 168: privileges from agreement of avoiding double taxation between 
Iran and other countries.

Article 172: Exeption of gratuitous aids deposited to the specified accounts 
by the government and also paid or private cash or gratuitous aids by people, 
legal or juridical, to repair or equip, to establish schools etc. 

B. Customs facilities and exemptions
106- Is customs exemption applicable to the raw materials imported 

on transit to be exported then in the form of manufactured goods?
Yes, the raw materials imported on transit for producing purposes are exempted 

from customs duties. Any sum paid at the time of importation for any reason, shall 
be refunded once the said goods are exported. 

107- At which price are the imported second hand machinery and equipments 
evaluated in customs house?

All the imported goods are evaluated at new price in customs; only the second 
hand machinery and equipments which are imported to the Country for production 
line under FIPPA, are to be evaluated at second hand price.

Other Facilities and Exemptions
108- Which facilities are offered by OIETAI for entry visa of foreign investors 

and experts?
OIETAI facilitates visa formalities of foreign investors, including short and 

long term as well as single and multi entry visas (i.e., 3 year multi entry visa 
with a 3 months residence permit that is renewable for 1 year), by introducing 
foreign investors, directors, foreign experts and their immediate family members 
to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Foreign investors or joint venture companies 
can apply for visa by sending the relevant specification form of applicants along 
with the reasons for their presence to OIETAI. It is worth mentioning that OIETAI 
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is not the only reference for foreign investors to obtain visa, but all foreigners, 
according to the prevailing regulations, can refer to the Missions of the Islamic 
republic of Iran abroad, and apply for visa.

109- Are there any facilities available for the issuance of residence and 
work permits?

If necessary, OIETAI will provide certain facilities and assistance to foreign 
investors in this regard.

110- How can you receive a long-term visa?
According to “A” part of the Article 35 Implementing Regulation and after 

issuing foreign investment, and by the request of the Organization for Investment 
Economic and Technical Assistance of Iran (OIETAI) guarantee the investment, 
and by providing documentation, it is possible to issue a long-term visa. 

111- Who is possible to issue a long-term visa for according to the Article 35 
of the Implementing Regulations of FIPPA?

According to “A” and “B” parts of this Regulation and according to Labor Law 
and inhabitancy and for preventing contrasting the related offices, and by regarding 
the main investor’s request and nationals have no permanent job, a long-term visa 
can be issued for 3 years for those who intent to stay and work inside the country.

112- What documentations are required to obtain visa, besides the 
documentations required by Foreign Investment Organization’s invitation?

  The following documentations are required:
a) The request letter on the header addressing to the console
b) Filling in the form 1 (the guest and the host profiles)
c) A copy of the foreign national’s passport
d) A copy of the company’s official newspaper and Foreign Investment 

Organization’s license
113- How long does it take to obtain a visa?
Completing the documentations, one week takes to receive the response.
114- How can you extend the visa obtained inside the country?
A single entry visa may be extended after expiration by the order of the 

immigration police. 
115- Is it possible to change the type of visa with a visa with the work 

right?
The investor inside the country may change the visa by providing a letter 

from FIPPA and after receiving the visa with the work right; in this case, the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs change the visa by sending an order letter to the 
Immigration Police.

116- What are the required documentations to change a visa to a visa 

with the work right?
 a) The original and a copy of the visa with the work right
b) The order letter of FIPPA addressing to the console of the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs
c) A copy of foreign national’s passport (the first page, the visa, and the 

sealed page to enter the country) representing the person’s presence in the 
country.

117- What is investor’s entry visa specific code?
Since 2013, long-term single entry visa with a specified code (I) is issued 

freely in the representatives of the Islamic Republic of Iran.
118- What does it mean by “single-entry visa or multiple-entry visa”?
Those who receive a single-entry visa (1 month or 90 days) during the 

stipulated period of validity can enter the country. If they go out of the 
country, even for one day, their visa will be revoked and they have to request 
for reentering.

Those who receive a multiple-entry visa should care about the allowed 
length of stay. They can enter the country during the period of validity of their 
visa provided that the length of stay doesn’t exceed the specified time.

Industry, Mine and Trade
119- What formalities are involved in bringing machinery, equipment, raw 

Photo Archive
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material (non-cash capital) into the country?
a) Providing a valid proform
b) Visiting the website of Trade Promotion Organization of Iran (TPO.ir) and 

clicking on “order” and filling in the form
c) Clicking on the “foreign investment” in the order form
d) Presenting the documentations (order form, preform, business card) to the 

Industry, Mining and Business Organization of the place of activity
e) Obtaining the confirmation of the Industry, Mining and Business Organization 

(registering the orders of foreign investors would be statistically and free).
f) Delivering the confirmation to the customs for the final entry of the goods
120- Are the foreign investors required to get the business card?
If they own an incorporated company, they are required to get one as it is 

essential for export and import.
121- Are foreign investors supported in the process of receiving the business card?
Facilitating the process of receiving a business card, export- import administration 

regulations, the Ministry of Industry, Mining and Business are specifically 
responsible for this matter.

122- What is the duration of validity of the business card?
The validity of the business card is for 1 year but there are some privileges for 

the active business card holders with a positive background, by which they are 
able to use the validity for some other years. The criterion to extend the validity of 
the card is according to the annual tax.

123- Are the foreign nationals required to present their clearance to get a 
business card?

Yes. And it needs to be confirmed by the consulate of Iran in their country.
124-  Are there any facilities in ordering by the foreign investors?
Yes. Their orders are statistical and are relief from payment.
125- Is importing the investors’ second hand machineries permissible?
Although the preference is importing new machineries, in the case that they 

are not produced in the country and according to approving the Article 1 of 
Commission of general regulations of import- export, which is so time consuming 
and strict, it is permissible to import second-hand machineries.

126- Is it permissible to invest in the mines of Iran?
Yes, but subject to establishing a company in Iran.
127- In what stage of investment, there should be presented the list of 

machineries?
The list of the machineries should be presented at the time of filling in the 

application form in Internal Business Development department of theMinistry of 

Industry,Mine and Trade.
128- What procedures are required to be passed by a foreign investor in 

the case that he has an international brand, and intent to offer that inside the 
country?

Referring to the internal development assistance of the Ministry of Industry, 
Mining and Business, the investor can receive the documentations of activity 
license of the representatives, fill them in, register it, and then he will be able to 
present his goods.

129- What assistance of the Ministry of Industry, Mining and Business can 
issue the license for acting in chain stores?

The internal development assistance of the Ministry of Industry, Mining and 
Business.

130- Are the manufacturing firms having foreign investors required to act 
in industrial parks?

Regarding the facilities and proper conditions in these parks as well as providing 
nedded service, the general policy of the Ministry of Industry, Mining and Business 
is establishing such units in the industrial parks.

131- What stages are essential to be passed by the manufacturing units in 
the Ministry of Industry, Mining and Business?

a) A written request in order to obtain a location in the parks and other industrial area.
b) Filling in the documentations to get the establishment license
c) Paying the cost of the location and passing the legal procedures to get the 

location
d) Equipping and building salons and offices
e) Obtaining the business card, importing and installing the machineries 
f) Reporting the physical progress
g) Obtaining operation license simultaneously with beginning the work with the 

machineries from the Industry, Mining and Business organization of the province
132- What stages are essential to be passed by the mining units in the 

Ministry of Industry, Mining and Business?
a) Looking for a location, and presenting a written request to the Industry, 

Mining and Business organization of the province
b) Getting agreement of the Industry, Mining and Business organization of the 

province
c) Referring to Engineering Department and purchasing the aerial maps and 

geophysics of the mine
d) Sampling from the mine site and experimenting the samples and identifying 

the minerals
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e) A written request for the exploration license (exploration report) 
f) Natural resources and environment experts visit from the fields of mining 

and preparation of reports and proxy setting, along with accurate recording of 
speculation and minerals supply

g) equipping the workshop and deployment of machinery
h) Apply the operation license of Industry, Mine and Trade, State
i) Initial sampling and application experts from the
j) Multi-year operating license (due to the mineral content of 5 to 25 years 

of mining exploitation license shall be issued and handed).
Moreover, each person can only legally register one mine to his name.  

Mining companies are exception and can have several mines in their  property.  
Considering that there are roughly all mining machinery inside the country, it 
is proposed to use local facilities

133- Is exportation subject to taxation?
90% goods are relief from tax and about the other 10% is of very low tax. 

Principally, exportation will be according to providing internal needs, planning 
and probable events.

134- Are mineral materials subjects to export?
The general policy of the country is based on non-issuance of mineral raw 

material. But at the present, there is no impartation in this matter. Special cases are 
publically announced by the import export administration regulations. 

135-  Is there any priority in manufacturing?
Yes. Some tables are settled based on needs and shortages. They are accessible 

by Behinyab website and the portal of the Ministry of Industry, Mining, and 
Business.

136- Is it required to observe the needs of standardization in manufacturing?
Yes. The standards are obligatory and all the manufacturers are required to 

observe it. In this context, the standards and industrial research organizations has 
imparted the obliged standards, and control the good performance. 

Miscellaneous
137- With which countries has Iran signed the Agreement on the Avoidance 

of Double Taxation? And are they enforceable at present?
Before the Revolution, Iran had signed the Agreement on the Avoidance of 

Double Taxation with two countries, France and Germany, in 1964. After the 
Revolution, 40 agreements has been signed worldwide. 

A. States that the agreement is binding on them are: 
South Africa, Armenia, Uzbekistan, Pakistan, Turkmenistan, Turkey, Tunisia, 

China, Sri Lanka, Syria, Kyrgyzstan, Georgia, Lebanon, Bahrain, Sudan, Oman, Korea  
South, Malaysia, Azerbaijan, Algeria, Qatar, Kuwait, Indonesia, Jordan, Germany, 
France, Ukraine, Russia, Belarus, Switzerland, Austria, Spain, Bulgaria, Poland, 
Venezuela, Romania, Croatia, Saudi Arabia, Tajikistan

B. States that the agreement is signed with and the approval of the parliaments 
of the two countries is in progress are as follows: 

Zimbabwe, Yemen, Senegal, Morocco, Kenya, Iraq, Montenegro, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina and Macedonia

C. States that the agreement with them has been finalized and initialed include: 
Vietnam, Ghana, Albany, grave, Czech, Blzyk, Norway, Slovakia, and Slovenia, 
Ecuador.

D. States that the agreement is negotiated with them and finalization is in progress 
include: Tanzania, Afghanistan, the Philippines, Thailand, Ethion, Singapore, 
Mauritius, Saudi Arabia, Libya, United Arabic Emirates, Nigeria and India.

138- With which  countries has Iran signed the Agreement on  Reciprocal 
Promotion and Protection of Investment?

The Agreement on Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of Investment has been 
signed with 54 countries, 43 of them have received the parliament  approval the 
final ratification procedure for 11 of them is still on the way.

139- Has Iran concluded any multilateral investment agreement?
Yes, the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran has joined the Agreement 

on Promotion, Guarantee and Protection of Investment among OIC member 
countries as well as the agreement among ECO member countries.

140- Has Iran joined the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA)?
Yes, the Islamic Republic of Iran is a member of MIGA at present, to this end 

foreign investors can enjoy the guarantee mechanisms of this agency as well. 
Although FIPPA along with bilateral and multilateral investment agreements 
signed by Iran, provides sufficient protections against non-commercial risks, 
membership to MIGA gives a double guarantee.

141- Which laws and regulations are necessary for potential foreign investors?
In addition to FIPPA and its Implementing Regulations which protect rights of 

foreign investors, OIETAI recommends the investors to acquire knowledge of the 
following regulations:

1· Commercial Code (sections related to joint stock companies);
2· Export and Import Regulations;
3· Direct Tax Law;
4· Customs Law;
5· Labour Law (to find out how to employ foreign services);
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6· Law for Registration of Patent and Trade Marks (to know about       industrial 
and intellectual property rights).

142- What are arrangements in order to issue , extend and renew work 
permits of  foreigner to simplify investment ?

Following the statement of Labor and Social Affairs minister on delivering 
authority of proposing “Technical Employment Board “ to the states , recently 
they are ordered on how to combine technical employment board base on article 
17 of executive regulation of 129 labor law of Islamic republic of Iran in order 
to simplify issuance, extending and renewing work permits . The number of 
row of organizational chart change to 100 from 10 which will ease the problems 
concerning issuance of work permits .

143- How is the scheduling work permit in provinces?
1. Approving, extending, increasing and decreasing the organizational chart in 

5 or at last 10 working days  
 2. Visa with the work right in 7 working days
 3. Issuing work permit in 5 or 7 working days
4. Extending the work permit with the organizational chart in 5 or 7 working 

days, and in 15 working days without the organizational chart
5. Renewing the work permit with the organizational chart in 5 or 7 working 

days, and in 15 working days without the organizational chart 
6. Changing the geographical location of work and the type of job in 5 or 7 

working days
7. Cancelling the work permit in 3 working days

144- What should a company do to get work permits number if it want to 
use services of foreigners?

If a company’s request on using services of foreigners is approved by the State 
Employment Technical Board, the name and nationality of the foreigner will be 
faxed to the Administration of foreigners Employment by the person in charge 
of foreign residents; then within 2 hours the license number is announced to the 
Offices of Labor and Social Affairs. Worth mentioning that in case of launching 
the  new software system(Windows)of Foreigners Employment Office and their 
connection to the state Departments of Labor and Social Affairs, work permits 
would be issued through the system with no mediation.

145- Are foreigners allowed to register an Iranian incorporation without a 
foreign investment license?

Yes. According to law and regulations applying in the country, the foreigners 
can, without any foreign investment license, register an Iranian incorporation, 
even with 100% of shares belonging to them.

Chapter 12: Investment Oppor-
tunities in Different Economic 
Sectors
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